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Study of Viscous Flow during Thin Film Polymer Coating and Drawing of
Continuum

Suraiya Akter, BSc. Eng, M.Sc Eng.

ABSTRACT

This study involves both theoretical and experimental thin polymer coating on wire 
as well as drawing of wire by hydrodynamic pressure technique Hydrodynamic 
pressure technique is a relatively new and innovative technique for wire drawing and 
thin polymer coating The wire submerged in polymer melt inside the pressure unit 
of different geometry, when pulled developed hydrodynamic pressure in the melt 
This pressure is largely responsible for wire drawing or coating

Most of the theoretical works earned out to date on this new process have 
considered that the viscosity of the polymer remains unchanged dunng the process 
Change in shear stress was also not accounted for in those studies Also the pressure 
in the fluid film was considered to be constant across the film thickness It is felt 
that any analysis of the process addressing the above shortcoming would give a more 
thorough understanding of the process With this aim in view, several numencal and 
analytical models were developed for the process These models help to predict the 
pressure, temperature and deformation profiles for different die geometnes Finite 
difference and finite element technique were used to obtain the solutions Theoretical 
results from these models were compared with previous expenmental and theoretical 
results All models predict closer or marginally closer results to the expenmental 
results than the previous

As the wire is first pulled through the polymer melt chamber before the 
hydrodynamic pressure unit, the first interaction between the wire and the polymer 
melt plays an important role for subsequent process in the pressure unit Theoretical 
study of the effect of the melt chamber condition on the whole process was so far 
been overlooked In this project some theoretical models were developed to study 
the temperature and velocity gradient boundary layer thickness as well as the melting 
profile of the solid polymer layer within the polymer melt chamber

Finally, most experimental works on the process concentrated on wire or other 
continuum drawing Works on good thin polymer coating by the process had mixed 
success The maximum wire speed attained m these works was 0 6 m/s which is 
considered to be rather low for industnal scale production The expenmental work 
in this project was mainly focused to attain at 15 to 20 times higher than the best 
previous achievement To this end, the work bench, wire feed mechanism, polymer 
feed system and hydrodynamic pressure units were either modified or designed and 
manufactured a new With this new set up it was possible to produce quality coating 
at as high as 12 m/s speed of the wire at different temperatures and back pressures 
of the polymer melt
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NOMENCLATURE

B temperature-pressure coefficient, slope of the deformation line

b, B factor determining theoretical deformation profile for thickness

b*, B* factor determining theoretical deformation profile for width

C temperature-length coefficient

Cf friction factor

Cp specific heat

DP change in hydrodynamic pressure

DX increment in length

h radial gap in the unit and the wire

h heat transfer coefficient

K thermal conductivity for fluid, non-Newtonian factor

Ko strain hardening constant

k viscosity coefficient for power law fluid

1,L length of section

n power law index, strain hardening constant

Nu Nusselt number

Pr Pradtl number

s PRA percentage reduction in area

PRT percentage reduction in thickness

PRW percentage reduction in width

Q flow of polymer

q heat flux

Re Reynolds number

V wire velocity

P; pressure gradient

T temperature

t "constant wall thickness of tube, thickness if strip

U velocity of polymer

V wire velocity

W width of strip
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X length passed by continuous wire in the melt chamber

*1 yielding point

Y0 initial yield stress

Y yield stress of the wire material

a thermal diffusivity, semi-angle of the effective die

5, 5 t thickness of velocity and thermal boundary layer respectively

P density

r shear stress

/* viscosity

Tc shear stress at wall

y shear rate

axial stress

<*T radial stress

Of> Hoop stress

Subscnpts

0 free stream, reference

1 first section of the unit

2 second section of the unit

l at the increment of length in first unit

J at the increment of length in the second unit

m maximum (step)

w wire surface

Y 1 nr ̂1

IV



CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Hydrodynamic phenomenon

When a viscous fluid is present between a fixed surface and a moving surface then, 

depending on the geometrical features of the pair of surfaces, a convergent wedge 

may occur It is the convergence, coupled with the speed and viscosity that generates 

the fluid pressure film

The mechanics of fluid pressure formation can be explained as follows The moving 

surface drags the fluid into the gap formed between it and the fixed surface and the 

relative motion between the moving surface and the fluid gives nse to the pressure 

which acts on the surfaces

This pressure is termed as hydrodynamic pressure and depends on the viscosity of 

the fluid, the geometrical configuration of the confined passage and the relative 

speed between the moving and fixed surfaces

If the fluid is oil type then the generated pressure is not so high But if it is of 

polymer solution type then the generated pressure is many times higher This is why 

for plastic processing industry the pressure generation due to hydrodynamic 

phenomenon could be a significant design factor for the processing equipment and 

pipe works

This high pressure should be advantageous for drawing and coating processes of 

wires, strips and tubes, the magnitude of this pressure being dependent upon the 

geometrical configuration and other factors mentioned above In a drawing process 

where reduction in cross section of the moving continuum is needed, the higher the 

hydrodynamic pressure the greater would be the reduction But for a coating process 

the pressure needs only to be sufficient to produce uniform thickness and continuous 

coating

1.2 Development of wire drawing and coating processes

Traditionally the wire drawing process involves the drawing of a circular wire
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through a continuously varying tapered die, the main purpose of the wire drawing 

process being to reduce the wire diameter to a specified size and to obtain the 

required metallurgical properties, including surface finish and a high degree of 

repeatability

In general m the wire drawing process, metal to metal contact takes place causing 

faction which leads to the reduction in die life due to wear, and to the increase in 

the drawing load Due to this reason,lubrication is essential Two mam types of 

lubrication are used at present "wet drawing "and "dry drawing" In wet drawing, 

the wire and the drawing apparatus are submerged in a bath of lubricant This 

method produces a high quality surface finish and it is usually used for drawing fine 

wires of less than 0 5 mm diameter In dry drawing, the wire passes through a soap 

powder container before entering the die This method is used when the surface 

finish is not so critical or when the presence of lubricant is desirable for further 

processing

For both the "wet" and "dry" drawing, friction between the wire and the die is of 

the boundary type, le, metal to metal contact occurs even though lubricant is 

present To reduce the die wear and to obtain a good surface finish, the 

hydrodynamic lubrication method is employed where a high pressure is developed 

by the viscous action between the wire and the lubricant in the tube through which 

the wire passes

1.3 Historical background of hydrodynamic lubrication 

With the progress of wire drawing research, lubncation was proved necessary to 

promote efficiency, surface finish, quality, heat dissipation and reduce production 

time This may be summarized as

1 Reduced drawing time

2 Elimination of pre-drawing time

3 Reduction of number of interpass heat treatment

4 Reducing machine maintenance time required due to excessive die 

wear

Chnstoperson and Naylor[l] first investigated hydrodynamic lubncation They 

employed a long tube, with very close tolerances, attached to the front end of a
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conventional die as shown in Figure 1 1 As the wire was pulled through the die, it 

pressurized the lubricant (oil) by viscous action and fed into the inlet of the die

This pressurized lubricant then completely separated the wire from the die,
\

preventing metal to metal contact Christopersion and Naylor experimentally showed 

that deformation of wire commences in the tube before the die entrance Though 

hydrodynamic lubncation was achieved under the designed conditions, the pressure 

nozzle had to be placed in a vertical position and was of such a length that the wire 

industry found it too inconvenient to put it into practice

Following all these findings Wistreich[2] earned out expenmental work on the 

forced lubncation based on a pressure tube system Dry soap was used for 

lubncation m a short nozzle as it is a very good boundary lubncant Expenmental 

results showed that the speed, temperature and the tube gap had a direct effect on 

the property of the film thickness produced He also noted that oil produced a 

thicker film than soap Schematic diagram of the unit used by Wistreich is shown 

m Figure 1 2

Orlov et al[3] developed a double die anangement using externally pressunsed oil 

as shown in Figure 1 3 The lubncant was transported into the chamber formed by 

the exit cone of the pressure die and the entry part of the drawing die, where the 

pressunsed lubncant provides the hydrodynamic lubncation dunng drawing Though 

better result was claimed for reduced die wear and reduced power consumption, 

however there was a lack of substantial evidence to support this claim

1.4 Background of polymer melt as a lubricant

Polymer melts have recently been used as lubncants in drawing processes Because 

of their very different characteristics from the conventional oil based lubricants such 

as high viscosity at higher temperatures, Symmons and Thompson[4] first suggested 

polymer melt as a lubricant in wire drawing They investigated the adherence of the 

polymer coat on to the drawn wire Subsequently Stevens[5] conducted expenmental 

work which showed that polymer coating of wire was possible Crampton[6] earned 

out a study of the wire drawing using a unit similar to the one adopted by 

Stevens[5] The apparatus Crampton and Stevens used consisted of a pressure tube 

connected to the forward end of a conventional die The polymer melt was dragged
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into the tube by the motion of the wire generating high pressures which resulted in 

hydrodynamic lubrication and coating of the wire The experiments they conducted 

reduced the cross-sectional area of the wire They noted that the polymer coating of 

the wire is affected by the temperature of the polymer melt, viscosity of the polymer 

and the drawing speed of the wire They also observed that with the increase in 

wire speed, the coating thickness decreased A schematic diagram of this unit is 

shown in Figure 1 4 Further works earned out by different researchers with 

different geometnes of the reduction units with polymer melt are bnefly desenbed 

here

1.4.1 Stepped parallel bore unit

The stepped bore pressure unit consists of two parallel bore sections Parvinmehr et 

al[7-l 1] showed that reduction of the wire diameter is possible using a polymer melt 

in conjunction with a stepped parallel bore unit which eliminates the need for a 

conventional reduction die The least diameter of the stepped or tapered bore 

reduction unit was greater than the nominal wire diameter before deformation Then 

a new concept m wire drawing was investigated and patented as "Plasto- 

hydrodynamic Die-less drawing" In this novel technique, the wire, tube or stnp is 

pulled through a melt chamber filled with polymer melt and then passed through a 

stepped, tapered, combined or any other geometry bore reduction unit Motion of 

the continuously moving wire or other continuum drags the polymer melt and causes 

the gap between the moving surface and the inner surface of the unit to be filled with 

the polymer melt which results in hydrodynamic lubncation and under certain 

conditions, coating as well as deformation of the wire Following the work of 

Parvinmehr, Panwher et al [12-16] earned out work on the die-less tube sinking 

process and analyzed the system taking account of Newtonian and non-Newtonian 

characteristics of the polymer melt Symmons et al [17-20] developed a 

microcomputer-based control system for the die-less wire drawing process For the 

deformation of strip using a stepped parallel bore unit, Memon et al[21-25] also 

published theoretical and experimental works

1.4.2 Tapered bore unit

Hashmi and Symmons [26-27] first presented analytical and numerical solutions for 

a solid continuum pulled through a tapered bore unit filled with a viscous fluid
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Parvinmehr [11] also earned out some expenmental work for the wire drawing using 

a tapered bore hydrodynamic unit Later, Nwir and Hashmi[28-30] developed the 

model for a wire considenng the polymer as a non-Newtonian fluid They also 

earned out expenments to observe the pressure profile withm the unit

1.4.3 Combined parallel and tapered bore unit

Investigation was also earned out by Al-Natour and Hashmi [31-32] using a 

combined parallel and tapered bore pressure unit in conjunction with a polymer melt 

They developed a theoretical analysis assuming Newtonian pressure medium Nwir 

and Hashmi [33] then published the pressure model considenng the polymer as a 

non-Newtonian fluid Expenments were earned out to obtain the pressure profile for 

different geometry of the combined unit

In all these three cases the smallest bore size is greater than the cross-section of the 

wire, tube or stnp so that metal to metal contact should never take place

1.5 Objective of the present studies and relation with previous work

The aforementioned three types of chambers have been used by a number of 

researchers to explore and study the die-less drawing process However some 

limitations were observed in those studies The viscosity of the polymer melt was 

considered to remain unchanged dunng the drawing and coating process Also the 

change in shear stress was not taken into account while analysing the process In 

stepped parallel bore unit the pressure could be found only in the step of the unit 

In combined parallel and tapered bore unit pressure could be calculated only m the 

tapered part of the unit No attempt was taken to predict any difference in the 

pressure through the fluid film thickness In all studies the pressure was considered 

to be constant

As the solid continuum (wire, tube or strip) is first pulled through the polymer melt 

chamber before the plasto-hydrodynamic die-less unit, the melt chamber plays an 

important role for the drawing and coating of the wire The fluid flow and 

temperature characteristics developing in the melt chamber were also not investigated 

in previous studies

As regards good quality polymer coating by hydrodynamic process, the maximum 

wire speed attained in previous studies was only 0 6 m/s This speed is considered
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to be rather low for industrial scale production

Keeping the above mentioned shortcomings and inadequacies, the broad objectives 

of the present work are to carry out new theoretical analysis of the process 

incorporating more realistic behaviour of the process parameters and to 

experimentally explore the possibility of coating at higher speed of the wire The 

specific objectives of the project are listed below

The obiective of this present project are:

1 Development of a theoretical model for the velocity and temperature gradient 

boundary layer thickness for the continuous drawing of a wire through a 

polymer melt chamber located before hydrodynamic unit

2 Developing a model of the melting profile for the solid polymer layer 

produced on the wire in the melt chamber

3 To develop new mathematical models for different types of pressure units

(combined parallel and tapered unit, tapered unit, converging 

exponential and parabolic) for the prediction of hydrodynamic pressure as 

well as deformation in the continuum

4 To modify some previous mathematical models in relation to pressure and

deformation(for stepped parallel bore unit m association with wire, strip and 

tube) and compare these solutions with expenmental results reported 

elsewhere

5 To simulate the hydrodynamic process for different types of pressure unit

(tapered, combined, converging exponential and parabolic) by finite element 

method where the pressure and temperature can be calculated both in the 

direction of the fluid film thickness and along the wire velocity direction

6 To carry out expenments to obtain continuous and concentnc coating on wire

upto wire speed of 12 m/s using different types of plasto-hydrodynamic 

pressure unit

6



WIRE HIGH PRESSURE SEAL DIE

Figure 1 1 Typical pressure tube and die

INLET TUBE OIE

Figure 1 2 Nozzle-die unit (BISRA)
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Figure 1 3 Pressurized chamber
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HEATER BAND COPPER SEAL

Figure 1 4 Pressure tube-die arrangement



CHAPTER 2 

RHEOLOGY OF POLYMER MELT

2.1 Introduction

Flow of polymer melt occurs when the molecules slide past each other Ease of flow 

depends on the mobility of the molecular chains and the forces holding the molecules 

together The flow characteristics of the polymer melts are influenced by many 

factors which are descnbed in this chapter in relation to the present work

2.2 Effect of temperature

For Newtonian fluids the relation between the viscosity and temperature may be 

related expressed by an Arrhenius type equation

H=Ae*/*r  (2 1)

where A is a constant, E is the activation energy This equation permits calculation 

of the coefficient of viscosity for an absolute temperature T, R being the universal 

gas constant

The polymer melt exhibits non-Newtonian behaviour except for very low shear 

rates[34] Another form of equation is often used,

Ii=ae~bT (2 2)

where both a and b are constants

A number of attempts have been made to obtain a fundamental explanation of the 

difference in temperature dependence of viscosity between different polymers The 

most successful is the application of "free volume theory"[34]

This theory suggests that at some temperature T0(which appears to be about 52°C 

below the measured glass transition temperature, Tg) there is no "free volume" 

between the molecules This free volume, f, is postulated to increase linearly with 

temperature so that at Tg the fractional free volume has a value fg The expansion
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coefficient a f is defined by the equation

f = f ff+*f [T- Tg)

where fg has the universal value of 0 025 and a f a universal value of 4 8x10^ 

William et al [35] have argued from this that the viscosity ^ of a polymer at 

temperature T may be related to its viscosity /xa at an arbitrary reference temperature 

Ta by the equation

l p g J L = -  Cf ( T~Tt) (2 4)
Ha C2a+T-Ta

If the arbitrary temperature is taken as Tg then equation (2 4) becomes

In this case

and

Cf=
2 3 0 3 C f a £

:5 1  6

were proposed as universal constants These equations are known as the WLF 

equations

2.3 Effect Of Pressure

The influence of pressure on the polymer melt was first checked by Westover [36], 

developing a suggestion by Maxwell and Jung [37], by the use of a double piston 

rheometer The rheometer consists of two barrels in senes separated by a die Two 

pistons acting in opposite directions, are used to apply pressure evenly to each barrel



and the pistons are locked in position This causes the melt to flow through the die 

There is consequently a pressure drop between the reservoirs, from which, with a 

knowledge of the capillary dimensions, the shear rate and shear stress may be 

calculated Westover‘s expenments yielded results that exposed what Cogswell [38] 

later described as the "convenient heresy that liquids are incompressible" A further 

capillary-based device for measunng the effect of pressure was developed by 

Choi[39] This treated the barrel/die assembly as two capillanes in senes All the 

above capillary techniques suffer from the disadvantage that the shear stress is 

determined by the same force as that which gives nse to pressure However this 

disadvantage was overcome with the "pressunsed Couette-Hatschek viscometer" 

onginally used by Semjonov[40] and later by Cogswell[38] This apparatus consists 

of two concentric cylinders, the gap between which is filled by the melt at a 

controlled pressure The inner cylinder remains stationary while the outer cylinder 

rotates causing the melt to shear The resultant viscous drag produces a torque on 

the inner cylinder and this is interpreted as the shear stress Using a lower ram the 

system could be pressunsed ranging from atmosphenc to 1 7xl08 Nm 2 

Cogswell observed that the flow curves for a given matenal obtained at vanous 

temperatures and pressures were, within the range of practical interest, usually 

supenmposable by a shift at constant stress Assuming the change in log (viscosity) 

to be linearly proportional to the temperature or pressure change an adequate 

approximation was possible This followed that the effect of the temperature on the 

viscosity could be related to the effect of the pressure on viscosity through a 

coefficient The coefficient was found not to vary greatly with polymer type (Table 

2 1) Hence the polymers whose viscosity is sensitive to changes in temperature are 

similarly sensitive to changes in pressure

2.4 Stress-Strain Dependent Viscosity

For a Newtonian fluid there is a linear relation between the stress and shear rate 

when it is under shear stress conditions The slope of the line represents the viscosity 

of the fluid which is constant For a non-Newtonian shear-thinning fluid i,e 

psuedoplastic fluid, the viscosity decreases with the increase of the shear rate 

Polymer solutions exhibit such behaviour Another non-Newtonian fluid, shear-
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thickening, shows the opposite Theological effect to shear-thinning and is termed as 

dilatant fluid

Two different equations are generally used to express the stress vs shear rate relation 

for a polymer solution The first is a power law equation given by

x = k ( ^ ) °  (2 6)
d y

This equation is applicable for any type of fluid Here n is the power law index 

which equals 1 for a Newtonian fluid, greater than 1 for a dilatant fluid and less than 

1 for a psudoplastic fluid In this equation t  is the shear stress, k is the viscosity 

coefficient for power law fluid and (dU/dy)is the shear rate 

Table 2 1 Temperature-Pressure Coefficients at Constant Viscosity,Entropy and 

Volume (°C/Nm2)(after Cogswell[38])

Polymer -(AT/AP), (5T/5P)S (6T/5P)V

PVC 3 1*107 1 1*10? 16 0*107

Nylon 3 2 1 2 11 0

Polymethyl 3 3 1 2 13 0

methacrylate)

Polystyrene "4 0 1 5 13 0

Polyethylene( 4 2 1 5 13 0

high-density)

Acetal- copolymer 5 1 1 4 14 0

Polyethylene (low-

density) 5 3 1 6 16 0

Silicone- polymer 6 7 1 9 9 0

Polypropylene 8 6 2 2 19 0

The second is an empirical equation relating shear stress and shear rate of polymer 

melts suggested by Rabinowitch [41] in the form
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t + * t 3= | i ( 4 r )d y

Here K is the non-Newtonian factor, ja is the viscosity of the polymer melt, r  and 

(dU/dy) are the shear stress and shear rate respectively

Figures 2 1 and 2 2 show the effect of the shear rate on the viscosity in which the 

influence of the temperature may be noticed These curves were produced by 

extruding polymer melts (Alkathene WVG23 and Polypropylene KM61) through an 

extrusion rheometer[ll] The viscosity of the polymer may be calculated at any 

known shear rate by measuring the slope of the curve Figures 2 3 and 2 4 show the 

viscosity vs shear rate curves [11] of Alkathene WVG23 and Polypropylene KM61 

Figures 2 5 and 2 6 show the viscosity vs shear rate curves of Borosiloxane[42] and 

Nylon 6 (Durethan B 31 F)[43] respectively

2.4 1 Critical Shear Stress

The critical shear stress is the stress at which the uniformity of the polymer melt 

flow ceases to exist This phenomenon was investigated by several workers[44-49] 

and they showed that certain flow defects are associated with the polymer melts at 

the critical shear stress Irregularities of flow were shown to take the form of 

Ripple, Bamboo, Spiral, ZigZag or Helix for different types of polymers The terms 

"Melt fracture", "Elastic turbulence" and "Flow distortion" have been used to 

describe this effect However, there is a general agreement on the following points

1 The Critical Shear Stress(CSS) has values in the region of 0 01 to 1 OMN/m2 

for most polymers

2 The CSS is independent of the die length and diameter

3 The CSS does not vary widely with temperature

4 The flow defect always takes place when non-Newtonian fluids were involved

5 A discontinuity in the viscosity shear stress curves occurred

6 The CSS was shown by a cinematography method to take place in the die

2.4.2 Sharkskin

The surface irregularity known as sharkskin is characterised by a series of ridges 

perpendicular to the flow direction In milder form it is known as mattness where
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the extrudate has a lack of surface gloss Sharkskin has usually been distinguished 

from elastic turbulence for the following reasons (Howells and Benbow[48])

(a) Sharkskin has a perpendicular distortion whereas elastic turbulence often

gives a helical or irregular pattern

(b) Sharkskin can occur at lower extrusion rates than elastic turbulence and

appears to be a function of the linear output rate as opposed to the critical 

apparent wall shear rate for elastic turbulence

(c) Sharkskin is very dependent on temperature, being considerably delayed by

increase m temperature

(d) Sharkskin appears to be unaffected by die entry angle, length to diameter

ratio and the material of construction of the die

2.5 Effect of Polymer Flow Characteristics

In a plasto-hydrodynamic pressure unit the polymer melt is subjected to very high 

shear rates and pressures, much greater than those capable of being investigated m 

any extrusion rheometer The presence of critical shear stress at low shear rate 

decreases the coating thickness, as concluded by Crampton[6] However it is also 

believed that the poor performance of the units at higher drawing speeds is related 

to a combination of factors such as shear rate, melt flow instability, partial 

crystallization, compressibility etc and not just by the critical shear stress The high 

pressure generation is believed to have the effect of increasing the melt viscosity in 

the unit Crampton maintained the temperature at a steady value when the tests were 

conducted thus minimising the effects inherent with changing temperature However 

to understand these effects fully further investigation is needed In the present work 

some theoretical studies have been done in relation to the fluid flow and temperature 

distribution inside the melt chamber which are given in the following section
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Figure 2 1 Flow curves for Alkathane WVG 23
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Figure 2 2 Flow curves for Polypropylene KM 61
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Figure 2 3 Effect of temperature on viscosity/shear rate for Alkathane WVG23
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Figure 2 4 Effect of temperature on viscosity/shear rate for Polypropyhne KM61
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Figure 2 5 Effect of temperature on viscosity/shear rate for Borosiloxane
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Figure 2 6 Effect of temperature on viscosity/shear rate for Nylon 6 (Durethan B 35 F
9000/0 KYY Resin)
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2.6 Boundary layer behaviour of polymer melt in melt chamber

In the plasto-hydrodynamic drawing or coating process (Figure 2 7) the continuous 

surface (wire, stop or tube) passes through a melt chamber positioned before the 

plasto-hydrodynamic pressure chamber unit The polymer in the melt chamber is a 

non-Newtonian fluid Discussions for laminar boundary layer heat transfer to power 

law fluid have been published by others in references [50-51] The following 

analysis has already been published which was given as reference [52] In this 

analysis the wire and the fluid are assumed to move in the same direction Here the 

velocity of wire V is greater than the free stream velocity VQ

t
2.6.1 Boundary layer analytical solution

The governing equation for the velocity boundary layer in the case of Figure 2 8, 

neglecting external body forces is [53]

- '■ - ^ 6=-e-& f(''°-mady*isf<‘ady 12 8)0 0

This is the integral momentum equation for boundary layer Considenng the pressure 

to be constant throughout the flow,

- ^ r = o = - p V o - ^  (2 9 >d x  u d x

As for the wall shear stress

t w= i c ( - ^ ) n (2 10)
dy y.  o v '

and making use of equation (2 9) and combining equations (2 8) and (2 10), the 

integral boundary-layer equation is obtained as
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Figure 2 7 Schematic diagram of the plasto-hydrodynamic wire coating process



P - 4 - f  (V0- U ) U d y = x „ = K ( ^ ) n dxJo 0 d y  y=0
(2 11)

For approximate analysis boundary conditions are given, which are satisfied by 

velocity functions

(a) U =V  at y=0, (b) U = V 0 at y=6, (c) (dU/dy)=0

at y=5

Figure 2 8 Schematic diagram of the flow model

and for constant pressure condition, (d) (d2U/dy2 ) = 0 at y= 0  

It is assumed that the velocity profile at different x is the same which should satisfy 

the above conditions There are four conditions to satisfy The simplest function that 

satisfies these conditions is a polynomial with four arbitrary constants Therefore,
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C7=C1+C2y+C3y 2+C4y 3 (2 12)

Solution of this equation with the above four conditions gives the velocity profile 

which is

U = v - l { v - v 0) [ Z ) + ± ( V - V 0) ( ^ ) 3 (2.13)

Therefore, from equation (2 10) and (2 13) it gives,

(2 14)

Substituting the expressions for U from (2 13) in equation (2 ll)and after 

integration it yields

x n g ( 2 ) « ( l - ^ ) « ( n  + l )
(PV2-n^ ~ )  {±) °+i  =----- ?----------- V ----------  (2 15)

K X  ( ^ 3 _ +^ _ _ ^ )  ( i - Z ° )
140 280 V V

which upon rearrangement gives,

( A )  (J2 + 1) ( I - - ® )  n+1

R e J1*1 ( - ^ L + J ± . X l ) 
140 280 V

V -  (2 16)

where the modified Reynolds number for the non-Newtonian fluid is Rex=pv2 n xn/K 

Also, the friction factor may be expressed as

c  Tw-o  (2 17)
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Combining equations (2 14), (2 16) and (2 17) the expression for the local friction

factor becomes

Cfx= ( -1 )  ” (2) ( | )  ^
(2 18)( 33 39 V0) n 1

) n+1 (Rex 75+1)

Thermal boundary layer thickness

The governing equation for the thermal boundary layer [53] may be expressed as,

The boundary conditions are

(e) T = T W at y= o , (f) T = T 0 at y=St , (g) (dT/dy) = 0 at

y=5t and (h) at y= 0  viscous dissipated heat generation is zero, so that (d2T/dy2) = 

0 at y = 0

These conditions may be fitted to a cubic polynomial as in the case of the velocity 

profile, so that,

Substituting the expression of T in equation (2 19) and after integration it gives

(2 19)

As then ( <5t4/63 ) is small compared with other terms Therefore this term can



be neglected and the above equation becomes,

A. ( i - h ) ) (2 22)
dx  8 t 2 0  6 V 2 V5t

Let Z =  5/5 so that the above equation may be written as,

d x  8 20  V * 1 2 V

In order to solve this equation it may be assumed that

Vn=y (i-—°^
h  v

= z 0 + ( 1— + — (2 24)

From equation (2 23) and (2 24) the following expressions can be obtained by 

equating the coefficients of like powers of (1-Vq/V)

(2 25)

and

Z 0 b A  ( 8 Z l ) + Z l 6 ^  ( 6 | Z 0 ) + Z 0 l J L l  ( - ^  V )  = 0  (2  2 6 >

Combining equation (2 25) and (2 26) gives



which upon substitution for 5 becomes,

) (2 28)
( 33  ̂ 39 V0)

140  2 8 0  V

where the generalized Prandtl number Pr for a non-Newtonian fluid is, 

Pr=Vx/o:(Re(2/n+1)) and,

gives the expression for the temperature boundary layer thickness 5t as well as the 

local Nusselt number,

In the case of plasto-hydrodynamic wire drawing or coating, the wire is passed 

through a polymer melt chamber positioned before the plasto hydrodynamic pressure 

unit Here, the polymer melt at 5 is almost stagnant Therefore, V0 may be 

considered to be zero Then the analytical expressions for the velocity boundary 

layer thickness, coefficient of friction factor, temperature boundary layer thickness 

and the Nusselt number become,

(2 29)

Now

(2 30)
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O —— —1
( 4 )  ”+1 (23+1) n+1

6 = — - ----------------- i— x  (2 32)

< -iro Re*) l k

3 ,-s S r ,  v^ ) , - ^ t (2 33):fx= ( - D n (2)  ( - | )  ” *1 ) ( i? e x ) n+1

( 4 ) n (n +i )  _ _i_ ,  .  ( - | ) a (n+l) __a_
e ,-8 | / X ( .  ■2- 3.3— -) - « - & < ^ <  ,3 > ” ‘ )l P M )

140 140

,  _1_ , ( | ) ” (n * l)
,  3 3 .  1  < 2 3 5 )

140

Results have been calculated on the basis of equations derived in the theoretical 

analysis In order to calculate the theoretical results, the following values of the 

parameters were used

Length of the melt chamber, x = 40 mm
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Table 2 2 Polymer data used in theoretical analysis[54-55]

Polymer Power law 

index (n)

Molten polymer 

temperature(°C)

Viscosity 

(N s/m2 )

Density (kg/m3)

PA6 0 7 280 63 969

HDPE 0 5 240 63 960

LDPE 0 35 220 39 780

PP 0 35 240 148 914

PS 0 25 200 137 1100

PMMA 0 3 250 97 1000

Figure 2 9 displays velocity boundary layer thickness versus wire velocity for 

different polymer melts This thickness decreases with the decrease in the power law 

index n (as shown in Table 2 2) and increase in the wire velocity With the increase 

in the velocity gradient boundary layer thickness, the surface faction factor also 

increases as shown in Figure 2 10 As the temperature gradient boundary layer 

depends on the velocity gradient boundary layer, it behaves in a similar way with 

the power law index and the wire velocity (Figure 2 11) A thinner thermal 

boundary layer promotes sharper surface gradients for the temperature and thus 

enhances the Nusselt number (Figure 2 12)

As the wire velocity increases for a certain polymer the velocity gradient thickness 

as well as the temperature gradient boundary layer thickness decrease With the 

decrease in thickness the possibility of solidification of polymer on the wire in the 

melt chamber decreases Polymer solidification on the wire in the melt chamber may 

lead to sharkskin in the polymer coating produced by hydrodynamic pressure inside 

the plasto-hydrodynamic pressure unit Experiments showed that sharkskin[ll] was 

formed on Copper wire coating for speeds upto 1 5m/s with Alkathane WVG 

(n=0 4) and lm/s with Polypropylene KM61(n=0 35) This sharkskin disappeared 

above these velocities
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The appearance of sharkskin is dependent on the temperature, being considerably 

delayed by the increase in the surface temperature [48] Preheating of the wire is 

a way to make the temperature distribution less sharp in the temperature gradient 

boundary layer thickness Figure 2 13 (at wire velocity 2 m/s ) shows preheating of 

wire makes the temperature distribution in the temperature gradient boundary layer 

thickness flatter, which discourages the solidification of polymer on the wire in the 

melt chamber thereby avoiding sharkskin formation in the polymer coating 

Figure 2 14 shows the temperature boundary layer thickness with different length of 

melt chamber at wire velocity of 2 m/s From 40 mm to 70 mm length of the melt 

chamber the temperature boundary layer thickness increases linearly After that, the 

thickness increases at a slower rate Thus it may be said that from the point from 

which the increase m temperature gradient boundary layer thickness starts at a 

slower rate, remelting of the polymer solid layer starts

2.6.2. Numerical analysis for boundary layer 

Substituting for U from (2 13) in equation (2 11) yields ,

140  2 8 0  V

(2 36)

which upon rearrangement in finite difference term gives,

(P
y2~n j - (2 37)

K 33 „ 39 Vp
140  2 8 0  V

Therefore,
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v„
.  „ <**-**-!> ( I — # ) - 1b n. l_5 i n6 ^ _ { 3)     V  t,  =0 (2 38)
2 '  ( p v 2-” , , 33  ̂ 39 Vq>

K  140 280  V

The solution of equation (2 38) gives the numerical value of the velocity boundary 

layer thickness

The faction factor is given by equation (2 17) as

fx

Substituting for rw from equation (2 14) the expression for the local numerical 

faction factor becomes

C f .  =____ -___ ^ ____ (2 39)U) (9 V2)

Equation (2 22) may be written as,

(6 t - 6 t ) o ( 8 - 6  ,)c(i) c(i-l) _  J v 1 1-1'

8 (x2- x i _1) 20 2aV 8t <i>

which after rearrangement becomes

2 ( 1 —^ ) 8 t  3- ( 4 8 t (1 —^ ) +5(6 - 8 ,  , ) ) 8 t 2+ ( 2 8 t 2 ( l - - ^ )v C<*> C(i-1) V fc(i-i) V
(8 —6 ,) ) 8 t +1°®(i-1) 1 X X' ' t(i) y

+56 t ( 6 , - 6 , . , ) )  6 t< + 20« ( 6 , - 8 ^ )  =0

(2 40)

This is a cubic equation, the solution of which gives the numerical value of the
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c

thermal boundary layer thickness 

The expression for Nusselt number is

N U x =  (^ )  = ( ( - g ) y=0) / ( ( r 0- r w) / x )  (241)

In numerical form this becomes

" ' ' . . . - I J T -  <2 4 2 >C(l)

For the plasto-hydrodynamic wire drawing or coating process, the wire is passed 

through the polymer melt chamber positioned before the plasto-hydrodynamic 

pressure unit The polymer melt at d is almost stagnant Therefore, V0 may be 

considered to be zero Then the numerical expressions for the velocity boundary 

layer thickness and temperature boundary layer thickness can be obtained from the 

following equations

5 mi_6 *6 — t  ------------------ =0 (2 43)
{ 33 ' 

k 140

2 8 t 3 -  ( 4 6 1 + 5 ( 8 , - 8 1. 1) ) 8 t 2+ ( 2 8 t2 +58£ ( 6 , - 8 , . , )  ) 8 tC{i) C(i-l) 1 1 1 c(i) C (i-1) C (i-1) 1 1 1  Hi)

(2 44)

+ 2 0 a  (Xj - Xi i) ( 6 , - 6 ^ )  =0

The expressions for coefficient of friction factor and Nusselt number are same as 

equations (2 39) and (2 42)
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To calculate the theoretical results, the polymer melt was taken as Nylon 6 or PA6 

(property from Table 2 1)

Increment in length = x, -x,j =  1mm

Figure 2 15 displays the velocity boundary layer thickness at different location of the 

polymer melt chamber for Nylon 6 at different wire velocities It can be seen that 

the thickness grows exponentially along the length of the melt chamber The growth 

rate is different for different velocity Also the thickness decreases with increasing 

velocity With the increase in the wire velocity, the surface friction factor decreases 

as shown in Figure 2 16 This faction factor decreases exponentially along the 

length As the temperature gradient boundary layer thickness depends on the velocity 

gradient boundary layer thickness, the former behaves m a similar manner as m 

Figure 2 16 This is evident in Figure 2 17 With the increase in the wire velocity 

the thermal boundary layer thickness becomes thinner and it promotes sharper 

surface gradients for the temperature and thus enhances the Nusselt number Figure 

2 18 shows the variation of Nusselt number along the length for different wire 

velocities

2.6.3 Comparison between analytical and numerical boundary value solution 

results

Results have been calculated based on the analysis of section 2 6 1 and 2 6 2 The 

polymer melt was PA6 and the wire velocity 2 m/s

Figure 2 19 displays comparisons of the velocity boundary layer thickness for both 

the analytical and the numerical solutions The velocity gradient boundary layer 

thickness obtained from the analytical solution is slightly higher than that of the 

numeacal solution The coefficient of faction factor obtained by both the analytical 

and the numerical solutions are almost the same (Figure 2 20) The temperature 

gradient boundary layer thickness by the analytical method is slightly higher than 

that of the numerical method (Figure 2 21) The Nusselt number (Figure 2 22) is 

same at initial lengths for both the analytical and the numerical solutions but as the 

length increases the numerical values tend to be slightly diverging from the analytical 

values However the difference is not very significant
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V E L O C I T Y  B O U N D A R Y  L A Y E R
T H I C K N E S S  ( m m )

WIRE VELOCITY (mm/s)

Figure 2 9 Velocity gradient boundary layer thickness by analytical method

CO E F F I C I E N T  OF F R IC T I O N  FACT OR

2000 4000 6000 8000 10000

W I R E  V E L O C I T Y  ( m m / s )

Figure 2 10 Analytical coefficient of friction
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T E M P E R A T U R E  B O U N D A R Y  L A Y E R
T H IC K  N E S S  (ram)

WIRE VELOCITY (mm/s)

Figure 2 11 Analytical temperature gradient boundary layer thickness

N U S S E L T  N O

W I R E  V E L O C I T Y  ( m m / s )

Figure 2 12 Nusselt number by analytical method
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T E M P E R A T U R E  ( OC )

T E M P E R A T U R E  B O U N D A R Y  L A Y E R  
T H I C K N E S S  ( m m )

Figure 2 13 Distribution of temperature within temperature gradient boundary layer 
thickness for different wire preheating temperature

T E M P ER A T U R E BO UNDARY LA YER 
T HICKNESS (mm)

LENGTH OF MELT CHAMBER 
( m m )

Figure 2 14 Temperature gradient layer thickness for different length of melt chamber
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V E L O C I T Y  G R A D I E N T  B O U N D A R Y
L A Y E R  T H I C K N E S S  ( m m )

L E N G T H  ( m m )

Figure 2 15 Velocity boundary gradient layer thickness by numerical method
(polymer- PA6)

C O E F F I C I E N T  O F F R I C T I O N  F A C T O R

LENGTH (mm)

Figure 2 16 Coefficient of friction factor by numerical method (polymer- PA6)
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T E M P E R A T U R E  G R A D I E N T  B O U N D A R Y
L A Y E R  T H I C K N E S S  ( m m )

L E N G T H  ( m m )

Figure 2 17 Temperature gradient boundary layer thickness by numerical method
(polymer- PA6)

N U S S E L T  NO

L E N G T H  (m m )

Figure 2 18 Nusselt number by numerical method (polymer-PA6)
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V E L O C I T Y  B O U N D A R Y  L A Y E R
T H I C K N E S S  ( m m )

L E N G T H  ( m m )

Figure 2 19 Comparison of velocity gradient boundary layer thickness for analytical and
numerical method (polymer-PA6)

C O E F F I C I E N T  O F  F R I C T I O N  F A C T O R

L E N G T H  ( m m )

Figure 2 20 Comparison of coefficient of friction factor for analytical and numerical
method (polymer-PA6)
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T E M P E R A T U R E  G R A D I E N T  B O U N D A R Y
L A Y E R  T H I C K N E S S  ( m m )

L E N G T H  ( m m )

Figure 2 21 Comparison of temperature gradient boundary layer thickness for analytical
and numerical method (polymer-PA6)

N U S S E L T  N O

LENG TH (mm)

Figure 2 22 Comparison o f Nusselt number for analytical and numerical method
(polymer-PA 6)
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2.6.3 Formation and remelting of solid polymer layer

In plasto-hydrodynamic drawing or coating when the wire is drawn through the melt 

chamber a temperature gradient boundary layer thickness forms due to the difference 

in temperature in the wire and the polymer melt As a result a solid layer of the 

polymer forms at the adjacent layer of the continuous surface For a thin temperature 

gradient boundary layer, the thickness of the solid layer is very small and dissolves 

very quickly before the surface reaches the plasto-hydrodynamic unit But for a thick 

boundary layer it takes time to dissolve the solid layer Here, the expression is given 

to explain how the solid layer becomes molten as well as the distribution of 

temperature at different time instants Also the effect of preheating the wire is given 

on the rate at which the solid layer melts[56]

Mathematical formulation

As the wire passes along the x coordinate the temperature gradient boundary layer 

thickness and the temperature distribution can be expressed by equation (2 34) and 

(2 20) respectively Different phases are formed within this temperature gradient 

boundary layer thickness (Figure 2 23) At the cold wire surface, there is a solid 

layer which is followed by a mushy or semy-solid layer After the semy-solid layer 

the melt layer starts which extends from melt temperature Tm to T0 

The energy balance equation for this case becomes [57]

p c - g . p c u t f )  - k *M dt  M dx x dx2 y dy2 ^  dy
(2 45)

The temperature profile in the melt film can be determined from the velocity profile 

m the melt film To derive the temperature profile m the melt film, it is assumed [54] 

that

a)the convective heat transfer term is negligible

b)the conductive heat transfer happens only in the direction normal to the interface

c) the process is steady state
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With these assumptions equation (2 45) becomes

k & T  , d U )=Q 
md y 2 ^  d y '

(2 46)

where ky is replaced by ^

If the melt flow is considered to be laminar, there is no slip at the wire and the 

polymer interface and no pressure gradient towards y axis in the wire surface then

Figure 2 23 Different phases formed within the temperature gradient boundary
layer thickness

d t - - 0  (2 47)
d y

Let the polymer melt behave as a Newtonian fluid, then
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^12= 0
d y 2

(2 48)

The boundary condition that at the melt solid interface U(0)=0 and at the end of 

the temperature gradient layer U (Y J= V r, where Vr is the relative velocity between 

this two points

Applying the boundary conditions equation (2 48)gives the velocity profile

u = - f v r (2 49)
m

Also for Newtonian fluid,

V M - f )  0 50)

Combining equations (2 49) and (2 50), equation (2 46) becomes

d y 2 ym

The boundary conditions are T(0)=Tm and T(Ym)=  Tc

Integrating equation (2 51) twice the above two boundary condition the temperature 

profile becomes

T t y ) '  1 y ‘ "  1 y , T ■ ( 2  5 2 )z K m x n  m m

where AT„ =T0-Tm

The heat flow into the interface Q, per unit area can now be determined from the
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Fourier law

■q =- £±= k  d r (°) =( 2kl^ T.£ +[lX^..) (2 53)
Qm A ” d y  2 k  v j

Also considering steady state condition the temperature profile in the solid layer can 

be termed as

P . W f ) = * . - 0  (2 54)

Here, Vsm is termed as the velocity at which the solid layer melts 

For simplicity the pure solid layer and the semy-solid layer are considered as solid 

layer Taking the temperature at the melt layer as T(0)=Tra and at the average solid 

layer which can be considered far from the interface T(- oo)=Tst, the temperature 

profile in the solid layer becomes

T (y) = A Tsexp ( )  + Tsav (2 55)
a s

where, AT, = T m-T ^

The heat flux from the interface into the solid layer may be expressed as

- q  = -  ®out =k  ^ ( 0) = p  Q  y  a t  (2 56)t  s  r  s  S sm g x 7

The solid layer melt velocity can be determined taking the heat balance m the 

interface The heat flux into the interface minus the heat flux out of the interface is 

used to melt the polymer at the interface Therefore,
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VsmP s ^ f = { ) -  VsmPsCsA Ts  (2 57)
2 ^ .

Now the solid layer melt rate is

2 ^ A T S p V l  
2p r  Atf

where AH = AHf +CsATs

From the melt velocity and the total solid thickness, the time of melting of the solid 

can be determined Therefore for each time step there is an increase in temperature 

in each layer including the wire 

For the wire

dr d 2T
p ^ = K ^ i  ( 2  5 9 )

For the solid layer

P
dT,
d t

s =k
d 2Ts

S' 2 d y i
(2 60)

For the semy-solid or mushy layer

p TCT-dTT
d t

d 2T7 

d y 2
(2 61)

Each property in the semy-solid layer is considered to be the average of the solid 

and the molten polymer 

For the molten layer
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p c m— - =iem   (2 62)
m d t  m d y l

For each unit time step the temperature added to the solid layer is- ( Tm - TS1 )/(tin) 

where, ^  is the total time needed to melt the solid layer 

The boundary conditions are 

at the interface of the wire and the solid polymer 

Tw(final) = T s(mitial)

at the interface of the solid polymer and the semy-solid layer 

Ts(final) = T T(mitial)

at the interface of the semy-solid layer and the melt polymer 

TT(final) =Tm(initial)

With the increase in time the semy-solid layer becomes molten and the solid layer 

becomes at first semy-solid and then molten The properties of the polymer also 

change with this change of phases

Theoretical results were calculated on the basis of equations derived in the analysis

In order to calculate the theoretical results, the following values of the parameters

were used [54,58] which can produce a thick temperature gradient boundary layer

thickness so that the melt front of the solid layer can be explained clearly

Polymer = stiff grade Nylon 6(n=0 7) with viscosity 260 N s/m2 at 280°C

Heat of fusion of solid stiff grade Nylon 6 =  650 kJ/kg

Specific heat of this solid polymer = 14 84 kJ/kg°C

Density of this solid polymer =  1100 kg/m3

Polymer melt temperature=220°C

Semy-solid temperature = 175°C

Initial wire temperature =20°C

Diameter of wire=2 mm

Wire velocity =0 5 m/s

Length of melt bath =40 mm
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With these conditions the velocity gradient boundary layer thickness becomes 100 

mm and the corresponding temperature gradient boundary layer thickness 1 52 mm 

Within this thickness, the thickness of the solid, mushy and liquid layer is 0 65 mm, 

0 24 mm and 0 63 mm respectively The relative velocity between the layer is 0 06 

mm/s It takes 3 seconds to melt this solid layer

The heat is transferred from the polymer melt to the temperature gradient boundary 

layer thickness and then to the wire With the increase in time, the temperature of 

the temperature gradient layer thickness as well as of the wire increase Then a time 

arises when the solid layer becomes molten

This phenomena is illustrated in Figures 2 24 to 2 26 The first 1mm thickness 

presents the wire thickness from its centre and the remaining 1 52mm is for the 

temperature gradient boundary layer thickness In Fig 2 24, after 1 second the wire 

surface temperature increases but the core temperature remains the same Also there 

is a rise m temperature in the solid, semy-solid and liquid layers 

After 2 seconds, in Figure 2 25, the wire core temperature is about 85°C and a 

fraction of the solid has been transformed to semy-solid state Also some fraction of 

the semy-solid layer is now m liquid state Most of the liquid part has achieved the 

free stream temperature of the melt chamber

In Figure 2 26, after 3 seconds the wire core temperature is now 152°C and the 

surface temperature is about 220°C which is the melt temperature of the polymer The 

whole temperature gradient boundary layer thickness is now in the melt state 

Figure 2 27 shows the contribution of preheating the wire in the solid melt velocity 

With the increase in wire temperature the solid melt velocity increases and then the 

total time needed to melt the solid layer is less than that of without preheating of 

the wire This solid polymer on wire may lead to sharkskin in the polymer coating 

produced by hydrodynamic pressure in the plasto-hydrodynamic pressure unit As 

sharkskin is dependent on the temperature, being considerably delayed by increase 

in surface temperature [48], preheating the wire is a way to avoid formation of 

sharkskin which makes the solid melt velocity faster and the temperature distribution 

in the temperature gradient boundary layer thickness less sharp
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Figure 2 27 Solid layer melt rate for different preheating temperature of wire
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CHAPTER- THREE 

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENTS. MATERIALS AND TEST PROCEDURES

3.1 Design of the drawing bench:

The drawing bench was designed to be a multi-purpose, multi-user facility The 

general view of the drawing bench is shown in plate (3 1) and in Figure 2 7 

The electrics for the bench were designed to allow multi-user facilities with 

associated interlocks so that equipment cannot be turned on without its control sensor 

to monitor the process(plate 3 2) The polymer was heated by means of an electric 

heater band and the temperature was controlled thermostatically to within ±  5°C of 

the pre-set temperature using a temperature regulator The temperature was 

monitored continuously by means of thermo-couples The drawing force was 

measured by using a piezo-electric load cell located at the exit end of the pressure 

unit

The motor for the drawing bench enables the wire to be drawn at any speed 

between 0 05 to 20 m/s The dnve system is made up with an electric motor 

(squirrel cage 3 kw, 380 volt, 3 phase power supply) and a small bull block(shown 

in plate 3 3) The motor speed was governed by a frequency controller which was 

preset on a hand held operator The motor in turn drives the bull block The motor 

speed in RPM was obtained using a remote hand held digital tachometer- SHIMPO 

type DT-205 which measures the speed of a rotating mark on the motor output shaft 

The drawing bench supported all electrical and mechanical equipment and ensured 

that the drive system was rigid It contains a flat surface area on which experiments 

can be mounted

3.2 Modification of the rig

Most of the parts of the rig were designed and fabricated a new Only the 

temperature control unit and the variable speed motor were used from the existing 

ng Here the description is given for the newly designed units 

Design of the wire feed mechanism

The wire feed mechanism involved pulling the wire off the spool along its
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longitudinal axis The path of the wire through the pressure assembly was as 

follows It entered the melt chamber from the reel through a centralising unit From 

the melt chamber the wire is passed through the plasto-hydrodynamic pressure unit 

where it was coated by polymer melt through plasto hydrodynamic pressure action 

The coated wire is then passed over a pulley and wound onto the bull block 

The first attempt was to produce a unit which was able to coat four wires at a time 

For this purpose a polymer melt bath was fabncated which stored the polymer melt 

provided by an injection moulding machine at high back pressure The problem was 

that the heat generation in that bath was not controllable and hence was not suitable 

for the purpose

The second attempt was to produce another unit for single wire coating An injection 

moulding machine was used to supply the polymer melt Some test runs were made 

and it was found that the coating on the wire was not continuous 

The injection moulding machine was very old and by this time it was not able to 

produce sufficient back pressure The working polymer, Nylon 6, absorbs moisture 

quickly Hence day by day it absorbs an increasing amount of moisture So when 

the polymer melts, a prominent amount of steam is produced The back pressure 

problem in the injection moulding machine and the presence of the moisture in 

polymer seems to be responsible for the discontinuous coating 

There was a leakage of polymer melt from the melt chamber from the side where 

the wire entered the unit This leakage of polymer melt and the high pressure steam 

evaporating from the polymer combined to make a hazardous atmosphere in the 

laboratory

To eliminate the moisture problem a drying oven was purchased Before the 

experiment the polymer was dried in the oven to eliminate the moisture Another 

unit was then manufactured with a melt chamber connected with a hopper, not with 

the injection moulding machine This melt chamber was designed in such way that 

the temperature gradient boundary layer thickness is very thin with high speed wire 

and the solid layer on the wire melts down before it reaches the hydrodynamic 

unit The hopper supplied polymer for multiple tests First the hopper was not large 

enough to store a sufficient amount of polymer to complete a series of tests Then 

it was modified to carry out enough tests with the stored polymer in it The hopper
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was heated by an electric heater band and the temperature of the polymer was 

controlled thermostatically at the set temperature equal to that of the melt chamber 

For the back pressure in the polymer, the hopper was connected to a pressunzed 

bottle argon gas supply of 3000 psi (20 4 MPa)via a 2-way servo valve To avoid 

the polymer leakage problem a narrow unit was then added before the melt 

chamber This unit also acted as a preheating unit for the wire A bull block and a 

wire spool holder were designed and fabricated so that they prevent the wire from 

unwinding at the time of expenments at high speed For this purpose also a tensioner 

was attached with the wire spool A ’'cropping*' device was incorporated before the 

pulley so that it was possible to cut the coated wire instantaneously while being 

drawn to obtain samples at any drawing speed

3.3 Brief description of some instruments

3.3.1 Load cell

The load cell was a RDP type This transducer was a strain gauged compression load 

cell It gives a proportional electrical output corresponding to the force which is 

generated during the pulling action Maximum capacity of the load cell was 440N 

3 3.2 Amplifier

This is a mains-operated transducer indicator, (type RDP E308) It amplifies the 

millivolt signal output from the load cell This output is proportional to the applied 

load

3.3.3 A/D convertor

The analog to digital converter received a signal from the transducer via the 

amplifier A computer digitized the signal through a programme written in basic 

language and displayed the magnitude of the force through a printer output

3.3.4 H eater bands

Hollow cartridge heater bands were used to heat the hopper, pressure unit, and the 

melt chamber The dimensions and specifications are given below

The Hopper Heater band

Type I D (mm) Length (mm) Volts(V) Watts(W)

41536/1 66 190 240 1000
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The Melt chamber and Pressure unit Heater band

Type I D (mm) Length (mm) Volts(V) Watts(W)

Fast heat 

BMO 20890

32 77 240 300

3.3.5 Temperature Controller

An electronic ON-OFF temperature relay "Type West 3300” was used to control the 

pre-set temperature The controller was designed to be used with thermo-couples 

type (J, K, and T) to monitor the temperature A relay change over contact within 

the controller operates at a pre-determmed temperature previously set by a panel 

mounted digital temperature indicator model M RS 258-186” The operating 

temperature range for type J thermo-couple is -25 °C to +  625 °C

3.3.6 Thermo-couples

To monitor the temperature continuously, J type thermo-couples "fibre glass 

insulated with 2 mm insulation diameter" were used to carry out the expenments 

The working temperature range was 0 to + 450 °C

3.4 Melt chamber, hopper and the pressure unit

The hopper was made to store sufficient quantity of polymer melt for a full set of 

tests The hopper was attached to the melt chamber (Plate 3 4) The pressure 

umt(plate 3 5) was attached with the end of the melt chamber The hopper and the 

melt chamber was fabncated using the school workshop facilities The pressure units 

were small in length (22 mm) and the other geometnes were complex shaped and 

of smaller dimensions Therefore, the different pressure units (stepped parallel bore, 

tapered bore and combined bore) were fabricated by computer aided manufacturing 

process Heater bands were used for heating the melt chamber, hopper and pressure 

units The temperature of polymer melt in these units was controlled by a thermostat 

sensored controller
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3.5 Test preparation

In order to conduct testing the following procedure was maintained

(1) First the polymer granules were dried up in an oven for three hours at 85°C, 

so that they were free from moisture

(2) The granules were poured into the hopper and the argon line was connected 

to provide back pressure (the argon line was connected only when the 

experiment was earned out with back pressure in the polymer melt)

(3) The heater bands on the hopper, the melt chamber and the plasto- 

hydrodynamic pressure unit were switched on and controlled thermostatically 

to maintain the temperature at a preset level

(4) When the polymer was in melt state the wire from the infeed spool was 

threaded through the centraliser, the leakage control unit, the melt chamber 

and the plasto-hydrodynamic pressure unit After exiting the plasto- 

hydrodynamic unit, the wire was passed through a cropping tool(Plate 3 6) 

and then attached to the bull block A load cell was used to obtain the 

drawing load due to the pulling action of the wire in the plasto-hydrodynamic 

wire coating system

3.6 Test procedure

(1) The diameter of the bull block was measured and the motor was set at a 

certain speed by the accelerator set on the frequency invertor to obtain the 

wire coating at the desired speed

(2) The wire was attached to the bull block and when a reasonable length of the 

wire was drawn the computer was operated to obtain the drawing load and 

then the coated wire was "chopped off" before the pulley to get a proper 

coated wire sample at that velocity

(3) The sample length between the pressure unit and the cropping device, was 

collected and put into marked envelopes Each sample was later measured by 

a micrometer at five different places to obtain initial measurement of the wire 

coating thickness A small portion of the wire was cold mounted and 

polished An optical microscope was then used to asses more accurate coating 

thickness and the concentricity of the coating on the wire
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Plate 3.2. View of the control instruments
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Plate 3.3. Bull block and the motor
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Plate 3.4. Melt chamber with leakage control and pressure unit(inside the heater
band) and load cell
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Plate 3.6. The cropping unit 
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CHAPTER FOUR

PLASTO-HYDRODYNAMIC ANALYSIS USING THE STEPPED PARALLEL

BORE UNIT

4.1 Introduction

A stepped parallel bore pressure unit consists of two parallel bore sections The 

clearance between the moving continuum and the first section or part of the unit is 

greater than that in the second section The bore size in the second section is just 

slightly greater than the cross section of the incoming continuum so that metal to 

metal contact can be totally avoided

The initial tests with the stepped parallel bore pressure unit showed[7-ll] higher 

deformations dunng the drawing process and also proved to be analytically simpler 

than the tapered bore reduction unit Extensive experimental tests were conducted 

using this unit as- wire drawing, tube sinking, strip drawing, wire coating [7-25, 58] 

etc

In relation to plasto-hydrodynamic die-less wire drawing and coating, theoretical 

model for pressure distribution has been presented m the previous publications [7] 

and [9] The pressure media was non-Newtonian fluid (polymer melt) However, in 

this model the viscosity of the polymer melt was considered to remain unchanged 

during the drawing and coating process But in reality the viscosity changes due to 

the variations in temperature and pressure within the unit

In this chapter first a mathematical model has been developed for the pressure 

distribution within a stepped parallel bore unit taking account of the changes in the 

viscosity of the polymer melt during the coating process The model is the same for 

any kind of continuum of uniform cross section, whether it is wire, tube or strip 

The analysis predicts the pressure distribution in the unit, drawing load and stress 

in the continuum for coating or drawing process The model is extended to predict 

plastic yielding and reduction in the cross-section and has been presented for wire, 

tube and strip drawing
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4.2 Pressure analysis for plasto-hydrodynamic coating in a stepped parallel bore 

unit

This is a non-Newtonian analysis of the coating process which has been reported 

in[59] Figure 4 1 shows a schematic diagram of a stepped parallel bore 

hydrodynamic pressure unit The analysis was done on the basis of the following 

assumptions

i)flow of polymer melt is laminar 

n)flow of polymer melt is axial

m)thickness of the polymer layer is small compared to the dimensions of the 

pressure unit

hi

L L I J, L 2

T  h2

T 1

0 w i r e  (\

Figure 4 1 Schematic diagram of a stepped parallel bore pressure unit

The relationship between the pressure and shear stress gradient in the first part of
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the unit is given by

( _|P)  ( dx_} ( 4 1 )
dx dy 1

According to Rabinowitsch [41] the equation for the polymer melt relating shear 

stress and shear rate is

z+Kx3= \ i ( - ^ )  =hy (4 2 )

Integration of equation (4 1) gives

x i~p[y  + Tci ^

where re, is the shear stress at y =0 and =(dP/dx)! is assumed to be independent 

of y

Substituting for r, into equation (4 2) gives

H i=pl y +*Cl +K(p[zy 3 +TCl +3p[2y 2xcx+3t c* p/y) (4 4)

which after integration becomes

(A z ! +tClV
H H 4 (4 5)

P / W i - f x c M / ’ ) +C

where C is the constant of integration 

The boundary conditions are,

(a) at y = 0, U, = V
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(b) at y =h, , U, = 0

Applying condition (a) in equation (4 5) C=V and hence

17 = +±£2Z+J£ ( -Pl y  . +xcly+Pi2y 3Tc1 +
2(1 |x n 4 (4 6 )

|  xc?P ly2) +V

Also substituting condition (b) in equation (4 6) and rearranging gives

TCi + -|- (p/AJ TCi + (^+P1/2̂ 1) tq  +

( J t K +^ l +^ L ) = 0
Khx 2K  4

The real root of this equation is -

xc  = ( - —1 ^ - + ( f - i +- I p 3) 1/2) 1/3+ ( J i l K l
1 ( 2JC&, ( 4 *2A* 2 1 { K  4 P ' h l )  ] ] { 2Kh± ( ^ h <

+ - i -  ( l + l p f ^ 2) 3) i / 2)
21 K  4 2 1 1

(4 7)

The flow of the polymer melt in the first part of the unit is given by,

Qx=j  U^dy (4 8)
0

Substituting for JJl from equation (4 6) into the above equation and integrating gives,
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p[h l  x c xh ,  % Px h-L x Ci i?!Q =------- +---- ---- + — ( ---------- +---------- +
1 6\L \i 20 2 (4 9)

P fh tx C j   ̂ x c fp jh j  ) +vh

For continuous flow operation,

0,-02 (4 10)

Hence establishment of the flow equation in the second section is necessary

The pressure gradient in the second section under steady state condition gives,

ctx<
( # ) a = - ( - ? r >2 ( 4 1 1 )d x  d y  z

Integration gives

t 2=--P2y+t c 2

where re* is the shear stress at y= 0  and P2/=(dP/dx)2 

Substituting for r2 into Rabinowitsch equation gives

H ( - |p )  2 = -P iy ^ c 2*K( -P ? y 3+xci+3P fy2TC2-3xc?Piy) (4 12)

which after integration becomes
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P2'y 2 xc2y  -P 2V 4 3U7 = - - = —  +— 2£+ — — L £ _ + Tc 23y+ 
2 2[i ji |l 4 ^

P l2y 3*c2-^ xc2 p £ y2) +E

where E is the constant of integration 

The boundary conditions are,

(c) at y = 0, U2 = V

(d) at y = h2 , U2 = 0

Since at y= 0 , U2=V hence E=V  Applying condition (c)

P2y 2 xc2y  % , ~ p 2 y 4 3 £L = - +— (— f_£_+tc2y+
2*x |i |i 4 (4 13)

P22y 3TC2- - |x c 22P2/y 2)

Applying (d) and rearrangement power of tq̂  equation (4 13) becomes

TC2 + ( £*2̂ 2 ̂  ^ C2 + ( ~T̂ + P2 ^ 2 )A K
n V _ p 'h 2 _ p2 ^ h 23
Kh2 2K  4

The real root of this equation is

4K2h2 

(4 14)

2iO!. 4i^2i2
2 2+ _Ji_ ( JL + Ji p. 

21 K  4

( 4 + i P 2 2A22) 3) 1/2) 1/ 3+ 4 P 2 ^

2) 3) 1/2) 1/3 + /_ J t L
2J&.,

21 ' K  4. “  2 2 2

The flow of the polymer melt in the second part of the unit is given by,
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Q2= j u 2d y
0

*2

Substituting for U2 from equation (4 13) into the above equation and integrating 

gives,

Pih3i + i f 2 ^

x c l h l

6 [A 2(1

p l2h?TCn

P ? h l
20 (4 15)

tc22P2
) +V2l

Introduction of viscosity in the pressure distribution:

Increase in hydrodynamic pressure has an effect on viscosity which is equivalent to 

reduction in temperature and vice versa[38] Also with the decrease in temperature 

the viscosity increases and with the increase in temperature it has a reverse effect 

For the ease of calculation it was assumed that temperature decreases only in the X 

direction Within the plasto-hydrodynamic pressure unit the effect of the change in 

hydrodynamic pressure on viscosity for every increment of length can be 

transformed into the effect of change in temperature on the viscosity The viscosity 

can be expressed arbitrarily as,

|i ( i ) =\x ( i - l )  e (~aiTil)-B op-Td-i))) (4 16)

Due to conduction and convection the temperature of the unit decreases starting from 

the entry to the exit To avoid the complication let the temperature decrease linearly 

towards the x axis, which can be written as
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T( l )  ~ T { l ~1) -C  DX (4 17)

Solution procedure

Equations(4 7), (4 9), (4 14), (4 15) may be solved simultaneously Numerical 

values of Pm (maximum step pressure) and hence Pj 'and P2' may be substituted into 

above equations An iteration technique is used for the solution until the condition 

Q ,=Q 2 is satisfied Shear stresses on the wire and volumetric flow rate can be 

determined from the solution

To determine the developed hydrodynamic pressure at each small increment of 

length of the first unit then equation (4 9) can be written in the following way

This equation is a cubic equation, where each term is known (viscosity can be 

determined from equation(4 16)) except Pi7 Solution of this equation gives this 

term Now, N

Pi' = (Pj(i) -P,(i-l))/DX 

and P,(i) =P ,(i-l) + Pi' DX

also D P= P,(i) -P,(i-1)

The initial values are,

P1(l)=0 ,T (l)=Polym er melt temperature, pt(l)= viscosity at T(l)

Similarly, hydrodynamic pressure at the second unit can be obtained by rearranging 

equation (4 15) as

(4 18)

(4 19)

The viscosity can be determined from equation(4 16) rearranging as
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(4 20)

where,

(4 21)

Equation (4 19) is also a cubic polynomial equation , solution of which gives Pj'

The initial values are,

P2(1)= P 1(LI), T(1)=T(L,), viscosity at T(L0

It can be mentioned here that this non-Newtonian analysis is not valid for Newtonian 

fluid (substituting the value of k for zero)

Newtonian model

Here the polymer has been considered as a Newtonian fluid For Newtonian fluid 

the relation between shear stress, viscosity and shear rate is

The pressures at the entrance of the first unit and at the end of the second unit are 

zero

The drag force may be given by ,

Here P /=  (P2(j-l)-P2(j))/DX,

so, P20 )= P 20-D-PJ/ DX 

and D P=P2(j)-P2(j-1)

(4 22)

The step pressure is [60]

6 ^ V { h x- h 2)
(4 23)
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7
x=0

x - L

nDzxd x (4 24)

The drawing stress is given by,

4 X 1

° x D
£ (4 25)

where D is the equivalent diameter

For only coating but no drawing or reduction in cross sectional area, h,, h2, Lj and 

Lj should be selected m such way that according to the Tresca yield cntenon

P+oxz Y  (4 26)

where Y is the flow stress of wire material

On the basis of this analysis theoretical results were calculated for two set of 

parameters The parameters for the first set are 

Polymer-Durethan B31F (Nylon-6)[38, 43 and 55]

B=3 2x101 °C/Nmnrr2, C = 0 l°C/mm, a = 0  0114°/C, DX = 1 mm, h ,= 0  5 mm, 

h2=0 05 mm, K=1 lx lO 11 m4/N2, Lj=25 mm, 1^=10 mm, initial polymer 

temperature at the first umt=280°C, initial polymer viscosity = 63 N s/m2 

Figure 4 2 shows, the theoretical change in viscosity of polymer from the entrance 

of the plasto-hydrodynamic unit The temperature in the plasto-hydrodynamic unit 

decreases slowly, mainly due to conduction and convection In the first section of 

the unit the hydrodynamic pressure increases from zero to a maximum pressure and 

in the second section of the unit it decreases from maximum pressure to zero 

Viscosity is a function of temperature and pressure and increases with the decrease 

in the temperature and increase in the pressure The combined effect of the decrease 

in temperature and increase in the pressure increases the viscosity of the polymer
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in the first section of the unit In the second section, the pressure as well as the 

temperature decreases Their combined effect decreases the viscosity in the second 

section of the unit The viscosity increases with the increase in the wire velocity 

Figures 4 3 ,4  4 and 4 5 illustrate the theoretical hydrodynamic pressure distribution 

within the unit for wire velocities of 4 m/s, 8 m/s and 12 m/s respectively In these 

figures the present solution in which the change m the viscosity has been included 

are compared with the results from the previous solution[7] where the viscosity of 

the polymer is assumed to be constant In the present solution, the theoretical 

pressure has been generated for each small increment of length in the plasto- 

hydrodynamic pressure unit, whereas in the previous method the theoretical pressure 

can be found only in the interface of the two sections of the unit The initial 

pressure m the first section of the unit and final pressure m the second section of the 

unit are zero Two straight lines have been drawn by these three points One from 

zero to step pressure for the first section of the unit Another from step pressure to 

zero for the second section of the unit In the previous solution the pressure 

increases in the first section and then decreases in the second section linearly For 

the present solution the pressure in the first section increases linearly, in the second 

section it decreases linearly but near the end of the second section there is a sharp 

drop of pressure The step pressure obtained by the previous method and the present 

method is different according to these three figures

Figure 4 6 shows the theoretical maximum pressure generation with velocity for 

different geometry of the unit The ratio of gap between the wire and the first and 

the second section of the unit has been considered as the geometry of the unit As 

the gap ratio decreases the pressure generation increases With the increase in 

velocity the pressure also increases

The parameters for the second set are [30,42]

Polymer- Borosiloxane

B=4 2x101 °C/Nmm2, C = 0  l°C/mm, a = 0  016°/C, DX=1 mm, h, = l 5 mm, 

h2=0 075 mm, K =5 6 x l0 13 m4/N2, 1  ̂= 145 mm, 1^=35 mm, initial polymer 

temperature at the first umt=100°C, initial polymer viscosity = 50 N s/m2 

Figures 4 7, 4 8 and 4 9 illustrate the theoretical hydrodynamic pressure within the
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unit for wire velocities of 0 094 m/s, 0 11 m/s and 0 24 m/s respectively In these 

figures the present solution in which the change in viscosity has been included are 

compared with the results from the previous Newtonian[60] and non-Newtonian[7] 

solution where the viscosity of the polymer was assumed to be constant Also the 

pressure profile from expenment[30] has been compared with those solutions 

For the previous Newtonian and non-Newtonian solutions there is a linear nse in 

pressure m the first section and linear fall in pressure in the second section of the 

unit For the present solution the pressure in the first section increases linearly, in 

the second section it also decreases linearly but near the end of the second section 

there is a sharp drop of pressure Also from those figures it can be found that there 

is a pressure drop near the end of the second section for the experimental pressure 

profiles The pressure profile obtained by the present non-Newtonian solution is 

closer to the experimental results than the previous Newtonian and non-Newtonian 

solutions

This above analysis in this section has been done for plasto-hydrodynamic coating 

only where there is no deformation in the continuum For deformation more analysis 

is required, which are given in the following sections
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Figure 4 2 Viscosity distribution within stepped parallel bore unit for different wire
velocities (Polymer-Durethan B31F)
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Figure 4 3 Pressure distribution within stepped parallel bore unit for wire velocity 4m/s
(Polymer-Durethan B31F)
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Figure 4 4 Pressure distribution within stepped parallel bore unit for wire velocity 8m/s
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Figure 4 5 Pressure distribution within stepped parallel bore unit for wire velocity
12m/s (Polymer-Durethan B31F)
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Figure 4 6 maximum pressure within stepped parallel bore unit for different unit 
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Figure 4 7 Pressure distribution within stepped parallel bore unit for wire velocity
0 094m/s (Polymer-Borosiloxane)
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Figure 4 8 Pressure distribution within stepped parallel bore unit for wire velocity
0 11 m/s (Polymer-Borosiloxane)
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Figure 4 9 Pressure distribution within stepped parallel bore unit for wire velocity
0 24m/s (Polymer-Borosiloxane)
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4.3 Analysis of continuum drawing in stepped parallel bore pressure unit :

In the previous section, non-Newtonian pressure analysis was earned out for the 

hydrodynamic coating process in a stepped parallel bore unit which is the same for 

any type of continuous surface as- wire, strip or tube But the deformation profile 

is different for wire, tube and strip In this section the deformation profile is given 

for wire, tube and strip respectively when their cross sections are reduced under the 

action of plasto-hydrodynamic pressure

4.3.1 Analysis for wire drawing

For the stepped parallel bore plasto-hydrodynamic die-less wire drawing process a 

theoretical model for wire reduction has been presented in the previous 

publications[7-ll] The pressure medium was non-Newtonian fluid (polymer melt) 

The viscosity of polymer melt is influenced by the temperature as well as the 

hydrodynamic pressure In that model this property of viscosity was not taken into 

consideration Also the change in shear stress was not shown due to the change in 

the viscosity and reduction of wire diameter In the following section a mathematical 

model has been developed for the wire drawing within a stepped parallel bore unit 

taking account of the changes in the viscosity of the polymer melt during the 

drawing process Theoretical results are obtained for different wire speeds in terms 

of the changes in viscosity, shear stress, percentage reduction in area, coating 

thickness and pressure distributions within the unit These results are compared with 

the experimental results from reference [7-11].

The yielding of the wire inside the dieless unit

As the hydrodynamic pressure increases in the first section from zero to a maximum 

value it is considered that the reduction also starts in the first section 

Consider a distance x{ from the entry point of the unit where yielding of wire has 

just commenced [ see Figure 4 10 a ] The principal stresses acting on the wire 

are ax = a x, and a2 = a3 = -P, ,

where ax[ is the axial stress and P1 is the radial pressure at point x,

The stress- strain characteristics of the wire are assumed to be of the form

Y=Y0+K0en (4 27)
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where Y is the flow stress of the wire material and Y0 is the yield stress 

Therefore, yielding commence when the condition Y = Y 0 is satisfied 

Using the Tresca or von-Mises theory of yielding gives,

P1+ox=r (4 28)

Equilibrium of forces on the wire in x direction gives

=(^DlX l ) x Ci

hence,

(4 29)

The pressure at Xj is given as

P1 = -f>mXl (4 30)
■̂1

as the pressure in the section builds up linearly along its length

Substituting equation (4 27), (4 29) and (4 30) into equation (4 28) and rearranging,

the position of yield in the wire Xj may be expressed as

x l  =
Y(

( 4 3 1 )
I>i L x

This equation enables the prediction of the position where the wire starts to yield
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plastically withm the first part of the unit As soon as yielding occurs, plastic 

deformation will continue as long as equation (4 28) is satisfied 

Deformation zone

Consider a section of the unit within which the wire is plastically deformed as shown 

in Figure (4 10 b) Since the deformation of the wire is not pre-defined as a function 

of x, the equations containing this variable cannot be solved analytically Hence a 

finite -difference technique is adopted to solve these equations governing the 

deformation zone assuming that between any two points of small distance dx apart 

on the deforming wire, the deformation takes place linearly, therefore,

dD 
2 dx'i

Expressing this equation in finite-difference form yields,

di =̂di _1~2B1Ax  (4 32)

and similarly the variation m the gap, dh is given by

d h = ^
2

hence

h i=h i - i +BA x  (4 33)

where B, is the slope of the deformation profile within distance Ax Considenng a 

small section of the wire, the radial equilibrium of forces gives,

o r {nDdx) = - p ( . v-Dcix) c o s a + x c { nDcix) s m a  
c o s a  c c o s a

hence
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a r= - P { i - ^ t a n a ) (4 34)

The value of r j P has been shown to be very small and since a  is also very small, 

the term rctano7P can be ignored The principal stresses acting on the wire are, 

a =<rx and a2 — a3 = -P ,

where ax is the axial stress and P is the radial pressure at point x Hence from the

yield criteria, P +  a x — Y

Equilibrium of forces in x direction gives

- o f l ^ D 2) +(o +doJ (-5- (D+dD) 2) + p ( j ^ £ ) s m a  + x 4 x x 4 cosa
x ( cosa=0cosa

Rearranging and ignoring powers of dD

2dDox+Ddox+4:P dx tana+ 4dxxc=0

but tana=  dD/2dx hence

2dD(P+ax) +£>dax+4dx x c =0

Substituting for (P + ax = Y) and rearranging gives

d __  2dDY_
D D

This is the governing differential equation in the deformation zone for the axial 

stress in the wire Rewriting this equation in fimte-difference form gives,
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( 4 3 5 )

This equation is a function of shear stress on the wire and it must be determined 

independently The equation for the wall shear stress in the first part of the unit 

may be wntten as (section 4 2),

- „U-i)y, n U - D i  , i »
2M i, 4 Kzhl 27 K

^2^2) 3) 1/2) 1/3  ̂ V2 (4 36)
4 2 2 2Khx 4K2h 2

+ A -  ( A  + ± p  ^ h 2) 3) 1/2) 1 / 3 - i p  ' h  
21 K  4 2

This equation contains the pressure gradient and variation of the wire velocity in the 

deformation zone and they must be determined separately The flow of the polymer 

melt in this region may be expressed as (section 4 2),

P / h \  x c xh l  k  , x c l h l0  =0i =___-__ -_+_____— _+____- ___ ( —i    +-------  +
1 6 \ i { i - l )  2 |i ( l  -1 ) \ i ( i - 1) 20 2 (4 37)

P, ' 2i2*TC, TC*P,
  — - +----— — i )  + 1 ^

Equations (4 36) and (4 37) may be solved simultaneously in order to determine P/

and rCI by iterating P/ at point i in the deformation zone

Therefore,

P1 ( i ) = P 1 ( i - l )  + P / A x  (4 38)

The variation of speed of the wire in the deformation zone may be also be included 

in the analysis The continuity of flow of metal through the element [Figure 4 10 

c]gives
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{V+dV) — (D+dD) 2 = — VDt 
4 4

Ignoring higher order terms of dD gives

dv _ 2 dD
V {D+2dD)

Rewriting this equation in finite difference form gives

V.- ^

The true strain-stress relationship of the wire in the deformation zone may be shown 

as

y2 = 70+iC0e2n (4 40)

where e=2\n  (Di /DJ 

Therefore,

Y1 = Y0+KQ(2ln(^) ) n (4 41)

Substituting for Y, in equation (4 35) gives

oxl= 2 ( ^ f ^ )  (Y0+K0(2 l n { ^ ) ) " ) +i ^ +a „ . 1 (4 42)

The new shear stress within the zone where deformation of wire has been observed 

is then given by,
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x ( i )  =Pi/Ai + xc i (4.43)

At any point i in the deformation zone, D{, h{, and Vj may be calculated from 

equation (4.32), (4.33) and (4.39) respectively for an arbitrary value of Br By 

substituting the values of Ds and Vj into equations (4.41) the yield stress Y{ may be 

calculated. Also by substituting for Vj and hj into equations (4.36) and (4.37) gives 

P7i and rci and simultaneously iterating for P; i until equation (4.37) is satisfied. 

Hence equation (4.38) gives Pj(i). Similarly rci and may be substituted into 

equation (4.42) to evaluate <rxi. This P,(i), rci and hs gives the shear stress within the 

deformation zone. Other variables in the above equations are known physical 

properties. Having calculated crxi, Pj and Y{ the values of Bj may be iterated in the 

above equations until equation <rxi+  Pt =  Y; is satisfied. The drawing speed, final 

wire diameter and the coating thickness are given by,

drawing speed =  Vs = Vj 

final wire diameter =  Ds =Dj 

coat thickness h3= ht - h j+  h2 

respectively. This analysis thus enables the prediction of the pressure in the melt, 

shear stress on the wire and the profile of the effective die in the deformation zone. 

Condition of slip

It is known that polymers have a critical shear stress at which slip occurs. This has 

been confirmed by many researchers [47-49] and the magnitude of this shear stress 

is shown to be between 0.1 and 1 MN nr2 for different polymer melts. Evidence of 

slip for polypropylene KM61 polymer was observed at a shear stress of about 0.32 

MN m'2. Therefore in the present analysis an average shear stress of 0.5 MN m*2 is 

assumed for the slip. It is also assumed that slip only takes place at the wire-polymer 

interface and not at the unit wall-polymer interface. When the condition of slip is 

developed, ie. when the shear stress reaches the assumed value, the flow of polymer 

as well as the hydrodynamic pressure is considered to remain constant.

To obtain the results following values of the parameters were used based on 

references [7-11].

B =5.6xl0 '1 °C/Nmm'2, C=0.1°C/mm, o:=0.0170/C, DX = lmm, h ,=0.2  mm,
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h2=0 05 mm, K =5 0 x l0 n m4/N2, L ,=50 mm, 1^=20 mm, initial polymer 

temperature at the first umt= 130°C, initial polymer viscosity = 110 N s/m2, y0=50 

M Nm2, Ko=440 M Nm2, n= 0  52, D{ = 1 6 mm 

The polymer was Alkathane WVG23 and the wire material was Copper 

Figure 4 11 shows the theoretical change in the viscosity of the polymer from the 

entrance of the plasto-hydrodynamic unit The combined effects of the decrease m 

the temperature and the increase in the pressure increase the viscosity of the 

polymer in the first part of the unit In the second part of the unit, the viscosity 

decreases upto a certain value Figure 4 12 shows the theoretical magnitude of 

change m the shear stress within the unit due to the change in the shear rate and 

viscosity In the first part, before the deformation there is no change in shear stress 

as there is no change in the gap, after the yielding point it increases linearly upto the 

step where the deformation of the wire stops The change in shear stress within the 

deformation zone increases with the increase in the wire velocity 

Figures 4 13 and 4 14 illustrate the theoretical hydrodynamic pressure within the unit 

for the wire velocity of lm/s and 2m/s respectively In these figures the pressure 

profile from the present solution in which the change in the viscosity has been 

included are compared with experimental and theoretical pressure profiles[ll] The 

initial pressure in the first section of the unit and final pressure m the second section 

of the unit is zero For the present solution, the pressure in the first section increases 

linearly before the deformation zone After that zone, it also increases linearly but 

at a different rate In the second section of the unit the pressure decreases linearly 

but near the end of the second section there is a sharp drop of pressure With the 

increase in the wire velocity the pressure also increases From the Figures (4 13 and 

4 14) it can be seen that the present theoretical pressure rises at the same way as the 

experimental pressure But the magnitude of the present theoretical pressure is 

marginally closer to that of the experimental pressure than that theoretically 

predicted by Parvinmehr et al [7-11] It may be mentioned here that the viscosity and 

pressure profile obtained by the drawing and coating process is different from the 

coating process only

Figure 4 15 shows comparisons of the percentage reduction in area for different 

speeds of the wire both theoretically and experimentally Theoretically, these
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reductions increase with the increase in wire velocities After the wire velocity of 

about 2 7m/s they become almost constant as the wall shear stress reaches the 

critical value The reduction obtained by the present solution is less than that 

obtained theoretically by Parvinmehr et al [7-11] From the experimental curve it 

appears that the reduction is maximum at a wire velocity of 0 5m/s After that 

velocity it decreases gradually And at velocity 2 4m/s it becomes almost constant 

However, the present theoretical prediction of the reduction compares fairly with the 

experimental curve at higher velocities Figure 4 16 shows comparisons of the 

coating thickness for different speeds of the wire both theoretically and 

experimentally Also in this case it can be observed that the theoretical coating 

thickness matches with the experimental thickness at higher velocities 

However, the experimental works done by Xie[17] show that the percentage 

reduction in area of wire increases with the increase in the wire speed He earned 

out the experiment with the same Alkathane WVG 23 as other expenmental works 

The wire diameter was 0 46mm Figure 4 17 and 4 18 show the compansons of this 

expenmental percentage reduction in area with the present theoretical prediction 

which are quite closer The geometry of the unit was the same as Parvinmehr[ll] 

for Figure 4 18 However, the hj/h2 ratio was different from that of Parvinmehr in 

the case of Figure 4 17
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Figure 4 10 Geometry used in the wire drawing analysis in case of stepped parallel bore unit
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Figure 4 11 Theoretical change in viscosity of polymer along the unit during wire
drawing (Polymer-Alkathane WVG23)
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Figure 4 12 Theoretical change in shear stress of polymer within deformation zone 
during wire drawing (Polymer-Alkathane WVG23)
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Figure 4 13 Pressure distribution within the unit during wire drawing velocity lm/s
(Polymer-Alkathane WVG23)
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Figure 4 14 Pressure distribution within the unit during wire drawing velocity 2m/s
(Polymer-Alkathane WVG23)
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Figure 4 15 Percentage reduction in area during wire drawing at different velocities 
(D l=  1 6 mm, L l/L 2= 2  5, h l/h2= 4, Polymer-Alkathane WVG23)
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Figure 4 16 Coating thickness during wire drawing at different velocities (D l=  1 6mm, 
L l/L 2= 2  5, h l/h 2 =4, Polymer-Alkathane WVG23)
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Figure 4 17 Percentage reduction in area dunng wire drawing at different velocities 
(D1=0 46 mm, L l/L 2=2 5, h l/h 2 = l 5, Polymer-Alkathane WVG23)
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Figure 4 18 Percentage reduction in area during wire drawing at different velocities 
(D l=  0 46 mm, L l/L 2=2 5, h l/h2—4, Polymer-Alkathane WVG23)
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4.3.2 Plasto-hydrodynamic tube sinking process

In the conventional tube sinking process the diameter of the tube is reduced to a 

specific size whilst pulling it through a trumpet-shaped die For the plasto- 

hydrodynamic tube sinking process, the tube is pulled through an onfice of stepped 

parallel or tapered bore unit which is filled with polymer melt 

Results of plasto-hydrodynamic die-less tube sinking have been presented m 

reference [12-16, 61] But the pressure medium, polymer, was considered to remain 

unchanged during the sinking process Also the change m shear stress was not shown 

due to the change in viscosity and reduction of the tube diameter Raising the 

hydrodynamic pressure makes the polymer melt viscosity rise by a certain factor[38] 

and a number of degree decrease in temperature increase the viscosity by a certain 

factor[35] In this section a mathematical model has been developed for the pressure 

distribution within a stepped parallel bore unit taking account of the changes in the 

viscosity of the polymer melt during the drawing process The change m the shear 

stress was also shown dunng the sinking process 

The yielding position of the tube inside the dieless unit .

Consider a point at a distance Xj from entry of the unit, where yielding of tube has 

just commenced [ see Figure 4 19 a] Principal stresses acting on the tube are ax 

= ax and <r3 = - aB

The equilibrium of forces in longitudinal direction (Figure 4 19 b and 4 19 c)

2 n r t d o x-2%r d x  x c l=0

so that dox = (rcl/t) dx, which after integration and substituting boundary conditions 

at x= 0 , ox=0 becomes

° x =  x c i  x / t  (4 4 4 )

Equilibrium of radial force gives
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P r  d8 d x = 2 o e d x  t  s m ( d 9 / 2 )

which for a small angle, d0, becomes 

a9 = Pr/t

where a6 us the hoop stress and P is the pressure (<rx( P { a9)

For plastic deformation to commence the yield criterion according to the Tresca 

theory of yielding gives

a x+oe=ir0 (4 45)

Let x, be the distance from the entry to step where plastic deformation commences, 

so that <rx “ (rcl X! /t) and ae =  Prj It =  Pm xl rL /^^considering linear pressure 

build-up along the length of the unit)

Equation (4 45) thus becomes

( Xc j ^ / t )  +P1X1X1/ L xt  = Y0

So that,

Xi = Yo/ ( +P1r 1/ L 1t)  (4 46)

The plastic deformation continues after the yielding starts The yield characteristics 

of the tube are assumed to be

Y=YQ+KQen (4 47)

Therefore yielding occurs as soon as Y =Y 0 

Deformation zone

Consider a section of the unit within which the tube is plastically deformed as shown 

in Figure (4 20) It is assumed that the tube diameter reduces linearly in the first 

section of the unit, from the point of first yielding to the end of the section Also
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any relation involving the variables in the deformation zone cannot be resolved 

analytically Hence a finite-difference technique is adopted to solve the different 

equations governing the deformation zone As assumed, the change of radius 

between two points at dx distance apart on the deforming tube can be given as

—  -constan t= tancn ,-B  
d x

Expressing this equation in finite-difference form gives

r ^ z ^ - B ^ x  (4 48)

and similarly the variation in gap

clh=dr

hence

h ^ h ^ + B j 'Ax (4 49)

where B, is the slope of the deformation profile within distance Ax Considering a 

small section of the tube (Figure 4 21) where the deformation takes place at an angle 

a , the radial equilibrium of forces gives

P ( z d 0 ) d0 c o sa = 0
s m a  s m a

which after simplification gives

P=o0 ( —) c o s a  (4 50)
0 z
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Equilibrium of forces in the x direction gives

(ox+dox) (r + d r ) A0 ( t+ d t )  - o x t r A d
+qfl ( t  d r  ) A0 s i n a  +xc (rAQ d z -  ) =0 

0 s i n a  s i n a

which after simplification, neglecting second-order smaller quantities and division 

by dr, becomes

(o ^ r t)  +o0t+ x c ( — — ) =0 (4 51)d r  ^  o c s ino t

Let the wall thickness of the tube remain unaltered during the deformation, so that 

the above equation becomes

—  (o^r) +ae+xc ( ——— ) “ 0d r  x- o c £S i n a

or

+ax+ae+t ( — ) =o (4 52)
d r  x * c t s m  a

Substituting for (ax+0*) from equation (4 45) in equation (4 52) and rearranging 

gives

do v , t xr —- ^ + y + x c {— —— ) =0 
d r  c t s i n a

or

dax= - Y & L - t c ( ) (4 53)
* r  c t  s i n a
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where sina=dr/v/(dr2+dx2)

This is the governing differential equation in the deformation zone for the axial 

stress in the tube Rewriting this equation in fmite-difference form gives

° Xi= { r i ' 1r Zi l) +° xl-i (4 54)

This equation is a function of the shear stress on the tube and it must be determined 

independently, the wall shear stress within deformation zone of section one may be 

rewntten as (from section 4 2)

M j - D  v^ , h U - D 2^  i , i ^
2 J a ,  4JC^ 2  21  (k

' 2h 2) 3) 1/2) 1̂ 3-̂  ( - ^  ̂ I* (■* -I) (4 55)
4 2 2Khi 4K2hj

+_L  ( 1 + A p ,  ' 2h f ) 3) V 2)

This equation contains the pressure gradient and variation of the tube velocity in the 

deformation zone and they must be determined separately Hence the flow of the 

polymer melt in this region may be expressed as

- 0  -  p / h l  ■ T c A  -  K
1 6(1 ( l - l )  2 t i U - l )  20 2

P '2h4x x2 P 'h3 (4 56)
^  + 1 )+Vh

A n  1 1

Equations (4 55) and (4 56) may be solved simultaneously in order to determine P/

and rci by iterating P/ at point i in the deformation zone

Therefore

P1 ( i )  =P1 ( i - 1) +p/ A x  (4 57)

Vanation of speed of the tube in the deformation zone may also be included in the 

analysis The continuity of flow of metal through the element gives
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(V+dV) A 0 ( t+ d t)  ( r + d r ) = V r t A0 

Ignonng second order smaller quantities gives

dV __ d r
V ( r+ d r)

Rewriting this equation in finite difference form gives

2-1

I £ i )
2 - 1

(4 58)

The hoop stress in the deformation zone may be rewntten as

_ P ^ i \ /  2) (4 59)
01 t ( x 1- x 1_1)

The true strain-stress relationship of the tube material in the deformation zone may 

be shown as

where £,=ln (r, /r j  

Therefore,

(4 60)
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The new shear stress within the zone where deformation of tube has been observed 

is then given by,

X{1) =p'1h1 + XCl (4 61)

The parameters to calculate the theoretical results are taken from reference [12-16] 

These are h, =0 5 mm, h2=0 01 mm, 1  ̂=  160 mm, 1^=30 mm, y0=50 M Nm2, 

Ko=700 MNm2, n= 0  18, D, = 13 52 mm, t= 2  5 mm

The polymer was Alkathane WVG23 at 130°C and the tube material was Copper 

Figure 4 22 shows the theoretical change m the viscosity of polymer from the 

entrance of the plasto-hydrodynamic unit The viscosity of the polymer increases 

in the first part of the unit In the second part, the viscosity decreases upto a certain 

value It is also seen that the viscosity increases with the increase m the tube 

velocity

Figure 4 23 shows the magnitude of change in the shear stress within the 

deformation zone in the unit for different velocity of tube The deformation increases 

and then decreases gradually upto the step The change is sharper at higher velocity 

than at lower velocity

Figures 4 24 and 4 25 illustrate the theoretical hydrodynamic pressure within the unit 

for tube velocity of 0 3 m/s and 0 5 m/s respectively In these figures the present 

solution in which the change m viscosity has been included are compared with the 

pressure profile from expenment[16] and with the theoretical pressure predicted in 

referenced2-16] The initial pressure in the first part of the unit and final pressure 

in the second part of the unit are zero For the present solution, the pressure in the 

first part increases in somewhat non-linear manner In the second part of the unit the 

pressure decreases linearly but near the end of the second part there is a large drop 

of pressure As evident from Figures 4 24 and 4 25 with the increase in the tube
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velocity the pressure also increases In the theoretical solution of Panwher et al [12- 

16] pressure only can be obtained within the deformation zone of the unit From the 

Figures (4 24 and 4 25) it can be seen that the present theoretical pressure profiles 

are closer to that of the expenmental profiles in the first part of the unit than the 

theoretical profile by Panwher et al [12-16] There was no expenmental data 

available at any intermediate position of the second section of the unit from reference 

[12-16] As a result no companson could be made

Figure 4 26 shows comparisons of the percentage reduction in diameter for different 

speeds of the tube both theoretically and expenmen tally Theoretically, these 

reductions increase with the increase in velocities After a tube velocity of 0 4 m/s 

they become almost constant as wall shear stress reaches the cntical value The 

reduction obtained by present solution is different than that by Panwher et al [12-16] 

From the experimental curve it appears that the reductions do not vary much with 

the tube velocity as predicted by theory However, the present theoretical prediction 

of reduction is marginally closer to the expenmental results [16] than the previous 

prediction at higher tube velocity Figure 4 27 displays the coating thickness on tube 

due to the hydrodynamic action The expenmental and theoretical thickness profile 

are the same as Figure 4 26
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Figure 4,19 (a) Geometrical configuration of the stepped bore 
reduction unit and the tube

(b) Stresses acting on a small element of the tube



Figure 4.20 * Geometry used In the analysis
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Figure 4.21, Stresses acting on a small element of the tube
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Figure 4 23 Theoretical change in shear stress along the unit within the deformation zone
during tube sinking process
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4.3.3 Analysis for strip drawing

In the plasto-hydrodynamic strip drawing process, a strip is pulled through a 

rectangular orifice of stepped bore which is filled with polymer melt Analytical 

results have been presented in references [20-25] for plasto-hydrodynamic strip 

drawing through a stepped parallel bore unit without accounting for the change m 

the viscosity of the polymer melt The change in shear stress was not shown in that 

analysis due to the change in viscosity and reduction of strip 

Here a non-Newtonian hydrodynamic strip drawing solution has been presented in 

which the change in viscosity has been included with the change in temperature and 

pressure within plasto-hydrodynamic pressure unit and compared with the 

expenmental results[24] This stnp drawing analysis incorporating change in 

viscosity was published as reference [62]

The volumetric flow rate and wall shear stress at a longitudinal section of the stnp 

(section A in Figure 4 28) given in section 4 2 The wall shear stress at the rear 

face of the section B of stnp(Figure 4 28) is given by

The yielding position of the strip inside the dieless unit :

Consider a point at a distance x, (Figure 4 28) from entry of the unit, where yielding 

of stnp has just commenced Principal stresses acting on the strip are

a, =axi and a2 =  tr3 = -P, ,

where <rxl is the axial stress and Pj is the radial pressure at point xl

Equilibrium of forces on the strip in x direction gives



The yield characteristics of the strip are taken of the form

Y=Y0+K0e" (4 64)

Therefore, yielding occurs as soon as Y =Y 0

Substituting equations (4 63)- (4 64) into equation (Pi+<rxi= Yo) and rearranging, 

position of yield in the strip may be expressed as

Here W, is the width of strip m section B and rc3 is the shear stress at that section 

according to Figure (4 29)

This equation enables the prediction of the position where the stnp starts to yield 

plastically in the first section of the unit 

Deformation zone

Consider a section of the unit within which the stnp is plastically deformed as shown 

m Figure 4 29 Since the variation of stnp dimension is to be deformed theoretically, 

and is not pre-defined as a function of x, the equations containing this vanable 

cannot be solved analytically Hence a finite difference technique is adopted to solve 

the equations governing the zone assuming that between any two points of distance 

dx apart on the deforming strip, the deformation takes place linearly Therefore,

where Ax is the length increment in the deformation zone The term refers to

x l  — (4 65)

dx

(4 66)

Expressing this equation in finite-difference form gives,

t 1 = t 1_1~bAx 
W ^ W ^ - b + A x (4 67)
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section B and without "*" refers to section A 

Similarly, the variation in gap in these sections gives

(4 68)

where b and b* are the deformation profiles within the distance Ax in sections A 

and B(Figure 4 29 a) respectively

The change in the area of the stnp will cause the velocity to change in the 

deformation zone, hence this should be included in the analysis Considenng the 

continuity of flow of metal, it can be shown that the current velocity is given by,

Considenng a small element of the deformed stnp (Figure 4 29 b and 4 29 c), the 

equilibrium of forces in x-direction gives

(4 69)

axi Wxt i =  ̂axi + clax i ) (W.+CBig ( t 1 +

2 s i n e ‘Vl+ (4 70)
dW1

Equation(4 70) can be simplified to give,

(4 71)

Now using the Levy-Mises flow rule, it can be shown that
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b*=mb (4 72)

where m is constant and is the ratio of the initial width to initial thickness 

le, m=W , /t,

Applying the Von-Mises yield criterion

P ^ o xl = Y2 (4 73)

equation (4 71) becomes

o x 1 = Y1 ( —±r± + —1-±-2) +— £  +— % ------+ax1. 1 (4 74)
t ,  w1 t 1 wx

Equation (4 74) is the governing equation for determining the axial stress in the 

deformation zone This equation is a function of shear stresses on the wire and must 

be determined independent The wall shear stress at section A can be written as

n U - i )  y  n u - i )  2v22 +j l_  i  +
2 Khz AK2h 2 27 K

— P  " 2h f ) 3) 1/2) 1/3 ~ ^  1  ̂ H (-* (4 75)
4 * 2 Kh1 4K2h 2

+^ (i +i p^ 2i3' )3)1/2)1/3“l p^ ^

Assuming that the pressure acts equally in section A and B, then for section B the 

wall shear stress is

n U - P v ^ , \ i ( i - i ) 2v12 . 1 , 1 .
"  2 Kh^  4 K 2h x*2 27 K

P  ' 2h  * 2 ) 3 ) 1 /2  \ 1 /3  J. / _  ^  ^  M (4 76)
4 '  -1 2 K h /  ^ K 2h l 2

_ L  ( A + A p 'z ^ ; 2) 3) 172) 173- - ^  ' h *21 K 4 1 2 1 1
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This equation contains the pressure gradient and variation of the stnp velocity m the 

deformation zone and they must be determined separately Hence the flow of the 

polymer melt in this region may be expressed as

P.'hi xc,hl k  , P! '3hio  —O-i =-----------— + C1 — +---------  (__ -̂  +
2 1 6ja u - 1) 2 \ i ( i - l )  p, ( i - l )  20 (4 77)

t 3 h 2 P ' 2h At  z 2 P ' h 3*Cin i + ^ -I ) +y2j

Equations (4 76) and (4 77) may be solved simultaneously in order to determine P/

and 7C1 by iterating P/ at point i in the deformation zone

Therefore

P1 ( i )  =P1 ( j - l )  + P j A x  (4 78)

Equation (4 78) will give the hydrodynamic pressure at any point in the deformation 

zone Substituting the value P/ in equation (4 76), the shear stress t \ , in section 

B, in the deformation zone can be calculated 

Percentage reduction in strip

The true strain-stress relationship of the stnp m the deformation zone may be shown 

as

where £,=21n /a,)

Therefore,

y i =y0+K0 ( 2 l n ( ^ ) ) n (4 79)
a 2

This equation represents the yield stress of the stnp, incorporating strain hardening 

effect

Now the material will continue to deform until the Von-Mises cntenon given below
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is satisfied,

Pi (2) + 0 ^ 3 ^ (4 80)

Substituting the pertinent values, equation(4 74) can be iterated until equation (4 80) 

is satisfied, to evaluate the values of b and b* Once the parameters b and b* are 

determined the percentage reduction in stnp size is given by,

PRT= ( 1 - — ) * 1 0 0  (4 81)

P iW = ( l-— ) *100 (4 82)
î.

The new shear stress within the zone where deformation of strip has been observed 

is then given by,

x (2 ) =P/1h 1 + z ci (4 83)

Theoretical results have been calculated on the basis of equations derived as in the 

theoretical analysis In order to calculate theoretical results, the following values of 

the parameters were used based on reference [24]

B=5 6x101 °C/Nmm2, C = 0 l°C/mm, a = 0  017°/C, DX = 1, mm, h ,= 0  3 mm,

h2=0 02 mm, h3=0 13m m K =5 0x10 11 m4/N2, L, = 150 mm, L^-30 mm, t,=  1 59

mm, Wj = 12 7 mm, y0=75 MNm2, K0=600 M Nm2, n —0 6

The polymer was Alkathane WVG23 at 130°C and the strip material was Copper

Figure 4 30 shows the theoretical change in the viscosity of the polymer from the

entrance of the plasto-hydrodynamic unit In the first part of the unit the viscosity

increases up to the step In the second part, the viscosity decreases up to a certain

value With the increase in strip velocity the viscosity also increases

Figure 4 31 shows the theoretical magnitude in change in the shear stress within the
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unit due to the change in the shear rate and viscosity In the first part, before the 

deformation the shear stress remains constant, after the yielding point it increases 

linearly up to the step where the deformation of stnp stops In the second part there 

is a large drop m the shear stress and it remains constant up to the exit of the unit 

The shear stress within the deformation zone increases with the increase in the stnp 

velocity

Figures 4 32 and 4 33 illustrate the theoretical hydrodynamic pressure within the unit 

for a stnp velocity of 0 1 m/s and 0 25 m/s respectively In these Figures the present 

solution in which the change in viscosity has been included are compared with the 

pressure profile from experiment[24] and with the theoretical pressure predicted in 

reference[24] In the present solution, the theoretical pressure has been generated for 

each small increment of length in the plasto-hydrodynamic pressure unit The initial 

pressure m the first section of the unit and final pressure in the second section of the 

unit is zero For the present solution, the pressure in the first section increases 

linearly before the deformation zone After that zone, it also increases linearly but 

at a different rate In the second section of the unit the pressure decreases linearly 

but near the end of the second section there is a large drop of pressure With the 

increase in strip velocity the pressure also increases In the theoretical solution of 

Memon[24] pressure only can be obtained at the step of the unit From the Figures 

(4 32 and 4 33) it can be seen that the present theoretical pressure profiles are closer 

to that of the experimental profiles in the first section of the unit than the theoretical 

profile by Memon [24] In the experiment the pressure was not measured m the 

second section of the unit The only assumption made was that the pressure 

decreases in this part linearly from the maximum to zero

Figures 4 34, 4 35 and 4 36 show compansons of the percentage reduction in

thickness, width and area for different speeds of the stnp both theoretically and

expenmentally Theoretically, these reductions increase with the increase in

velocities After a strip velocity 0 4 m/s they become almost constant The reduction 

obtained by present solution is less than that of Memon‘s [24] theoretical solution 

From the experimental curve it appears that the reductions do not vary much with 

the strip velocity as predicted by theory However, the present theoretical prediction 

of reduction fairly compares with the experimental curve at higher velocity
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Figure 4.28. Schematic diagram of the process

(a) Zones and deformation profile for thickness

(b)Deformation profile for width

( c) Sections A and B and directions of x, y ,z
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Figure 4.29 Stresses acting on a small element
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CHAPTER FIVE

PLASTO-HYDRODYNAMIC ANALYSIS USING CONVERGING TAPERED. 

PARABOLIC AND EXPONENTIAL GEOMETRY UNIT

5.1 Introduction

For the drawing of a solid continuum pulled through a conical onfice filled with a 

viscous fluid, Newtonian solution was first published in references [26-27] Later 

another model was developed[28-30] for a tapered unit considering the polymer as 

a non-Newtonian fluid In those models the viscosity of the fluid and shear stress 

were considered to remain constant during the drawing process 

Several authors [35,38] were able to show and confirm experimentally that pressure 

and temperature invariant representation of the viscosity function is possible and 

reliable Also the influence of shearing history of the polymer melt is important for 

the hydrodynamic pressure [34] Considering these factors in this chapter a different 

mathematical model has been developed for the pressure distribution within a tapered 

bore unit Theoretical results are obtained for different wire speeds in terms of the 

changes in viscosity, shear stress(due to the change in shear rate and viscosity) and 

pressure distributions within the unit These results have been compared with those 

from expenmental and theoretical results presented elsewhere [28-30]

In previous works models for hydrodynamic pressure have been developed for 

different types of pressure units such as stepped parallel bore, tapered bore and 

combined parallel-tapered bore There are other possible units such as converging 

parabolic and exponential units which were not investigated before In this chapter, 

an attempt has been taken to develop analytical models for these types of units

5 2 Non Newtonian plasto-hydrodynamic pressure analysis for coating process 

m a tapered unit

Figure 5 1 shows schematic diagram for a tapered bore plasto-hydrodynamic 

pressure unit The following analysis is based on the geometrical configuration
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Figure 5 1 Schematic diagram of a tapered bore pressure unit

shown in the figure

To simplify the analysis the following assumptions are made That is to say, the

a)flow of the polymer melt is laminar

b)flow of the polymer melt is axial

c)thickness of the polymer layer is small compared to the dimensions of the unit 

The relationship between the pressure and shear stress gradient is given by

) - < - § >  <5 i > 

According to Rabinowitsch[41] the equation for the polymer melt relating shear 

stress and shear rate is

(5 2)
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Differentiating this equation with respect to y gives

d y  d y  r  d y 2

substituting (dr/dy) for (dP/dx) from equation (5 1) and integrating it twice w r t 

y it gives,

{ dP) y f  + 3 K .T2 ( dP) ^  +C2y+C3=\iU 
d x  2 d x  2

The boundary conditions are

(a) at y = 0, U = V

(b) at y =h , U = 0

Using the boundary conditions (a) and (b) the velocity profile becomes

u = P ! y l + 3 K^ { x2 2_x 2 h ) _ P ! h y _ v z + v  ( 5 3 )
2\i 2\i 2 |i h

The flow of the polymer melt in the unit is ,

h
Q =fudy

Substituting the expression for U from equation (5 3) and integrating the flow 

becomes

P ^ - ^ ( t 2P ^ 3 ) ^  ( 5 4 )
1 2 |i  |l  4 2

Now, differentiating equation (5 4) with respect to x, integrating it again and noting
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that dQ/dx =0 it gives

P!hZ+ K { ^ P ' h i ) =vh+c4 
6n n 2

(5 5)

and then integrating this equation it gives

P =  ( y + _ C 5  ] + C 6  ( 5 6 )
M[1 +3KX ] h 2h 2

where M can be obtained from the geometry of the unit, M = (hr h2)/L 

Also h —h{ -M x

The boundary conditions are, at x - 0 ,  h=h,, P =  0 and x=L , h= h 2, P = 0  

Substituting these conditions in equation(5 6) it gives,

and

C 6 = - ____ 6£Z— [ JL+-C5_]
M[l+3Kx2] h2 2 h22

Therefore, the pressure distnbution becomes,

p =  6 I ^  [ 1 - J L ]  +  i n ______ [ - L - - L ]
M[l+3Kx2] h h2 M[l+3Kx2] h 2 h72

2 (5 7)
2 V

( A - _ L )  
y h 2 h j
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If it is considered that the polymer is a Newtonian fluid then the above solution 

becomes (substituting the value for K equals to zero)

[ J L - A ]  +2H  [ _ L - J L j  i Z —  (5 8)
M h h 2 M h 2 V

h 2 h j

Solution procedure.

Introduction of viscosity in pressure distribution:

The viscosity which depends on hydrodynamic pressure and temperature can be 

expressed as,

[A (3) =|A (3 “ I ) e  ("“ {T{J) ~B ^ r ( j - i ) ) I (5 9)

The temperature can be written as

T( j )  =T(J - 1 )  ~C DX  (5 10)

Introduction of shear rate and viscosity change

Solution of equation (5 2) gives the shear stress where viscosity and shear rate 

change can be incorporated

* ( j ) = (  M - y j W  + [ ( t ^ > 3+( n M - (5 11)
( Y(j )  ( j. r / 1 ) 3 j. / n ( j - l )  Y(j)  )21

2k v L v 3k* y 2k } J *

In this equation y(j) =V/h(j) and h(j) =h(j-l) -M DX

Differentiating equation (5 7) with respect to x, the pressure in finite difference form 

can be written as
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P( j )  =P(J-1)  + [ 6 n (.7 - 1 ) v  f 1  1 +
M [ l + 3 K t ( j ) 2] A ( j ) 2

12 |i ( j - 1 ) y 1 ] ] dx (5.12)
M[ l + 3 Kx  ( j ) 2] a { . )3(  1 1 )

2

where the magnitude of viscosity and shear stress can be obtained from equations 

(5.9) and (5.11) respectively.

The initial values are

P (l)=0,T (l)=Polym er melt temperature, n(l)=  viscosity at T(l).

Theoretical results have been calculated on the basis of equations derived in the 

theoretical analysis. Two lubricating medium viz. Nylon 6.6 and Borosiloxane were 

considered for analysis. Different parameter values for Nylon 6.6 are [38,55]: 

B = 3 .2 x l0 10C/Nmm-2, C=0.03°C/mm, a=0.0114°/C, DX =  1 mm, h,=0.25 mm, 

h2=0.05 mm, K = 10. lxlO'10 m4/N2, L =  180 mm, initial polymer temperature at the 

first unit=280°C, initial polymer viscosity= 63 N.s/m2.

Figure 5.2 shows the theoretical change in viscosity of the polymer from the 

entrance of the plasto-hydrodynamic unit. It can be seen from the figure that the 

viscosity increases non-linearly and peaks at somewhere along the unit and then 

decreases gradually to almost its initial value. It is also evident that for higher wire 

velocity the viscosity maintains higher all along the unit.

Figure 5.3 shows the theoretical change in magnitude of shear stress within the unit 

due to the change in the shear rate and viscosity. It increases gradually and attains 

a maximum value at a certain position of the unit and then start decreasing. The 

shear stress is higher for higher wire velocity.

Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 illustrates the theoretical hydrodynamic pressure within the 

unit for wire velocity of 4 m/s, 8 m/s and 12 m/s respectively. In these figures, the 

results from the present solution have been presented along with the previous 

solution[28-30]. It may be mentioned that unlike the previous method, the present 

method considers the change in viscosity and shear stress in the process. The initial 

pressure at the entry of the unit and final pressure at the exit of the unit are zero. 

In the previous solution the pressure increases gradually and peaks at a position
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determined by hx and h2 [30] and then falls sharply to zero For the present solution 

the pressure increases gradually up to certain point (which is variable depending on 

the wire velocity, viscosity and shear stress) then decreases sharply to zero The 

position of maximum pressure is different in the two methods Also the pressure 

distribution obtained by the previous model and present model is different Up to the 

peak, the pressure is higher by the present method compared to the previous method 

and the rate of fall is sharper after the peak 

The parameter values for Borosiloxane used for the analysis are[30]

B =4 2xlO ,0C/Nmm2, C = 0 03°C/mm, a = 0  016°/C, DX=1 mm, h ,= 0  25 mm, 

h2=0 05 mm, K =5 6x1013 mVN2, L=180 mm, Polymer melt temperature 100°C 

Figure 5 7 illustrates different theoretical and experimental hydrodynamic pressure 

within the unit at wire velocity of 0 04 m/s with Borosiloxane as medium In the 

figure, the present solution in which the change in viscosity and shear rate have been 

included are compared with the experimental results from the reference[30] Also 

theoretical solution based on non-Newtonian[30] and Newtonian solution has been 

compared where the viscosity of the polymer and the shear rate are considered to be 

constant The initial pressure at the entry of the unit and final pressure at the exit of 

the unit are zero From this figure it can be found that the present solution is much 

closer with the experimental result[30] than the previous[30] theoretical solution as 

well as the Newtonian solution Figures 5 8 and 5 9 show these comparisons for 

wire velocities of 0 08 and 0 16 m/s The pressure profiles are same as Figure 5 7 

From the Figures 5 7 to 5 9 it is clearly evident that the position where peak 

pressure develops vanes for changes in wire velocity This fact is substantiated by 

the expenmental curves in these figures
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Figure 5 4 Theoretical pressure distribution within the tapered unit for wire velocity of
4m/s (Polymer-Nylon 6 6)
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Figure 5 5 Theoretical pressure distribution within the tapered unit for wire velocity of
8m/s (Polymer-Nylon 6 6)
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Figure 5 6 Theoretical pressure distribution within the tapered unit for wire velocity of
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Figure 5 7 Pressure distribution within the tapered unit for wire velocity of 0 04m/s
(Polymer-Borosiloxane)
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Figure 5 9 Pressure distribution within the tapered unit for wire velocity of 0 16m/s
(Polymer-Borosiloxane)
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5.3 Wire drawing in a tapered unit

For the last few years plasto-hydrodynamic wire drawing has been investigated by 

different researchers In reference [11] a non-Newtonian analysis for wire drawing 

was earned out m a stepped parallel bore unit and a Newtonian analysis for wire 

drawing was earned out in a conical tubular onfice in reference [27]

In this section plasto-hydrodynamic analysis for wire drawing m a tapered bore unit 

has been developed considenng that the polymer is a non-Newtoman fluid Also the 

change in viscosity of the polymer and shear stress are included in the analysis

Plastic yielding

Refemng to Figure 5 10(a) the pnncipal stresses acting on the wire are,

=<rxl and a2 =cr3 =  -P, , 

where axl is the axial stress and P is the radial pressure at point x, where the plastic 

yielding commences The yield charactenstics of the wires are taken as in the form

Y=Y0+K0en (5 13)

Therefore yielding occurs as soon as Y = Y0 , so that at Xj according to Tresca yield 

criterion Pj + a ^ Y o

The change in the axial stress in the deformation zone

Refernng to Figure 5 10 b and 5 10 c, considenng a small section of the wire, the 

radial equilibrium of forces gives,

o {itDdx) = -P (  uDc x̂ ) c o s a n J . ^ ) s i n a  
c o s a  c c o s a

hence
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J

o r = - P ( l - ^ t a n a )  (5 14)

Here a  is the semi-angle of the conical deformation profile The value of r j P has 

been shown to be very small and since a is also very small, the term rctana/P can 

be ignored

Equilibrium of forces in x direction gives

- a x {— nD2) + ( o + d o x) ( JL (Z>+dt>)2) + p ( ^ ) s i n « +  
x 4 x x 4 c o s a

( JlDdX) c o s a = 0
c c o s a

Rearranging and ignoring powers of dD

2dDox+Ddox+4P dx  t a n a + 4 d x x c =0

but tana=  dD/2dx, hence

2 dD(P+ox) +Ddox+4dx  t c =0

Substituting for (P-f <rx = Y) and rearranging gives

da  —  2dDY-  4 T cd y

This is the governing differential equation in the deformation zone for the axial 

stress in the wire Rewriting this equation in fimte-difference form gives,

o^ 2 ( V j 1I,j ^ % - i  (5 15)
J J

The pressure equation in section 5 1 (equation 5 12) in finite difference form is
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P(j) = P (J -1 )  [ — A— ] +
M[l+3iCx ( j )  ] h(j)2

12(i (j-i)------- K------ [-------- i------- ] ] dx (5 16)
t f [ l + 3 K t ( j ) * ]  h [ ) 3 {  1  _ 1  j

2

The change in shear stress (section 5 1) where viscosity and shear rate change can 

be incorporated is

( 7 ) . /  M j - D f  (j ) +[{ 1 )3M M j - i >t O > )»]•»)•»_
yj> ' 2Jc L 3Jc 2* (5 17)

( - H ( j - l ) Y ( j )  ( M(  1 )3^( H( J - 1 ) Y( J )  )2] -I) 7 
'  2 *  v 1 ' 3 k 1 v 2Jc ' 1 '

where 7 (j) =V/h(j)

As dP/dx=dr/dy, the wall shear stress within the deformation zone can be obtained 

from the equation

TCj=x ( j )  -  Pjh(j) (5 18)

As the deformation is considered to take place linearly, the change in gap between 

the wire and the unit, velocity and diameter within the deformation zone can be 

expressed respectively as,

h ( j )  = h { j - 1 )  -  (M-kj) A x

<519>
j

DJ=DJ_1~2kJA x

\

where tana = - kj The velocity profile can be obtained from the continuity of the 

flow of metal [(V+dV) x/4 (D +dD )2 = 7r / 4 VD 2 and ignoring the power of dD] 

The true stram-stress relationship of the wire in the deformation zone may be shown

as
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Y j =YQ+KQ€ j n

where e =2\n (D! /Dj)

Therefore,

Yj=(Y0+K0(2ln{^))n) (5.20)

Substituting for Yj in equation (5.15) gives:

° x j=2 ( ] (Yo+K o & l a l £ ) ) a) + ^ j j ^ +°*j-i  (5-21>
J J J

Also, the Tresca yield criterion in finite difference form becomes;

P( j )  +oxj=Yj  (5.22)

For plastic yielding

P( j )  +°xj^-Yj (5.23)

The plastic deformation is calculated on the basis of equation (5.23) combined with 

equations (5.16), (5.18), (5.19), (5.20) and (5.21) for a small increment of Ax.

The following values of the parameters were used based on reference [11].

B = 5 .6 x l0 1 °C/Nmm-2, C=0.1°C/m m , a=0.017°/C , DX =  1 mm, ^ = 0 .5  mm, 

h2=0.075 mm, K = 5 .0 x l0 'n m4/N2, L = 57  mm, initial polymer temperature at the 

first unit=130°C, initial polymer viscosity =  110 N.s/m2, yo=50 MNm'2, 1^=440 

MNm'2, n= 0 .52 , D, =  1.6 mm.

The polymer was Alkathane WVG23 and the wire material was Copper.

Figures 5.11 and 5.12 illustrate the theoretical hydrodynamic pressure within the unit
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for wire velocity of 2 m/s and 3 m/s respectively In these figures the theoretical 

solution is compared with the pressure profile from expenment[l 1] The theoretical 

pressure solution has been generated for each small increment of length in the 

hydrodynamic pressure unit The initial and final pressure in the unit are zero For 

the present solution, the pressure in the unit increases gradually at a position up to 

maximum pressure After that zone, the pressure decreases gradually With the 

increase in the wire velocity the pressure also increases From these figures it can 

be seen that the theoretical pressure profiles are closer to the experimental profiles 

although the peak pressure is significantly different

Figure 5 13 shows comparisons of the percentage reduction in area for different 

speeds of the wire by the present analysis and experimental values by 

Parvinmehr[ll] Theoretically, these reductions increase with the increase m 

velocities After wire velocity 3 5 m/s they become almost constant From the 

experimental curve it appears that the reduction is higher at lower wire velocity and 

becomes lower at higher velocity After wire velocity 3 m/s it becomes almost 

constant However, the present theoretical prediction of reduction is comparable 

with the experimental curve at higher velocity Figure 5 14 shows comparisons of 

the coating thickness for different speed of the wire by this analysis and that from 

expenments by Parvinmehr[l 1] The theoretical values of coating thickness is higher 

than that obtained by expenments for wire velocity of lm/s and higher
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Figure 5 10 Wire drawing analysis in a tapered bore unit
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Figure 5 11 Pressure distribution within tapered unit dunng drawing velocity of 2m/s
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Figure 5 12 Pressure distribution within tapered unit during drawing velocity 3
m/s(Polymer-Alkathane WVG23)
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5.4 Finite element tem perature and pressure analysis for wire coating in a 

tapered bore unit

All the previous theoretical models for pressure distribution in plasto-hydrodynamic 

wire drawing and coating process were developed considenng that the hydrodynamic 

pressure through the polymer film thickness at any point along the length of the unit 

is constant In this section a finite element solution has been obtained for the 

temperature and pressure distnbutions taking account of their changes both along 

the direction of the wire velocity and through the thickness of the polymer layer 

Pressure distribution within the unit has been obtained for different wire velocities 

by finite element method These results are compared with the expenmental results 

reported elsewhere

Finite element model

Finite element simulation was earned out for a 180 mm long tapered bore unit The 

gap between the unit and the wire i e, lubricant film thickness at the entrance and 

exit of the unit are 0 25 mm and 0 05 mm respectively The model was constituted 

with 20 elements and 103 nodes Figure 5 15 shows the meshed model for 

temperature and pressure The polymer was Borosiloxane melt 

The governing equation

The equation governing the pressure generation in the fluid film is the Reynolds 

equation [63]

( | i  dP) + ( A i d f )  = 2 ( 5  24)
d x  6[i  dx  d y  6\i d y  d t  dx

This equation is valid for a Newtonian fluid The fluid used in the plasto- 

hydrodynamic process is polymer melt which is normally a non-Newtonian fluid But 

the polymer melt exhibits non-Newtonian behaviour except for very low shear 

rates[34] For example Borosiloxane at shear rates between 5x102 and 6xl02 behaves 

as a Newtonian fluid[42] Also some polymers, such as Nylon, polyester and 

polysiloxane act almost like a Newtonian fluid[54] Therefore, this two dimensional
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equation can be employed for plasto-hydrodynamic analysis where the above 

polymers are used

Also the governing Reynold equation for temperature distnbution[63] is

(5 25)

The viscosity which is function of temperature and pressure can be expressed 

arbitrarily as

where /x0 is the reference viscosity and a and are the constants 

Element characteristics

The lubricant was modelled with two dimensional 8 node quadrilateral elements The 

nodes of the elements have two degrees of freedom i e in the X direction along the 

die length and in the Y direction through the polymer melt 

Boundary conditions and Solution

Referring to Figure 5 15 the boundary conditions for the elements in the case of 

pressure are- 

along

AB and CD, P = 0

BD, the wire surface is rigid

AC, the die surface is rigid

Also referring to Figure 5 15 the boundary conditions for the elements in the case 

of temperature are 

along

\i=\x0e - « ^ T-*Ap) (5 26)

AB,T is constant for each layer of fluid film(for each element there 

are two layers)

BD, heat flux through the wire is negligible 

CD, T is unknown
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AC, temperature at die wall is constant 

A Cholesky decomposition matnx technique was used to solve the resulting global 

sparse matnx and the finite element solution was obtained using the Gauss-Siedal 

iteration technique [63]

Viscosity for Borosiloxane was taken from Figure 2 5 for different shear rate [42], 

the value of a  is 0 018°C1 and is 4 2x101 °C/Nmm2 Dunng the expenment with 

Borosiloxane, the temperature of the die wall was maintained at 110°C When the 

polymer first entered the pressure unit from the melt chamber the polymer melt 

temperature was about 95°C

Figure 5 16 shows the simulated temperature profiles in the die flow channel where 

the wire drawing speed is 0 04 m/s At the wire surface le, y = 0  pronounced 

temperature maxima anse when the fluid enters in the die channel The reason for 

this maxima is thought to be the high shear heating (high shear rate) at the entry 

At the same time negligible heat is transferred to the neighbounng melt layers At 

l/4th way through the film thickness, the temperature distnbution more or less 

follows the wire surface temperature profile The temperature distnbution at 3/4th 

way through the film thickness is close to the die wall temperature which was 

maintained constant by a heater band

Figure 5 17 illustrates the theoretical hydrodynamic pressure within the unit for wire 

velocity of 0 04 m/s In this figure the finite element solution has been compared 

with the experimental results from references[30] The initial pressure at the entrance
r

of the unit and the final pressure at the exit of the unit are zero First the pressure 

simulation was carried out for a particular viscosity which was obtained from the 

shear rate and the viscosity relationship Then the viscosity was modified according 

to equation (5 26) by incorporating the change in pressure and the change in 

temperature as obtained from simulation Using the modified viscosity for each 

element another simulation was carried out From the simulations, it was observed 

that the pressure increases gradually upto 155 mm and then decreases gradually 

From the figure it can be seen that the theoretical pressure profile is similar to the 

experimental pressure profile The position of the maximum pressure is also almost 

at the same point as the first simulation (for the second simulation it is at 156 mm)
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But the magnitude of the simulated pressure where the modified viscosity was 

introduced is more closer to the experimental pressure than the simulated pressure 

where the viscosity was considered to be constant

Similarly, simulation for pressure was carried out for wire velocities of 0 08 m/s and 

0 16 m/s Figures 5 18 and 5 19 show comparisons of pressure profiles from the 

finite element simulation with those from expenments for wire velocities of 0 08 and 

0 16 m/s respectively It can be seen from these figures that the pressure profiles are 

reasonably similar to the expenmental profiles The magnitudes of the simulated 

maximum pressure also agree reasonably well with the expenmental ones

D

Figure 5 15 Schematic diagram for the meshed model in the tapered unit

gap of wire and die
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Figure 5 16 Temperature distribution in the tapered unit
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Figure 5 17 Pressure distribution in a tapered unit for wire velocity of 0 04 m/s
(Polymer- Borosiloxane)
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Figure 5 19 Pressure distribution in a tapered unit for wire velocity of 0 16 m/s
(Polymer- Borosiloxane)
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5.5. Plasto-hydrodynamic pressure analysis in converging parabolic and 

exponential unit

In this section plasto-hydrodynamic pressure models have been developed for 

converging parabolic and exponential units (shown m Figures 5 20 and 5 23 

respectively)

Equation (5 4) can be written as

dP  i- 3 -2  d P . 3
-  d x h _ K . x d x h ' ^ Vh (5 27)

12ja  \i 4 2

Considenng a position where h=  hb le, the pressure is optimum Therefore in that

position dP/dx=0 which gives Q=Vhb/2

Thus,

dP = r 1 -  h b] (5 28)
d a  [1+3JlT2] h 2 h 3

Let,

H ( x ) = f - ^ - d x ,  G ( x ) = f - ± - d x  
o h  { h 3

The boundary conditions are

(a) at x= 0, P = 0 , and (b) at x - L ,  P = 0

Therefore, with the boundary condition (a) the pressure expression becomes

P(x)  =  — ■ lH(x)  - hbG ( x ) ]
[1+3JCX2] D

With the boundary condition (b) the position of optimum pressure is 

hb = H(L)/G(L)

Therefore, the pressure profile in this unit is
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P W  " i l ^ T l H ( x ' '  m W > x )-  1 <5 29)

Now for the converging parabolic unit, the unit geometry can be considered as 

h(x) =  - a2(x+b)2+  c2

Substituting h(x) in the expression for H(x), it becomes,

H{X) = /
f0 { - a 2 { x + b ) 2+ c 2) 2

d x

After integration it becomes,

Tj t _ 1 r 1 1~ r X + b + d -i r b+ d  i i( ) o— — T~r— J lri [ ——— J d  [ ------- +— —— ——— ——— J
4 c 3a  x + b - d  b - d  x + b + d  x + b - d  b + d  b - d

(5 30)

and in the same way substituting h(x) in the expression for G(x) for , it gives

( - a 2 (x+b) 2+c2) 3
d x

After integration it gives,

G(x)  =-----   [3 1 n [ x+1?+c[ ] - 3 1 n [ ^ ^ ]  -3 d [
16 d 5a 6 x + b - d  b - d  x+b+d x + b - d  b+d

- d 2 [-------±------------  ±------   ±-+ ± ] ] (5 31)
b - d  (x+b+d)2 ( x + b - d ) 2 (b+d)2 (ib -d )2

where, d=c/a

To obtain the optimum position for pressure it is necessary to calculate G(L) and 

H(L) For hydrodynamic converging parabolic unit the die geometry can be 

expressed as h(x)= - ( h r  h 2/ L) x2-f hj , therefore in this case the terms a can 

be substituted for ( h h 2)1/2/ L , b for 0 and c for h ,1/2
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Substituting the values for a, b and c at x=L , the expressions for G(L) and H(L) 

becomes,

G(X0=----------k ---------- r 3 1 n ^ ^ ^ - 3  d ( — 2L +d>( ALd )1
l e v ^ v 75̂  I (L2~d ) ( i 2- d 2) 2

Therefore,

G ( L ) ------------k -----------r s i n ^ V ^ I 5 32)
1 16Ai hxh2 V )

In the same way,

H ( L ) ----------- ^ ----------[ i n A 2 ^ T l +^ _  (5 33)

For the exponential unit

The geometry defined for converging exponential unit is h(x)= a2(x-bb)2+ c2 

The expressions for H (x) and G(x) in terms of h(x) becomes

H(x)  = f ------------ i ---------- - d x
** ( a 2 (x+b) 2+ c2) 2

and

G{x) = f ------------1----------
{  ( a 2 (x+Jb) 2+c2)

- d x3

After integration they give,
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[ _ L  [ a r c t a n (  (b + x ) — ) - a r c t a n (  — ) ] +
a c  c  c

(5 34)
b+x b

a 2 {b+x) 2+ c 2 a 2& + c 2]

and

G[x) b + x H(x)  (5 35)
4 c 2 ( a 2 {b+x) 2+ c 2) 2 { a 2£?+c2) 2] 4 C 2

For plasto-hydrodynamic converging exponential unit, the geometry can be presented 

as h(x)= (( h h 2) / L2) ( x-L)2+  h2 , therefore in this case the terms a can be 

substituted for

( h r  h 2 )ml L , b for -L and c for h 2m

Substituting the values for a, b and c at x=L , the expressions for H (L) and G(L) 

becomes,

[ ——r +3H(L)  ] (5 36)

and

The pressure equation in the finite difference form can be written as

[1+3*1;/] h 2 h 32
(5 38)

The shear stress is,
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( j ) = ( p < j - u y ( j )  + [ ( _L )»+ ( \ i U z l l i (/ )_)»]•») 7 -
2k 3ir' v 2k 1 (539)

( ~ | i  ( j - l )  y  ( j )  ( ^ [ (  1  ) 3 -L / | i ( j - l ) Y ( j )  ) 2 ] ~ M  
2ic v 1 v 3ic 2ic

and the viscosity term can be taken from equation (5.9).

From equations(5.37)-(5.39) and (5.9) the hydrodynamic pressure can be calculated 

for converging parabolic and exponential unit introducing the values of a, b, c, G(L) 

and H(L).

Results were calculated on the basis of equations derived as above. The polymer 

melt was taken as Borosiloxane at 100 °C. The geometries of the unit were, 

hi =0.25 mm, h2= 0.05 mm and L=180 mm.

Figure 5.20 shows a converging parabolic hydrodynamic pressure unit and Figure 

5.21 shows the corresponding pressure profile for the unit. The pressure increases 

gradually up to a certain point (163 to 167 mm depending on different velocities) and 

then decreases gradually. With the increase in the wire velocity the pressure also 

increases. Figure 5.22 shows finite element simulation with the same type of unit. 

The pressure increases gradually up to a certain point (167 mm for wire velocity 0.1 

m/s and 163 mm for 0.2 m/s) and then decreases in a linear way. From the two 

figures it can be seen that the optimum position for pressure in both this method is 

same but the pressure profile after that position is different. However experimental 

results in future will justify the profiles.

Figures 5.23 and 5.24 respectively represent the converging exponential pressure 

unit and the corresponding pressure profile. The pressure increases gradually up to 

a certain point (133 to 136 mm depending on different velocities) and then decreases 

gradually. Again the pressure is higher for higher wire velocity. Figure 5.25 shows 

the finite element pressure profile for the same polymer but with different length of 

unit. But in this case the pressure profile in both the analytical and finite element 

method are same. The pressure increases gradually up to a certain point (16 mm for 

wire velocity 6 m/s and 18 mm for 8 m/s) and then decreases gradually.

The finite element simulation was done in two dimensions ie; along the direction of 

wire drawing and through the thickness of the fluid film. The pressure difference 

through the film thickness was found to be negligible by the simulation. Table 5.1 

gives values of pressure through the film thickness in a parabolic unit for wire
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velocity of 0 2 m/s

Table 5 1 Pressure distribution within a 180 mm converged parabolic unit

Distance along 

the die (mm)

At wire (Bar) 

surface

At 1/2 film 

thickness (Bar)

At full film 

thickness (Bar)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

12 2 83 09 83 332 83 57

20 4 139 86 140 01 140 21

28 6 197 5 197 68 197 86

45 316 667 316 51 316 67

53 18 379 15 379 24 379 14

57 2 410 16 410 72 410 16

69 54 512 22 513 57 512 21

77 72 583 84 585 24 583 85

94 741 29 741 76 741 31

102 2 828 43 830 5 829 21

106 3 874 87 875 57 871 42

110 45 923 74 925 21 923 7

118 63 1026 4 1029 2 1026 39

122 1071 76 1081 59 1081 22

143 18 1372 7 1370 8 1372 72

155 45 1501 76 1500 8 1501 78

163 63 1542 55 1542 62 1542 46

171 81 778 37 783 51 781 58

180 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Figure 5 20 Schematic diagram for parabolic hydrodynamic pressure unit

DISTANCE (mm)

Figure 5 21 Pressure distribution in a parabolic unit (polymer- Borosiloxane)
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Figure 5 22 Finite element pressure simulation in a parabolic unit (Polymer-
Borosiloxane)

Figure 5 23 Exponential hydrodynamic pressure unit
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Figure 5 25 Finite element pressure simulation in a hyperbolic unit (Polymer-
Borosiloxane)
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CHAPTER SIX

ANALYSIS FOR PLASTO-HYDRODYNAMIC WIRE COATING AND 

DRAWING USING A COMBINED PARALLEL AND TAPERED GEOMETRY

UNIT

6.1 Introduction

For plasto-hydrodynamic die-less wire coating using a combined geometry pressure 

unit, a number of theoretical models for pressure distribution have been presented m 

previous publications[30,32,33] In reference[32] a Newtonian plasto-hydrodynamic 

analysis was carried out for a combined hydrodynamic unit While m reference [33] 

the analysis was earned out considenng the polymer melt pressure medium as a non- 

Newtonian fluid In these models the viscosity of polymer and shear rate was 

considered to remain unchanged dunng drawing

In this chapter a new mathematical model has been developed for the pressure 

distribution within a combined unit taking account of the changes in the viscosity and 

shear rate of the polymer melt dunng the drawing process Theoretical results are 

obtained for different wire speeds in terms of the pressure distnbutions within the 

unit These results are compared with those according to the previous theoretical 

models as well as with expenmental pressure distnbution results

6.2 Non-Newtonian pressure analysis for coating

This is a non-Newtonian analysis of the coating process which has been reported 

m[71]

The following analysis is based on the geometrical configuration shown in Figure 6 1 

The combined unit consists of two parts The first is a parallel part which is followed 

by a tapered part

Plasto-hydrodynamic analysis of this unit was done with the following sim plifying 

assumptions,

a) the flow of the polymer melt is laminar

b) the flow of the polymer melt is axial
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c) the thickness of the polymer layer is small compared to the dimensions of the 

pressure unit

Analysis for the parallel part of the unit

With reference to figure 6 1, the relationship between the pressure and shear stress

L1
1 ►

L2
1

L  h3

Figure 6 1 Schematic diagram of a combined parallel and tapered bore unit 

gradient in the first part of the unit is given by

« 1 )

According to Rabmowitsch [41] the equation for the polymer melt relating shear 

stress and shear rate is

t +Kt3=h ( | ^ )  =ny (6 2)

Integration of equation (6 1) gives
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* i = p i y  +

where rc, is the shear stress at y = 0  and P ^^dP /dx), is assumed to be independent 

of y

Substituting for r, into equation (6 2) gives

=PiV+T c x+K{ pfy3 +t Cl +3 p?y2xc1+3 * c^p/y)

which after integration becomes

p /y 2 t c ,y  r , p / y 4 3 
Ux= - ¥ — +— ! i t *  - I L t i C j V

H I1 4 (6 3)

i5i/2y 3t c 1+ -|xc12P1'y 2) +C

where C is the constant of integration 

The boundary conditions are,

(a) at y = 0, U, = V

(b) at y =h, , \]i =  0

Applying condition (a) m equation (6 3), C=V  and hence

^ + t C i y + £ ( ^ r +T /2

2 ^  I* I* 4 (6 4)

- | t c f p / y 2) + ̂

Also substituting condition (b) in equation (6 4) and after rearrangement it gives

t  c i + •§ (p ^h i >t c i2+( i > t c i +

K h j  2JC 4
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The real root of this equation is,

The flow of the polymer melt in the first part of the unit is given by,

Qi=J Uxd y

Substituting for U, from equation (6 4) into the above equation and integrating gives,

_ P[hl  ^ t c ^ 2 ^ K , H  h l  ^ ^
1 6n 2\x [i 20 2 (6 6)

For continuous flow operation,

0X=02 (6 7 )

Hence establishment of flow equation in the tapered part is necessary 

The pressure gradient in the second part under steady state condition gives,

d x  “  d y

The boundary conditions are

(c) at y = 0, U2 = V
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(d) at y =h , U2=  0

The shear stress and shear rate is related by

x2+Jft23= |i ( i |J ) = n y  (6 9)

Differentiating this equation with respect to y gives

( _ 1 )  +3/ft22-3 -2 = |i(— ^ )  
cfy 2 d y  d y 2

substituting (dr2/dy) for (dP2/dx) from equation (6 8) and integrating it twice it 

gives,

and then setting the boundary conditions (c) and (d) the velocity profile becomes

U2- —^ — +—~ ^  ( t 22y 2-cly/3) (6 10)2 2\x 2\x 2 J ^  2fl h

And the flow of the polymer melt in the tapered part of the unit is,

02= fu2d y

Substituting for U2 from equation (6 10) the flow becomes

P jh 3 _ K x 2p j h 3  ̂ vh  ( 6 U )
2 12\l \i  4 2

Now differentiating equation (6 11) with respect to x, integrating it again and noting
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that dQ2/dx =0 it gives

6 \l H
) =Vh + C4

and then integrating this equation it gives

6\xV
M[1+3K%22] h 2 h 2

(6 12)

where M can be obtained from the geometry of the unit , M = (h2-h3)/L2 

Also h = h2 -M x

The boundary conditions are at x=L ,, h= h 2, P2= P 1(L1) and x = L j+ L 2 , h= h3, 

P2=0 Substituting the conditions in equation(6 12) it gives,

C5=

2
_______________  h3 h2

h 2 h 2

and

 6]±Z____ [_ K +_ £ L ]
M[1+3Ki22] h3 2 h 2

Therefore, the pressure distribution becomes,

I t
M[1+3Kx22] ' h  h3 '  A f [ l + 3 X t 22]

[ —
h 2 h 2

f . l t . I W f l B . M  < 1 . 1
6u l h ,  h , “

h 22

(6 13)
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Introduction of viscosity in pressure distribution:

The effect of temperature and pressure on the viscosity can be expressed as,

l*U ) =j1 (1 - i ) e (' a(rU )-flDp-r u -1))) (6 14)

where the temperature is

T( i )  = T { i - 1) -C  DX (6 15)

Introduction of shear rate and viscosity change

Solution of equation (6 9) gives the shear stress where viscosity and shear rate 

change can be incorporated

( 6 1 < )

-M j - i ) y (j ) ( - [{  1 ) 3M M j - i >t (j >
V 2k  ' l ' 3Jc 2k

where 7 (j) =V/hO) and h(j) =h(j-l) -M DX 

Solution procedure

Equations(6 5), (6 6), (6 11) and (6 16) may be solved simultaneously Numerical 

values of Pm (maximum step pressure) and hence 'and P2' may be substituted into 

above equations, using an iteration technique,until the condition Q i= Q 2 is satisfied 

Thus the shear stresses on the wire and volumetric flow rate can be determined 

To determine the hydrodynamic pressure developed at each small increment of 

length of the first unit, equation (6 6) can be written in the following way

P± 'h i  
1

T C ^ K
6 | i U - l )  2 n U - l )  M- (-Z-1)  

P , ' 2h*xcx x c?P1 ' h i

P / ' h l  ^ x c l h l   ̂
20  2

) + V * ,

(6 17)
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This equation is a cubic equation, where each term is known (the viscosity can be 

determined from equation(5 14)) except Pi' Solution of this equation gives this 

term But,

P i'=  (P,(i) -P,(i-l))/DX 

and P,(i) = P ,(i-l) +  Pi' DX

also D P= P,(i) -P,(i-1)

The initial values are

P1(l)==0,T(l)=Polymer melt temperature, /x(l)= viscosity at T(l)

Similarly, the hydrodynamic pressure at the tapered unit can be obtained by 

differentiating equation (6 20) with respect to x and then written in finite difference 

form

The viscosity can be determined from equation(6 14) by rearranging as

_ ] + s fr.o - y  [ _ l _
2 M[1+3Kx2 ( j )  2] h ( j )

(6 18)

(6 19)

and the

T 2 ( J ) = T 2 ( j - l )  - C  DX (6 20)

where DP =  P;(J)-P2(j-l) and h(j)=h(j-l) -M Dx

The initial values are

P2(1)=P,(L1), T2(1)=T,(L,), M2( l)=  viscosity at T1(L1), h (l)= h  

PJ(LJ)= 0 , at h(L ,+L 2)= h 3
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Results have been calculated on the basis of equations derived in the theoretical 

analysis In order to calculate the theoretical results, the following values of the 

parameters were used 

Case-1

Polymer- Nylon 6 6 at 280°C

h2=0 5 mm, h3- 0  05 mm, L, = 135 mm and 1^=45 mm

Figure 6 2 shows the theoretical change in the viscosity of the polymer from the

entrance of the plasto-hydrodynamic unit The viscosity of the polymer increases

linearly in the first part In the tapered part the viscosity gradually gets the

maximum value and then it decreases The viscosity is higher for higher wire

velocity

Figure 6 3 shows the theoretical change in magnitude in shear stress within the 

tapered part of the unit due to the change in shear rate and viscosity It increases 

gradually and becomes maximum near the end of the tapered unit The shear stress 

is higher for higher wire velocity

Figure 6 4 illustrates the theoretical hydrodynamic pressure within the unit for wire 

velocity of 4 m/s In this figure the present solution is compared with the results 

from the previous solution where the viscosity and shear rate of the polymer are 

assumed to be constant In the present solution, the theoretical pressure has been 

generated for every small increment of length in both the parallel and the tapered 

unit, whereas in the previous method the pressure can be found only in the tapered 

unit The initial pressure in the parallel section of the unit and the final pressure in 

the tapered section of the unit are zero In the previous solution within the tapered 

unit the pressure increases gradually, gets a maximum value and then decreases to 

zero at the exit of the unit For the present solution the pressure in the parallel 

section increases linearly, in the tapered section it increases gradually up to a certain 

point and then decreases The position of maximum pressure is different in the two 

methods Also the pressure distribution obtained by the previous method and present 

method are different according to this figure Figures 6 5 and 6 6 show the pressure 

distribution within the unit for wire velocities of 8 and 12 m/s respectively They 

show the same profile as Figure 6 5, but the magnitude of the pressure is higher for 

higher velocity
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Case-2

Polymer Borosiloxane

h, = 1 mm, h2=0 5 mm, h3=0 05 mm, K=5 6x10 13 m4/N2, Lj = 135 mm, 1^=45 

mm

Figures 6 6, 6 7 and 6 8 illustrate the theoretical hydrodynamic pressure within the 

unit for wire velocities of 0 04, 0 094 and 0 12 m/s respectively In these figures the 

present solution in which the change in viscosity and shear rate has been included 

are compared with the experimental results [30] Also the previous non-Newtonian 

[33] and Newtoman[32] solutions have been compared with these results where 

viscosity of the polymer and shear rate are assumed to be constant From these 

figures it can be found that the present pressure solution is much closer with the 

experimental result than the previous solutions
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Figure 6 4 Pressure distribution within a combined unit for wire velocity of 4m/s
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Figure 6 9 Pressure distribution within a combined unit for wire velocity 0 12m/s
(Polymer-Borosiloxane)
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6*3 Wire drawing in a combined unit

In this section plasto-hydrodynamic wire drawing in a combined parallel and tapered 

bore unit has been modelled considenng that the polymer is a non-Newtonian fluid 

Theoretical results are obtained for different wire speeds in terms of the changes in 

viscosity, shear stress, percentage reduction in area, pressure distnbution and coating 

thickness within the unit

Deformation analysis for the combined parallel and tapered unit 

The yielding position of the wire inside the dieless unit

As the hydrodynamic pressure starts increasing in the first section from zero it is 

considered that the reduction also starts in the first section

Consider a distance Xj from the entry point of the unit where yielding of wire has just 

commenced [ see Figure 6 10 a ] The pnncipal stresses acting on the wire are 

ff, =ffxl and <r2 =<r3 =  -P, ,

where is the axial stress and P! is the radial pressure at point X!

The stress- strain charactenstics of the wire are assumed to be of the form

Y=Y0+K0en (6 21)

where Y is the flow stress of the wire matenal and Y0 is the yield stress 

Therefore, yielding commences when the condition Y = Y 0 is satisfied 

Using the Tresca or von-Mises theory of yielding gives,

Pi+ox =Y (6 22)

Equilibrium of forces on the wire in x direction gives

={KD1Xl )Xcl

hence,
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(6 23)

The pressure at x, is given by

P*x1 (6 24)

as the pressure in the section builds up linearly along its length Here Pm is the 

pressure at the interface of the two unit's step

Substituting equation (6 23) and (6 24) into equation (6 22) and rearranging, the 

position of yield in the wire xl may be expressed as

This equation enables the prediction of the position where the wire starts to yield 

plastically within the first part of the unit As soon as yielding occurs, plastic 

deformation will continue as long as equation (6 22) is satisfied 

Deformation zone

Consider a section of the unit within which the wire is plastically deformed as shown 

in Figure (6 10 b) Since the deformation of the wire is not pre-defined as a function 

of x, the equations containing this variable cannot be solved analytically Hence a 

finite-difference technique is adopted to solve these equations governing the 

deformation zone assuming that between any two points of small distance dx apart on 

the deforming wire, the deformation takes place linearly, therefore,

(6 25)

2 dx
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ZJ1=Di _ i - 2 B i A x

Expressing this equation in fimte-difference form yields,

(6 26)

and similarly the variation in the gap, dh is given by

dD d h -  —

hence

h ^ h ^ + B ^ x  (6 27)

where B, is the slope of the deformation profile within distance Ax Considenng a 

small section of the wire, the radial equilibrium of forces gives,

o {izDdx) =-F( n —ĉx ) c o scc+tc ( %D(̂ X ) s m a  
c o s a  c c o s a

hence

or= - P ( i - ^ t a n a )  (6 28)

The value of rc/P has been shown to be very small and since a  is also very small, the 

term rctana/P can be ignored 

Equilibrium of forces in x direction gives

+(ox+dox) (D+dD) 2) ^ p ( ^ X )  s i n a  +4 4 c o s a
xc ( - Ddx ) Cosa=0  

c c o sa

Rearranging and ignoring powers of dD

2dDox+Ddox +4P d x  t an a + 4 d x x c=0
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but tana = dD/2dx hence

2 dD{P+ox) +Ddox+4cbc xc =0

Substituting for (P+<rx =Y) and rearranging gives

d o

This is the governing differential equation m the deformation zone for the axial stress 

m the wire Rewnting this equation m fmite-difference form gives,

2 {Dx_x-Dx) Yz 4 t c d x
= ---------------- p  + g  + ° X 1 -1  ( 6  2 9 )

This equation is a function of shear stress on the wire and it must be determined 

independently The equation for the wall shear stress in the first part of the unit may 

be written as,

u ( i - l )  V \x ( i - l )  2V 2 1 ix c  — -—± + ( * v }— ( 1  +
1 2 ^  AK2h f  27  K

1 p ' 2 1 / 2 \ 1/3 j. / M- (1_1) _ , M- (■!“!) (6 30)
< -  1 ' 1 2 j a ,  1 4 £S£f

1/2) i n - \ p >'h>

This equation contains the pressure gradient and variation of the wire velocity in the 

deformation zone and they must be determined separately The flow of the polymer 

melt in this region may be expressed as,

^ ^ p/ hl xctf K P1'2ht xclhl0 - 0  -  1 +____ 1 1 4- ( 1 1 + 1 1 +
2 1 611( 2 - 1 ) 2\l ( J - l )  n ( j - l )  20 2 (6 3 1 )

p  '  2  U  ^ t / 7  t  C 2 P ' h  ^
i V 2- )+vh4 2 z

Equations (6 30) and (6 31) may be solved simultaneously in order to determine P/
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and 7C1 by iterating P/ at point 1 in the deformation zone 

Therefore,

P1 ( i ) =P1 ( i  -1 ) + P /A x  (6 32)

The variation of speed of the wire in the deformation zone may be also be included 

in the analysis The continuity of flow of metal through the element[Figure 6 10 c] 

gives

( v+dv) — (D+dD) 2 = — VD2 
4 4

Ignoring higher order of dD gives

d V ^ _  2 dD 
V (D+2dD)

Rewnting this equation in finite difference form gives

y  =
1 i _ 2 ( D 1. 1-D1) (6 33)

i-i ~D1

The true strain-stress relationship of the wire in the deformation zone may be shown 

as

where e,=21n (D! /D,)

Therefore,
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Y ^ Y 0*K0 { 2 1 n ( - ^ ) ) n (6 34)

Substituting for Y, in equation (6 29) gives

D+ 4 t
) ( y0+JC0 (2 1 n (- J -  ) ) " ) + — (6 35)

The new shear stress within the zone where deformation of wire has been observed 

is then given by,

At any point i in the deformation zone, D„ h„ and V, may be calculated from 

equations (6 26), (6 27) and (6 33) respectively for an arbitrary value of B, By 

substituting the values of D, and V, into equation (6 34) the yield stress Y, may be 

calculated Also by substituting for V, and h, into equations (6 30) and (6 31) gives 

P'i and rci and simultaneously iterating for P 'i until equation (6 31) is satisfied 

Hence equation (6 32) gives Pi(i) Similarly rcl and D, may be substituted into 

equation (6 35) to evaluate crxi This Pi(i), rci and h, gives the shear stress within the 

deformation zone Other variables in the above equations are known physical 

properties Having calculated aX], P, and Y, the values of Bt may be iterated in the 

above equations until equation axi+ P, = Y, is satisfied

After the step (in the tapered unit)

Referring to Figure 6 10(c) which shows an element of the wire within a straight 

conical profile the pressure equation in terms of finite difference term is,

T ( l )  =P[h1 + TC2 (6 36)
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P ( 7 ) =P ( 7 - l ) 4. [ b t i U - l J y  r 1 W  r 1
z U )  2 °  M [ 1 +3 JCt2 (j ) 2] A ( j ) 2J M [ 1 + 3 J<t2 ( j )  2] A ( j ) 3

0 /  P,  (LI) M [ 1 + 3 K t 2 ( j ) 2] i f , r i  i n

[ _ ________ ^ L i > ____________  A3
( ^ - ^ - )

V  h *

(6 37)

The change in shear stress where viscosity and shear rate change can be incorporated 

is

T(j)=( i i ( j - i | Y O U [ ( ^ ) 3 + ( | i(J-i)fY O ) )2]4 ) T_ 

( - n ( j - D v ( j ) ( , r( i  ] 3M M j - i ) y (j ) ) 2 i i x - l
1 2k 1 lV 3Jt' V 2Jt ' J ’

where 7 O) =  V/h(j) and

x c 3=x (j)  -  pjA (j) (6 38)

The change in gap between the wire and the unit gap, velocity and diameter within 

the deformation zone can be expressed respectively as,

h ( j )  = h ( j - l )  -  {M-k3 ) Ax

vj =vj -1 ( % ;1)2 (6 39)j
D3=Dn^ - 2 k 3A x

where tana —- k.

The true strain-stress relationship of the wire in the deformation zone may be shown 

as

yj = (y 0+JC0 ( 2 1 n ( ^ )  ) n) (6 40)

The increment in axial stress may be expressed as,
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aXJ=2 ( ) (y 0+jf0 ( 2 l n ( ^ ) ) " ) +± ^ +oXJ. 1 (6 41)
J 3 3

The Tresca yield cnterion for plastic yielding in finite difference form becomes,

P2 {j ) + oxj±Y3 (6 42)

The plastic deformation is calculated on the basis of equation (6 42) combined with 

equations (6 37) -(6 41) for small increment of Ax 

The initial conditions for the deformation of wire in the tapered unit are, 

P2(l)=Pi(step), htapcr( l)=  hparallei(step), Vlapcr( l)=  Vparallcl(step), Y x&pcT(^)= Yparalld(step),

o-xtapcrCO  ̂ ^paraiiei(step) and Duper (1)= Dparalld(step)

Theoretical results have been calculated on the basis of equations derived m the 

theoretical analysis In order to calculate theoretical results, the following magnitudes 

of the parameters were used [11,55]

B=5 6 x l0 10C/N mm'2, C =0 l°C/mm, a = 0  017°/C, DX =  1 mm, h ,= 0  2 mm, 

h2=0 1 mm, h3=0 05 mm K =5 0x1011m4/N2, L,=50mm, 1^=30 mm, initial 

polymer temperature at the first umt= 130°C, initial polymer viscosity = 110 N s/m2, 

y0=50 M Nm2, Ko=440 MNm2, n= 0  52, critical shear stress=0 5 MNm2, Dt = l 6 

mm

The polymer was Alkathane WVG23 and the wire material was Copper 

Figure 6 11 shows the change in the viscosity of polymer from the entrance of the 

plasto-hydrodynamic unit The viscosity is influenced by temperature and pressure 

In the parallel part the viscosity of the polymer increases in a non-linear way up to 

a certain magnitude In the tapered part, the viscosity increases more non-linearly 

upto a certain point (different for different velocity) and then decreases gradually 

With the increase in the wire velocity the viscosity also increases 

Figure 6 12 shows the theoretical magnitude in change in the shear stress within the 

unit due to the change in the shear rate and viscosity In the parallel part, before the 

deformation the shear stress remains constant, after the yielding point it increases 

linearly up to the step At the entrance of the tapered part there is a sudden rise in 

the shear stress and then it increases gradually up to maximum point After that, the 

shear stress decreases near the end of the tapered part The shear stress increases with
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the increase in the wire velocity

Figures 6 13 illustrates the theoretical hydrodynamic pressure within the unit for wire 

velocity of 1 m/s, 2 m/s and 3 m/s respectively The initial pressure in the parallel 

part of the unit and the final pressure in the tapered part of the unit are zero For the 

present solution, the pressure in the parallel part increases linearly In the tapered 

part it increases gradually up to a maximum pressure then decreases gradually to 

zero With the increase in the wire velocity the pressure also increases The viscosity, 

shear stress and hydrodynamic pressure profile in drawing and coating process are 

different from that for the coating process only

Figure 6 14 shows the theoretical percentage reduction in area for different speeds of 

the wire Theoretically, these reductions increase with the increase in velocities After 

wire velocity 3 m/s they become almost constant as the wall shear stress reaches the 

critical shear stress Figure 6 15 shows the theoretical coating thickness for different 

speed of the wire Also in this case it can be found that the theoretical coating 

thickness increases with velocity at first, then after wire velocity 3m/s it becomes 

constant
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Figure 6 10 Schematic diagram for wire drawing analysis in a combined geometry unit
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6.4 Finite element tem perature and pressure simulation for wire coating in case of 

combined parallel and tapered unit

In this section a finite element solution has been obtained for the temperature and 

pressure distributions taking account of their changes along both the direction of the 

wire velocity and the thickness of the polymer layer Theoretical results have been 

obtained for different wire speeds in terms of the pressure distribution within the unit 

These results are compared with the expenmental results reported elsewhere This 

simulation has already been reported as reference[68]

Finite element model

Finite element simulation was earned out for a 180 mm long combined parallel and 

tapered bore unit The gap between the unit and the wire 1 e, lubncant film thickness 

at the entrance and exit of the unit are 0 5mm and 0 05mm respectively The gap at 

the point where there is change of cross section is 0 25mm The model was constituted 

with 20 elements and 87 nodes Figure 6 16 shows the meshed model for temperature 

and pressure

The governing equation

The equation governing the pressure generation in the fluid film is the Reynolds 

equation [63]

(6 43)
dx 6\i dx dy  6 \i dy d t dx 

Also the governing Reynold equation for temperature distribution[63] is

-4 -  *-£- (K y y -^ f)  (6 44)dx ** dx dy 77 dy d t dx

Element characteristics

The lubricant was modelled with 2 dimensional 8 node quadrilateral elements The 

nodes of the elements have two degrees of freedom i e in X direction the die length 

and m Y direction the gap between the wire and the die 

Boundary conditions and Solution

Refernng to Figure 6 16 the boundary conditions for the elements in the case of 

pressure are- along AB and GE, P= 0

BG, the wire surface is rigid
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AC, DE and CD the die surface is rigid 

Also referring to Figure 6 16 the boundary conditions for the elements in the case of 

temperature are-along AB, T is constant for each layer of fluid film

BG, heat flux through the wire is negligible

GE, T is unknown

AC, CD and DE, temperature at the die wall is constant 

A Cholesky decomposition matnx technique was used to solve the resulting global 

sparse matrix and the finite element solution was obtained using the Gauss-Siedal 

iteration technique [63]

During the experiment with Borosiloxane, the temperature of the die wall was 

maintained at 110°C When the polymer first entered in the pressure unit from the melt 

chamber the polymer melt temperature was about 95°C

Figure 6 17 shows the temperature profiles in the die flow channel when the wire 

drawing speed is 0 04 m/s The temperature profile is almost the same as for the 

tapered unit

Figure 6 18 illustrates the theoretical hydrodynamic pressure within the unit for wire 

velocity of 0 04 m/s In this figure the finite element solution has been compared with 

the experimental results from reference[33] The initial pressure in the first section of 

the unit and the final pressure in the second section of the unit is zero In the 

simulation, it was observed that the pressure increases gradually up to a certain point 

and then decreases From the figure it can be seen that the theoretical pressure profile 

is similar to the experimental pressure profile The position of the maximum pressure 

is also about the same The magnitude of simulated pressure is very close to that of the 

experimental pressure

Figures 6 19 and 6 20 also show comparisons of pressure profiles from the finite 

element simulation with those from experiments for wire velocities of 0 094 and 0 12 

m/s respectively It can be seen from these figures that the pressure profiles are 

reasonably similar to the experimental profiles The magnitudes of the simulated 

maximum pressure are also is in reasonable agreement to the experimental ones 

The finite element simulation was done in two dimensions le, along the direction of 

wire drawing and the direction of the fluid film thickness, but, the pressure difference 

through the film thickness was predicted to be negligible
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Figure 6 16 Schematic diagram for the meshed model in combined unit
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Figure 6 17 Temperature distribution in the combined unit
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CHAPTER- SEVEN

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR THE WIRE COATING 

PROCESS

7.1 Introduction

In the conventional process of wire coating the wire is either dipped in the coating 

material or is coextruded along with the coating material. Detail description of such 

coating processes can be found in references [73-80].

Apart from dipping or coextrusion methods there is another innovative method called 

hydrodynamic coating described in references [81-92]. A brief review of different 

experimental works on this new process is presented below. In the next section 

results from the experiments carried out in the present study are presented. 

Hydrodynamic wire coating using a die-less drawing unit was first carried out by 

Parvinmehr et a l[7 -ll] who used a die-less drawing unit whose smallest bore was 

slightly greater than the diameter of the undeformed wire. For this work the tests 

were carried out with wire of 1.6 mm diameter.

Relatively recently Symmons et al [84] reported the results of their works on 

coating fine wire (diameter 0.45 mm) in relation to plasto-hydrodynamic drawing 

and coating. The drawing speed range was from 0.05 to 0.8m/s. Also Lamb and 

Hashmi [86] and Yu and Hashmi [89] carried out their research for polymer coating 

of fine wires (diameter 0.1-0.4mm). They achieved a fairly constant polymer coating 

for wire speeds of up to a maximum of 0.6m/s.

In all these works, the wire speed in the process was rather low. Coating at this 

speed does not promise much for industrial scale production.

One of the main objectives of the present investigation is to achieve and assess the 

quality of coating at wire velocities of between 1-12 m/s. The effect of the polymer 

melt temperature and back pressure on the coating process will also be investigated. 

Results of experimental investigation are presented comparing the coating quality on 

galvanized mild steel wire when molten Nylon 6 is used as the coating material at
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different temperatures and back pressures for different pressure units The coating 

thickness and quality and drawing force due to the pulling action of the wire through 

the pressure media are discussed for different wire speeds of up to 12 m/s

7.2 Experimental procedure and equipment

Based on the theoretical understanding of the process, design of the ng such as 

length of melt chamber, wire preheating unit, argon back pressure, different pressure 

units etc were done With this design it was possible to obtain continuous and 

concentric coating on wire up to wire speed of 12 m/s The details of the 

expenmental procedure and equipment are descnbed in chapter three However a 

bnef descnption of these are repeated here again

The expenmental set up consists of the drawing bench, the electncal installations, 

the wire feed mechanism, the dnve system, the polymer feeding and melting unit 

and the pressure unit A Schematic diagram of the process is shown in Figure 2 7 

The wire enters the leakage control unit attached to the melt chamber The leakage 

control unit also acts as a preheating unit for the wire The wire then passes through 

the melt chamber and enters the plasto-hydrodynamic pressure unit The coated wire 

is then wound in the bull block which is driven by a continuously changeable speed 

motor Polymer granules are poured m the hopper which is fitted with a heater band 

The hopper is connected to the melt chamber and a pressunsed argon gas bottle is 

connected through a pressure line into the hopper which provides the back pressure 

in the polymer melt

To measure the drawing force during the wire drawing process a piezo-electnc load 

cell is located at the exit end of the die unit A proportional electnc charge 

corresponding to the force is generated m the load cell dunng drawing and is 

converted by the charge amplifier into proportional voltage signal The analog to 

digital converter receives the signal from the transducer via the charge amplifier 

A computer digitizes the signal through a programme written in basic language and 

displays the magnitude of the force through a printer output 

For higher wire speeds, the polymer coating has not solidified completely by the 

time it reaches the bull block and the individual strands stick together and the 

polymer coating gets deformed The sample of the coated wire is therefore taken
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from the part which does not reach the bull block after the motor is suddenly 

stopped To measure the coating thickness each sample is measured at 5 different 

positions along its length by a micrometer and the average diameter of the coated 

wire is noted A small portion of some of the wire samples were cold mounted and 

polished An optical microscope was then used to asses the actual coating thickness 

and the concentncity of the coating on the wire

7.3 Experimental results and discussions

7.3.1 Process parameters

The process parameters for the investigations earned out were as follows 

Polymer characteristics

polymer type Durethan B 35F 9000/0 KYY (Nylon 6)

polymer melt temperature 230° C - 270° C

W ire characteristics

wire diameter 0 7mm

wire matenal galvanized mild steel

Pressure unit characteristics:

Five types of pressure units were used to carry out the expenments These were 

three stepped parallel bore, one tapered bore and one combined pressure unit The 

schematic diagram of the pressure units are shown in Figure 4 1 (stepped parallel 

bore unit), Figure 5 1 (tapered bore unit) and Figure 6 1 (combined unit)

The total length of all the pressure units was 22 mm Other geometric parameters 

for different units which were different are presented in the following,

For stepped parallel bore unit

length of the first part before step, L, = 17mm 

length of the second part after step, L j=  5mm

radial gap between the wire and the pressure unit in the first part, hx = 0 5mm 

radial gap between the wire and the pressure unit in the second part, h2= 0 05, 0 12
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and 0 03 mm

For tapered bore unit

length of the unit, L=22 mm

radial gap between the wire and the unit in the first part, h, =  0 25mm

radial gap between the wire and the unit in the second part, h2= 0 0425 mm

For combined unit

length of the first part before step, L ,=  17mm

length of the second part after step, 1^= 5mm

radial gap between the wire and the unit in the first part, h, = 0 7mm

radial gap between the wire and the unit in the second part, h2= 0 051 mm

7.3,2 Experimental works

Expenmental work was earned out at polymer melt temperatures of 230°C, 250°C 

and 270°C The back pressure of argon applied in each polymer melt were 5 and 

10 bar For different combinations of polymer melt temperature and argon back 

pressure expenments were earned out for wire velocities of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 

m/s in all pressure units except stepped parallel bore pressure unit with h2 equal to 

0 05 mm For this unit wire velocities were 1, 4, 6, 8, 10,12 and 12 5 m/s and the 

argon back pressures were 0, 5 and 10 Bar

The results of these tests are presented in the following figures in terms of the 

coating thickness, drawing load, melt temperature, back pressure and drawing speed

Stepped parallel bore pressure unit (h2=0.05 mm)

Figure 7 1 shows the thickness of Nylon 6 coating at the melt temperature of 230°C 

From the graph it can be seen that the coating thickness is uniform at about 0 05 mm 

for velocities of up to 12m/s Inspection of the coating also showed that the coating 

was continuous The coating thickness of 0 05 mm is equal to the radial gap between 

the wire and the exit pressure unit

During the experiment it was observed that there was no deformation of the wire 

If there is no deformation m the wire then theoretically the coating thickness should
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be equal to the gap between the wire and the exit of the pressure unit The 

expenmental results confirm this It is also evident from the figure that the thickness 

and continuity of the polymer coating on the wire are not affected by back pressure 

of the polymer melt

The results m Figure 7 2 shows the coating thickness and continuity with Nylon 6 

at the melt temperature of 250°C For argon pressures of 0, 5 and 10 bar the test 

was carried out at up to 12 5 m/s The coating thickness was 0 05mm for wire 

velocities of up to 6 m/s for 0 Bar argon pressure At wire velocity 12 m/s it was 

0 048 mm At 5 bar back pressure the coating thickness was 0 05 mm up to 12 m/s 

However at 12 5m/s the coating thickness was found to be 0 049mm This decrease 

m coating thickness is thought to be due to the slip that occurred between the layers 

of polymer and the wire surface For the argon pressure of 10 bar the coating was 

continuous within the entire velocity range and the coating thickness was uniform at 

0 05 mm With all these back pressure cases the coating was found to be continuous 

But the main problem with zero back pressure was that the Nylon 6 melt burnt as 

the melt temperature increased beyond 230°C

Figure 7 3 shows the coating thickness for Nylon 6 at the melt temperature of 

270°C The test was carried out at wire velocities of up to 12 5 m/s for argon 

pressure of 0, 5 and 10 bar The coating was continuous and the thickness was 

uniform at 0 05 mm over the entire range of velocities except for 0 bar 

The coating on the polymer appeared to be concentnc Some samples were prepared 

and polished for examination using an optical microscope The cross section of the 

wire was observed to be circular and the coating was reasonably concentnc Plate 

7 1 shows the concentncity of the coating on wire with 5 bar back pressure and wire 

velocity 4m/s at 270°C Plate 7 2 shows the concentricity of coating with zero back 

pressure at 230°C and wire velocity 10 m/s They show that the coating is 

reasonably concentnc Plate 7 3 illustrates the coating concentncity at 250°C for 

zero bar back pressure and wire velocity 12 m/s which appears to be slightly 

eccentric

Figure 7 4 shows the generated drawing force for the polymer melt temperature of 

230°C during the coating process The drawing force generally increases with the 

increase in the wire velocity Also it increases with the increase in argon back
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pressure For the back pressure of 10 bar the drawing force is on average 25N and 

50N greater than those for the back pressure of 5 bar and zero bar respectively 

Figure 7 5 shows the generated drawing force for polymer melt temperature of 

250°C It shows the similar trend as in Figure 7 4 Figure 7 5 shows drawing force 

for a polymer melt temperature of 270°C The drawing force increases up to 7 m/s 

after which it decreases This is thought to be due to the critical shear stress that 

causes slip at the surface of the wire and the polymer melt However, it is evident 

from the above three figures that the increase in melt temperature in general causes 

the drawing load to decrease This is because as the temperature increases the 

viscosity of the polymer melt decreases, which leads to a decrease in the drawing 

force

The hydrodynamic unit was too small to incorporate pressure transducers at different 

locations and thus, it was not possible to measure the experimental pressure 

distribution within the unit Figures 4 2, 4 3 and 4 4(Chapter Four) show the 

theoretical hydrodynamic pressure within the unit (h l/h 2 = 10) for polymer melt 

temperature of 230° C and wire velocities of 4m/s, 8m/s and 12m/s respectively 

The pressure increases with the increase of wire velocity From this pressure profile 

it can be seen that the maximum hydrodynamic pressure at wire velocity of 12m/s 

is about 600 bar According to the Tresca theory of yielding, the deformation of the 

wire starts when the combined effect of hydrodynamic pressure and axial stress 

equals or exceeds the elastic limit of the wire material In this case the drawing force 

at polymer melt temperature 230°C and wire velocity 12 m/s is about 80N (Figure 

7 4) The axial stress for this load is 2078 bar The combined effect of 

hydrodynamic pressure and axial stress is therefore 2678 bar (267 8 MPa) which is 

still less than the elastic limit of mild steel which is 280 Mpa So m this case the 

combined effect of the pressure and the drawing load will not be sufficient to cause 

any plastic deformation in the wire It was also observed in experiments that the 

wires did not experience any plastic deformation The experimental coating 

thickness, mentioned hereafter in this chapter should therefore be accurate

Stepped parallel bore pressure unit (h2 = 0 12 mm)

The results in Figure 7 7 shows the coating thickness and continuity with Nylon 6
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at the melt temperature of 230°C For argon pressures of 5 and 10 bar the test was 

earned out at up to 12 m/s The coating thickness was about 0 09 mm for wire 

velocities of up to 12 m/s for both back pressure The coating thickness was smaller 

than the exit gap between the wire and the unit As the gap ratio (hl/h2 ratio) of the 

unit was only 4 16, the wall shear stress is higher in this case than other units with 

higher gap ratio(16 67 and 10) If the wall shear stress reaches the cntical shear 

stress of the polymer melt then slip occurs between the layer of the polymer melt 

and the wire surface which leads to the decrease in coating thickness Similarly 

decrease in the coating thickness is observed m Figures 7 8 and 7 9 for higher 

polymer melt temperatures viz 250°C and 270°C respectively With all these back 

pressures and all these temperatures the coating was found to be continuous Plate 

7 4 shows the concentricity of coating at 250°C and wire velocity of 12 m/s The 

coating thickness is slightly higher in one side The gap between the wire and the 

exit of this pressure unit was wide enough to cause inclination of the coating due to 

gravity

Figures 7 10, 7 11 and 7 12 show the drawing force generated due to the pulling 

action of the wire through the pressure medium for polymer melt temperatures 

230°C, 250°C and 270°C respectively With the increase in wire velocity the 

drawing force also increases except for Figure 7 12 where it decreases after 8 m/s 

which is also thought to be due to the cntical shear stress of the polymer melt The 

drawing force increases with the increase in argon back pressure

Stepped parallel bore pressure unit (h2=0.03 nun)

Tests were also carried out with a stepped parallel bore pressure unit with a very 

narrow exit gap (h2=0 03 mm) for both back pressure 5 and 10 bar and for polymer 

melt temperatures of 230°C, 250°C and 270°C Although m all these tests the coating 

was found to be continuous, under the microscope the coating was found to be 

broken in some edges and was not reasonably concentnc Figure 7 13 shows the 

coating thickness and continuity with Nylon 6 at the melt temperature of 230°C The 

coating thickness was about 0 025 and 0 026 mm for wire velocities of up to 6 m/s 

for the argon pressure 5 bar and 10 bar respectively At 12 m/s it was about 0 022 

mm for both the back pressures The coating thickness was smaller than the exit gap
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between the wire and the unit The exit gap between the wire and the unit was so 

small that it scratched the coating when it came out through that part At higher back 

pressure the coating thickness seems to be slightly thicker Figure 7 14 shows the 

coating thickness for different velocities at 250°C At 5 bar back pressure it is 0 023 

mm up to wire velocity 8 m/s and at 12m/s it is 0 021 mm Also at 10 bar up to 

velocity of 8 m/s it is 0 024 mm and at 12 m/s wire speed it is 0 022 mm Figure 

7 15 displays the coating thicknesses at polymer melt temperature of 270°C For both 

the back pressures the coating thickness at 2 m/s velocity are 0 023 mm and at 12 

m/s the thicknesses are 0 022 mm Plate 7 5 shows the concentricity of coating at 

270°C, back pressure 10 bar and wire velocity 12 m/s The coating is not radially 

even because of the narrow gap between the wire and the pressure unit 

Figures 7 16, 7 17 and 7 18 show the drawing force generated due to the pulling 

action of the wire through the pressure medium for polymer melt temperatures of 

230°C, 250°C and 270°C respectively With the increase in wire velocity the 

drawing force also increases generally except for Figure 7 16 where it decreases 

after 6 m/s The drawing force is generally higher for higher argon back pressure

Tapered bore pressure unit

The coating thickness on the wire in the case of tapered bore pressure unit were 

observed to be different than the coating formed using other pressure units The 

coating thickness was higher than the exit gap between the wire and the pressure unit 

which was 0 0425 mm Figure 7 19 shows the coating thickness on the wire for 

velocities of up to 12 m/s for polymer melt temperature 230 °C For the back 

pressure of 5 bar the coating thickness at 2 m/s was 0 045 mm and at 12 m/s it 

was 0 0425 mm At 10 bar back pressure, the coating thickness at 2 m/s was 0 053 

mm and at 12 m/s it was 0 05 mm From Figures 7 20 and 7 21 it is apparent that 

at higher polymer melt temperatures viz 250 °C and 270 °C, the coating thickness 

decreases as the wire speed increases as in the case in Figure 7 19 However the 

overall coating thickness is higher for higher polymer melt temperature At polymer 

melt temperatures of 250 °C and 270 °C it was observed that higher back pressure 

gives higher coating thickness ( Figure 7 19 and 7 20) As shown in Figure 7 21, 

for 270 °C temperature of the polymer melt, the back pressure seems to have no
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effect on the coating thickness at lower wire speeds

This type of thickening of the coating can be explained by the phenomena called die 

swelling At the time of melt flow the molecules slide past each other The forces 

of attraction between the molecules cause a drag force, the magnitude of which is 

reflected in the viscosity of the melt The chains of molten polymer with high- 

molecular weight, tend to uncoil as they are sheared But when the polymers enter 

a narrow capillary, because of high shear rate there is considerable uncoiling 

(orientation) and the onented molecules then pass down the capillary Actually two 

motions work on those molecules One is the shear stress and the other is the 

Brownian motion, which tries to slide the molecules past each other 

When the fluid is flowing along a channel which has uniform cross section (like the 

stepped parallel bore unit) then the fluid is subjected to shear stresses only If the 

channel section changes(like the tapered bore unit) then tensile stresses will also be 

set up in the fluid Therefore the equivalent stress acts on the polymer melt in the 

case of purely tapered unit is higher than any other units So when the polymer melt 

comes out from the pressure unit in the form of the coating there is only Brownian 

motion as the stresses are absent outside the pressure unit This Brownian motion 

expands or swells the coating in the radial direction and causes slight shrinkage in 

the longitudinal direction The swelling increases with the increase in molecular 

weight and decreases for longer capillary length Therefore in this case the swelling 

of the polymer coating is thought to be the combination of the following factors

(I) the hydrodynamic pressure unit is purely tapered

(I I) the molecular weight of Nylon 6 ~  [NH(CH2)5 CO]n — is higher than other 

conventional polymer used for hydrodynamic coating

(I I I) the length of the pressure unit is only 22 mm (the previous hydrodynamic 

coating researchers used it from 57 to 180 mm)

Plate 7 6 shows the coating on wire in a tapered unit for wire velocity of 8 m/s, 

back pressure 5 bar and polymer melt temperature 270°C The coating is reasonably 

concentric

Figures 7 22, 7 23 and 7 24 show the drawing force due to the pulling action of the 

wire through the tapered unit In all these cases the drawing forces increase with the 

increase in the wire velocities and increase in the argon back pressure
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Combined pressure unit

Figures 7 25, 7 26 and 7 27 represent the coating thickness on wire formed in a 

combined parallel and tapered bore unit The variables were drawing speed (up to 

12 m/s), argon back pressure (5 and 10 bar) and polymer melt temperature (230°C, 

250°C and 270°C) In all these cases the coating was found to be continuous The 

thickness was almost equal to the exit gap between the wire and the unit (0 051 

mm) Plate 7 7 shows the concentricity of the coating on wire formed in a combined 

unit The wire velocity was 10 m/s, back pressure was 5 bar and the melt 

temperature was 230°C Plate 7 8 represents the coating concentncity for wire 

velocity of 6 m/s, polymer melt temperature of 230°C and back pressure of 10 bar 

Both of the plates show a concentnc coating

Figures 7 28, 7 29 and 7 30 show the drawing force generated on the wire in the 

combined pressure unit These figures illustrate that with the increase in wire 

velocity and back pressure the drawing force also generally increases 

It may be mentioned again that no reduction in the cross sectional area of the wire 

was observed and there was no discontinuity of the coating in any of these cases 

For each of the test conditions the adhesion of the coating to the wire was assessed 

qualitively by attempting to scratch off the coating using a sharp edged tool It was 

quite difficult to debond the coating from the wire unless the tool edge sharpness is 

like that of a razor blade As such, the coating applied should be good enough to 

withstand any subsequent processing steps involving contact with mechanical tools 

and dies
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Figure7 5 Drawing force for wire pulling in stepped parallel bore pressure unit 
(h2=0 05 mm) for polymer melt temperature 250 °C
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Figure7 6 Drawing force for wire pulling in stepped parallel bore pressure unit
(h2=0 05 mm) for polymer melt temperature 270 °C
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Figure7 12 Drawing force for wire pulling in stepped parallel bore pressure unit
(h2=0 12 mm) for polymer melt temperature 270 °C
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Plate 7.1. Concentricity of coating on wire in a stepped parallel bore unit (h2=0.05 mm, 
wire velocity 4 m/s, polymer melt temperature 270 °C and back pressure 5 bar)

Plate 7.2. Concentricity of coating on wire in a stepped parallel bore unit (h2=0.05
mm, wire velocity 10 m/s, polymer melt temperature 230 °C and back pressure 0)



velocity 12 m/s, polymer melt temperature 250 °C and back pressure 0)

Plate7 4 Concentricity of coating on wire in a stepped bore unit (h2= 0  12 mm, wire 
velocity 12 m/s, polymer temperature 250 °C and back pressure 10 bar)
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Plate7 5 Concentricity of coating on wire in a stepped bore unit (h2=0 03 mm, wire 
velocity 12 m/s, polymer temperature 270 °C and back pressure 10 bar)
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velocity 10 m/s, polymer temperature 230 °C and back pressure 5 bar)

Plate7.8. Concentricity of coating on wire in a combined unit (h2=0.051 mm, wire
velocity 6 m/s, polymer temperature 230 °C and back pressure 10 bar)
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CHAPTER - EIGHT 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

8.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a summary of the current thesis It is divided into four 

sections The first represents the investigation under consideration, the second 

identifies the techniques to carry out this tasks, third gives a brief summary of the 

conclusions and the fourth identifies further studies that can be pursued m future 

works

8.2 Statement of the tasks

In plasto-hydrodynamic drawing and coating process the solid continuum (wire, tube 

or strip) is first pulled through the polymer melt chamber before the plasto- 

hydrodynamic die-less unit Therefore, the melt chamber plays an important role for 

the drawing and coating of the wire In previous studies, the fluid flow and 

temperature characteristics in the melt chamber were not investigated 

Different types of pressure units (stepped parallel, tapered and combined parallel and 

tapered) have been used by a number of researchers to explore and study the die- 

less drawing and coating process However some limitations were observed in 

those studies The viscosity of the polymer melt was considered to remain unchanged 

during the drawing and coating process Also the change m the shear stress was not 

incorporated in any of the previous analyses of the process In the stepped parallel 

bore unit, the pressure could be found only in the step of the unit In combined 

parallel and tapered bore unit, the pressure could be calculated only in the tapered 

part of the unit No attempt was made to predict the pressure through the fluid film 

thickness which was considered to be constant Also some more types of 

hydrodynamic units such as the converging exponential and the converging parabolic 

unit were never considered before for analysis

The previous researchers achieved a fairly constant polymer coating for wire speeds 

of only up to a maximum of 0 6 m/s This speed of coating is rather slow for
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industrial scale application

8.3 Summary of theoretical and experimental investigations

Both theoretical and experimental investigations were conducted in this study For 

the solution of boundary layer problems both the analytical and numerical methods 

were used Finite difference technique was used for the pressure and deformation 

solutions m continuum drawing and coating processes Also, finite element 

simulation was earned out to obtain temperature and pressure solutions for different 

types of pressure units To obtain a concentnc and continuous coating at a high wire 

velocity Nylon 6 was used as the coating matenal which gives a good bonding with 

the wire Also argon back pressure, a leakage control unit (which also acts as a 

preheating unit) certain length of melt chamber and proper polymer melt 

temperatures were used to obtain good quality coating up to wire velocity of 12 m/s

8.4 General conclusions

The conclusions from the current study are summansed below under main headings

Velocity and temperature gradient boundary layer in the melt chamber

(i) With the increase in continuum velocity, the velocity and temperature

gradient thickness of the layer decreases 

(11) As the temperature gradient thickness of the layer decreases, the solid layer

within the boundary melts quickly and leads to good coating

Hydrodynamic pressure and reduction in continuum in different types of 

pressure units

(i) For hydrodynamic pressure m stepped parallel, tapered and combined parallel

and tapered unit, the present theoretical pressure profiles are closer to the 

experimental results than the previous theoretical profiles

(11) Also the present theoretical reduction for different continuums are closer to

the experimental results than the previous theoretical reductions 

(in) The finite element simulation for pressure is reasonably closer to the

expenmental pressure
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8.4.3 Wire coating at high velocity of up to 12 m/s

(I) With the stepped parallel bore unit (h2=0 05 mm) the coating was concentric

and the thickness was equal to h2

(I I) For the stepped parallel bore unit (h2=0 12mm) the coating was concentric

but thickness was less than h2

(in) The coating with the stepped parallel bore unit (h2= 0  03mm) was not 

concentric enough

(iv) For the tapered unit the coating was concentric but the thickness was slightly 

higher than h2

(v) With the combined unit the coating was concentric and the thickness was

equal to h2

(vi) In all these cases the coating was continuous

(vn) The coating is more constant at higher back pressure

(vm) At 230° C, the coating is better that at other temperatures

8.5 Thesis contribution

The main contribution of the current thesis are

(i) Modelling of velocity and temperature gradient boundary layer thickness for

the drawing of a continuous wire through a polymer melt chamber (solution 

by both analytical and finite difference technique)

(I I) Modelling of the melting profile of solid polymer layer produced on the wire 

due to the introduction of cold wire m the polymer melt chamber

(I I I) Modelling of the pressure distribution within a hydrodynamic pressure unit

(for five different types of pressure units viz stepped parallel bore, tapered

bore, combined geometry, converging exponential and parabolic)

(iv) Finite element temperature and pressure simulations for different types of 

pressure units

(v) Modified deformation solutions for wire, stnp and tube in the stepped 

parallel bore pressure unit

(vi) Deformation model for wire in the tapered and the combined unit

(vn) To achieve continuous and concentric coating on wire up to wire speed 12

m/s using different types of pressure units
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Mam conclusion

Continuous and concentric coating of thickness 30 to 50 /xm in Nylon 6 is possible 

at maximum of 12 m/s velocity on 0 5 to 1 0 mm diameter of mild steel wire

8.6 Recommendation for future work

Hydrodynamic process of wire coating is an evolving process Although a 

considerable amount of work on the process has been done so far, there are more 

avenues of work on this process in the future Some of them are mentioned below 

(l) To use different types of polymer melts other than Nylon 6 with different

melt temperatures and back pressures for this wire coating process 

(n) To change the geometries of the different pressure units

(111) Carry out the coating process with different new types of pressure units such

as a combined tapered and parallel unit, converging exponential and 

converging parabolic units

(iv) Using preheating temperature as a variable in the coating process

(v) To modify the ng so that tests can be earned out at more than 12 m/s (say 

up to 20 m/s)

(vi) For a high speed coating process a chilled air cooling device will be needed 

for rapid solidification of the coating when it was applied at more than about 

2 m/s, unless the distance between the coating unit and the winding drum can 

be increased to more than 20 meters to allow air cooling

(vn) The effect of process parameters on die swelling can also be considered for

further study

(vm) Other wire diameters and materials could be used as the test material
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APPENDIX I PROGRAM TO CALCULATE BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESS FOR 
VELOCITY GRADIENT AND COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION FACTOR CALCULATED 

BY ANALYTICAL METHOD

REAL AN(10) VIS(IO) RHC)(10) DEL1(10 10) V(20) RE(10 10) CFX1(10 10)
OPEN(UNIT=l FILE-'A DTI DAT’ STATUS= UNKNOWN )
OPEN(UNIT=2 FILE-"A RESULT 1” STATUS="UNKNOWN")
OPEN(UNIT=3 FILE="A RESULT2" STATUS="UN KNOWN")
OPEN(UNIT=4 FILE=" A RESULT3 STARJS-'TJNKNOWN")
DO 10 1-1,6
READ (1 *) AN(I) VIS(I) RHO(I)
X=40 0 
JJ=0
DO 20 J=2000 10000 2000
JJ=JJ+1
V(JJ) = J*10
RE(I JJ)=RHO(I)*(V(JJ)**(2 0 - AN(I)))*(X**AN(I))/VIS(I)
DEL1(I JJ)=X*(4 242*(AN(I)+1 0)*(1 5**AN(I))/(RE(I JJ)))**

* (1 0/(AN(I)+l 0))
CFX1(I Ji>=(2 0*(l 5*X/DEL1(I JJ))**AN(I)yRE(I JJ)
WRITE (2 *) RE(I JJ)
WRITE (3 *) DELI (I JJ)
WRITE (4*) CFX1(I JJ)

20 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 

REWIND 1 
STOP 
END

C PROGRAM FOR TEMPERATURE BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESS AND TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A H O Z)
DIMENSION AN(6) DELT(6 5) V(6) T(20 10) TM(6) ALP(6)
*Z0(6 5) Zl(5 6)Z(5 6) NUX(5 6) RE(10 10) DEL1(10 10) PR(5 6)
X=40 0
OPEN(UNIT=2 FILE“"A RESULT 1" STATUS=MUNKNOWN”)
OPEN(UNIT=3 FILE=* A RESULT2 STATUS= UNKNOWN )
OPEN(UNIT=15 FILE= A DT3 DAT STATUS="UNKNOWN")
OPEN(UNIT=16 FILE= A RESULT7 STATUS=nUNKNOWN )
OPEN(UNIT=17 FILE-" A RESULT8* STATUS=HUNKNOWN")
OPEN(UNIT=18 FILE= A RESULT91 STATUS = UNKNOWN )
OPEN(UNIT=19 FILE-" A RESULT10" STATUS="UNKNOWN")
OPEN(UNIT=14 FILE= A RESULT 14 ST ATUS=’UNKNOWN )
DO 5 1=1 6
READ (15*) AN(I) ALP(I) TM(I)
JJ=0
DO 13 J=2000 10000 2000
JJ=JJ+1
V(JJ)-J*1 0
READ (2 *) RE(I JJ)
READ (3 *) DEL1(I JJ)
PR(I JJ)=(V(JJ)*X/ALP(I))*RE(I JJ)**( 2 0/(AN(I)+l 0))
Z0(I JJ)=((8 0/PR{I JJ))*(4 242*(AN(I)+1 0)*1 5**AN(I))**( 2 0/
*(AN(I)+1 0)))** 5
Z1(I JJ)=(6 0/55 0)*Z0(I JJ)**2 0
Z(I JJ)=Z0(I JJ)+Z1(I JJ)
DrLT(I JJ)=DEL1(I JJ)*Z(I JJ)
NUX(I JJ)-1 5*X/DELT(I JJ)
DO 20 TW=20 0 80 0 20 0 
DO 22 Y=0 0 DELT(1 1) 01
T(1 1)=TW+1 5*(TM( 1 >TW)*Y/DELT( 1 1> 5*(TM(1)-TW)*(Y/
*(DELT(1 1)))**3 0
WRITE (14 *) AN(I) ALP(I) TM(I)
WRITE (16 *)PR(I JJ)
WRITE (17 *) DCLT(I JJ)
WRITE (18*) NUX(I JJ)
WRITE (19 *) T(1 1)

22 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 
13 CONTINUE 
5 CONTINUE 

REWIND 2 
R rW IN D l 
Rl WIND 15 
STOP 
I ND

I



APPENDIX II PROGRAM TO CALCULATE FLOW RATE AND WALL SHEAR 
STRESS AT CONSTANT VISCOSITY

C THIS PROGRAM IS USED TO OBTAIN THE VALUE OF Q1 Q2 TCI TC2 FOR A CONSTANT VISCOSITY THIS 
CVALUES WILL BE USED BY THE NEXT PROGRAM TO
C OBTAIN THE HYDRODYNAMIC PRESSURE WHERE CHANGE IN VISCOSITY WILL BE 
C INCLUDED

DIMENSION E(100)
OPEN (UNIT=40 FILE="A DT20 DAT" STATUS="UNKNOWN")
OPEN (UNIT=44 FILE="A RESULT44” STATUS=”UNKNOWN")
OPEN (UNIT=45 FILE="A RESULT45" STATUS-"UNKNOWN")
OPEN (UNIT=46 FILE="A RESULT46" STATUS="UNKNOWN )
READ (40 *) V VIS AL1 AL2 HI H2 AK,H0 
WRITE (44 *)V VIS AL1 AL2 HI H2 AK̂ HO 
PI=3 145926 
PI =0 0
STEP1=1 0E08 
REM1 = 1E 10 
J1=0

11 P1=P1+STEP1 
JI-J1+1 
DP1=P1/AL1
POISl=(4+(AK*(DPI **2 0)*(H1**2 0)))/(I2 0*AK)
QUET1 =(VIS*V)/(2 0*AK*HI)
T11 =-QUETl+(DSQRT((POIS 1 **3 0)+(QUETl**2 0»)
T12=QUETl+(DSQRT((POIS 1**3 0)+(QUETl**2 0»)
PHY1=(T11**0 3333><T12**0 3333)
TC1=PHY1-(DP1*H1* 5)
Q1=DP1*H1**3 0/(6 0*VIS)+H1**2 0*TCl/(2 0*VIS)+
1AK*(05*(DP1)**3 0*H1**5 0 + 0*TC1**3 0+ 25*DP1**
12 0*Hl**4 0*TC1+ 5*DP1*H1**3 0*TC1**2 0)/VIS+V*Hl 
DP2=PI/AL2
POIS2=(4+(AK*(DP2**2 0)*(H2**2 0»)/(12 0*AK)
QUET2=(VIS*V)/(2 0*AK*H2)
T21=-QUET2+(DSQRT((POIS2**3 0)+(QUET2**2 0)))
T22=QUET2+(DSQRT((POIS2**3 0)+(QUET2**2 0)))
PHY2=(T21 **0 3333)-{T22**0 3333)
TC2=PHY2+DP2*H2* 5
Q2= DP2*H2**3 0/(6 0*VIS)+H2**2 0*TC2/(2 0*VIS)
1 AK*( 05*(DP2)**3 0*H2**5 0+ 5*H2**2 0*TC2**3 0+ 25*DP2**
12 0*H2**4 0*TC2 5*DP2*H2**3 0*TC2**2 0)/VIS+V*H2
RES1=Q1-Q2
E(J I )=ABS(RES 1)
FIX=E(J1)-E(J1 1)
IF (ABS(FIX) LE REM l)GO TO 10 
IF (RES1)12 10 11

12 P1=P1 STEP1 
STEPl=STEPl/10 0 
GOTO 11

10 WRITE (45 *) PI TCI TC2 Q1 Q2 
FORCE=PI*HO*(ALI *TCI+AL2*TC2)
EST=FORCE/(PI*HO**2 0)
WRITE (46 *) FORCE EST
STOP
END

C PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION IN A STEPPED PARALLEL BORE UNIT CWHERE 
CHANGE IN VISCOSITY HAS BEEEN INCLUDED 
C DISTRIBUTION OF PRESSURURE AT THE FIRST UNIT

DIMENSION C l(250) C2(250) C3(250) C4(250) P(250) Pl(250) P2(250)
1T1(250) T2(250) PG1(250) PG2(250) VIS1(250) VIS2(250) R(250)
1D(250) PHY(250) P3(250) P4(250)
OPEN (UNIT=50 TILE= A DT50 DAT' STATUS^* IfNKNOWN )
OPrN (UNIT=52 HLE= A RESULT52" STATUS- UNKNOWN )
OPrN (UN1T=55 riLL= A RESULT55 STATUS= UNKNOWN )
OPEN (UNIT=53 FILE= A RFSULT53 ’ STATUS^ UNKNOWN )
OPEN (UNIT=54 riLE~ A RFSULT54 STATUS= UNKNOWN )
OPEN (UNIT=56 TILC= A RrSULT56 STATUS^ UNKNOWN )
OH*N (I INI 1 =V7 1*11 V~ A Rl MILI SI M A I UV= UNKNOWN )
OIH N (UNI I =58 III L="A RLSULI 58 S 1AI US- UNKNOWN")
OPrN (UNI r=59 I ILL- A RESULI 59 SIAI US= UNKNOWN )
OPrN(UNM=60 III r= A RrsiII RiO S TAI US= UNKNOWN )
RI AD (50 *) ALP BC P0 TO DI IC1 TC2Q] Q2 I I I 2 AK OVIS V

II



1H1,H2 DPG
WRITE (60 *) ALP B C P0 TO DL.TC1 TC2 Q1 Q2 LI L2 AK,OVIS V
1H1 H2DPG
PG1(1)=0 0
T1(1)=T0
P1(1)=P0
VISI(1)=45 0
DO 30 1=2,LI
C1(I)=V*H1 Q1+ 5*H1**2 0*TCI**3 0*AK/V1S1(I 1)+5*H1**2 0*
1TC1/VIS1(I 1)
C2(l)=Hl**3 0/(6*VIS 1(1 l))+ 5*H1**3 0*TC1**2 0*AK/VIS1(I 1)
C3(I)= 25 *H 1**4 0*TC1*AK/VIS1(I 1)
C4(I)=AK*H1**5 0/(20 0*VIS 1(1 1))
CALL COEF (Cl C2 C3 C4 P I DPG)
PG1(I)=P(I)
P1(1)=PI(I-1)+PG1(I)*DL 
DPI =P1 (I)-P1(I 1)
T1(I)=T1(I-1)-C*DL
VIS1(I)=VIS1(I 1)*EXP( ALP*(T1(I 1>C*DUB*DP1-T1(I 1)))
P3(I)=P1(I)/(10 0**5)

30 CONTINUE 
DO 2 1=1 LI 
WRJTE (52 *XP3(I»
WRITE (53 *XPG1(I))
WRITE (54 *) (VIS 1(1))
WRITE (55 *)(T1(I))

2 CONTINUE
C DISTRIBUTION OF PRESSURE IN THE SECOND UNIT 

T2(1)=T1(L1)
P2(l)~P1(L1)
VIS2(1)=VISI(L1)
P2(L2)=0 0 
PG2(1)=0 0 
L3=L2 1 
DO 40 J=2 L3
C4(J)=-AK*H2**5 0/(20 0*VIS2(J-1))
C1(J)=V*H2 Q2+ 5*H2**2 0*TC2**3 0*AK/VIS2(J I)+ 5*H2**2 0*
1TC2/VIS2(J 1)
C2(J)=-((H2**3 0/(6*VIS2(J 1))+ 5*H2**3 0*TC2**2 0*AK/VIS2(J-1)))
C3(J)= 25*H2**4 0*TC2*AK/VIS2(J 1)
C4(J)= AK*H2**5 0/(20 0*VIS2(J 1))
CALL COEF (Cl C2 C3 C4 P J DPG)
PG2(J)= P(J)
P2(J)=P2(J 1) PG2(J)*DL 
DP2=P2(J 1>P2(J)
T2(J)=T2(J-1>C*DL
VIS2(J)=VIS2(J 1)*EXP( ALP*(T2(J-1)-C*DL+B*PG2(J)*DL-T2(J 1)))
P4(J)=P2(J)/(I0 0**5 0)

40 CONTINUE 
DO 3 J=1 L3 
WRITE (56 *) P4(J)
WRITE (57 *) VIS2(J)
WRITE (58 *) T2(J)
WRITE (59 *) PG2(J)

3 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END

SUBROUTINE COEF (Cl C2 C3 C4 P II DPG)
DIMENSION P(50) Cl(50) C2(50) C3(50) C4(50)

C CALCULATION OF COEFFICIENTS USING NUMERICAL METHOD C THIS IS CALLED TWICE TO OBTAIN PG1 
C AND PG2 THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO SOLVE NONLINEAR THIRD ORDER POWER LAW EQUATIONS 
C CI+C2*X+C3*X**2 0+C4*X**3 0=0 

Xl^P(II)
DX=DPG 
EPS= 0000001
FI~C 1 (II)+C2(II)*X 1 +C3(II)*X1 **2 0+C4(II)*Xl**3 0 
ir (Fl) 2 3 2 

2 X2=X1+D\ 
r2-CI(II)+C2(II)*X2+C3(II)*X 2**2 0+C4(II)*X2**3 0 
IF (F2) 4 5 4

4 II (ABS(XI X2) EPS) 5 5 8 
8 A = \I I 1*(X2 X 1)/(I 2 I 1)

TA=C 1 (II) t C2(II)*A+C3(II)*A**2 0+C4(II)*A**3 0 
ii (i A) n  i n  

n \i=\2

HI



F1=F2 
X2=A 
F2-FA 
GO TO 4 

3 X2=X1 
I X2=A 
5 P(II)=X1 

RETURN 
IF (RES 1)12 10 11 

12 P1=P1 STEP1 
STEPI=STEP1/10 0 
GOTO 11 

10 WRITE (46,*) PI TCI TC2 Q1 Q2 
FORCE=PI*HO*(AL1*TCI+AL2*TC2) 
EST=FORCE/(PI*HO**2 0)
WRITE (45 *) FORCE EST
STOP
END

IV



APPENDIX III PROGRAM TO CALCULATE PERCENTAGE REDUCTION IN 
DIAMETER IN A TUBE

DIMENSION E3( 10000) P(500) H(500) Y(500) S(500) VIS(500)
1 PS(300) X(500),R(500) V(500) E2( 10000) E(10000) HS(500)
OPEN (UNIT=40 FILE-’A DT40 DAT" STATUS="UNKNOWN") 
OPEN (UN1T=45 FILE-'A RESULT45" STATUS="UNKNOWN") 
OPEN (UNIT=46 FILE-'A RESULT46" STATUS="UNKNOWN’) 
OPEN (UNIT=5 FILE="A RESULT5" STATUS="UNKNOWN ') 
OPEN (UNIT=6 FILE= A RESULT6" STATUS="UNKNOWN") 
OPEN (UNIT=7,FILE="A RESULT7" STATUS-’UNKNOWN") 
OPEN (UNIT=8 FILE="A RESULTS" STATUS-'UNKNOWN") 
OPEN (UNIT-9 FILE="A RESULT9" ST ATUS="UN KNOWN") 
OPEN (UNIT=10 FILE="A RESULT10" STATUS="UNKNOWN”) 
READ (40 *)V1 AL1 AL2 HI H2 R1 TW Y0 TER,F TU BA,OVIS AK, 
1G C AA.DR 
TCI =0 0 
P1=00
STEP1=1 0E07 
REM1=1 E 10 
J1=0 

11P1=P1+STEP1 
J1=J1+1 
DPI=P1/ALI
POISl=(4 +(AK*(DP1**2 0)*(H1**2 0)))/(12 0*AK) 
QUETl=(OVIS*Vl)/(2 0*AK*H1)
T11 =-QUET 1 +(DSQRT((POIS1 **3 0)+(QUETl**2 0)))
T 12=QUET 1 +(DSQRT((POl S1 **3 0)+(QUETl**2 0)))
PHY1=(T11**0 3333)-(T12**0 3333)
TC1=PHY1-(DP1*H1* 5)
QI=DPI*HI**3 0/(6 0*OVIS)+HI**2 0*TCI/(2 0*OVIS)+
1 AK*( 05*(DP1)**3 0*H1**5 0+ 5*H1**2 0*TC1**3 0+ 25*DP1**
12 0*H1**4 0*TC1+ 5*DP1*H1**3 0*TC1**2 0)/OVIS+V1*H1 
DP2=P1/AL2
POlS2=(4 +(AK*(DP2**2 0)*(H2**2 0)))/(12 0*AK)
QUET2=(OVlS*V1 )/(2 0*AK*H2)
T21 =-QUET2+(DSQRT((POIS2**3 0)+(QUET2**2 0))) 
T22=QUET2+(DSQRT((POIS2**3 0)+(QUET2**2 0))) 
PHY2=(T21**0 3333>(T22**0 3333)
TC2=PHY2+(DP2*H2* 5)
Q2=-DP2*H2**3 0/(6 0*OVIS)+H2**2 0*TC2/(2 0*OVIS)
1 AK*( 05*(DP2)**3 0*H2**5 0+ 5*H2**2 0*TC2**3 0+ 25*DP2**
12 0*H2**4 0*TC2 5*DP2*H2**3 0*TC2**2 0)/OVIS+VI*H2
RES1=Q1 Q2
E(J1)=ABS(RES1)
FIX=E(J1) E(J1 1)
IF (ABS(FIX) LE REM 1 )GO TO 10 
IF (RES1)12 10 11 

12 P1-P1-STEP1 
STEP 1=STEP 1/10 0 
GOTO 11 

10 WRITE (46 *) PI TCI TC2 Q1 Q2
XI =Y0/((P 1/R1 )/(TW* AL1)+(ABS(TC 1 )/TW))
WRITE (45 *) XI 
REP=(INT (XI*1000 0)+l)
N=AL1* 1000 0 REP
P(1)=(PI*X1)/AL1
Y(1)=Y0
S( 1 )=( ABS(TC 1 )*X 1 )/T W
HS(1HP(1)*R1)ATW
PS(1)=HS(1)+S(1)
R(1)=R1 
H(1)=H1 
V(1)=V1 
X(1)=X1 
DX- 001
VlS(l)=(OVIS< 61*X1*1000 0)
DO 2-\ J=2 N 
STCP4=1E 04 
REM4=1T 05 
ALP- 026 
B=0 0 
K=0

16 B=R+-S 1 FP4 £
K=KM

V



X(J)=X(J 1)+DX 
R(J)=R(J 1HB*DX)
H(J)'H(J 1)+B*D\
V(J)~V(J 1)/(1<(R(J 1) R(J))/R(J I)))
DP=0 0 
REM3=1E 10 
STEP3=5E09 
K1=0

17 DP=DP+STEP3 
K1=K1+1
POIS3=(4+(AK*(DP**2)*(H(J)**2)))/(12*AK)
QUET3=(VIS(J 1 )* V( J))/(2 * AK* H(J)) 
T31=-QUET3+(DSQRT(((POIS3)**3 0)+((QUET3)**2 0)))
T32=QUET3 +(DSQRT(((POIS3)* *3 0)+((QUET3)**2 0») 
PHY3=(T31**0 3333)<T32**0 3333)
TC=PHY3-(DP*H(J)*0 5)
RES2=DP*H(J)**3 0/(6  0*VIS(J-1))+H(J)**2 0*TC/(2 0*VIS(J ]))+
1 AK*(( 05*(DP)**3 0*H(J)**5 0+ 5*H(J)**2 0*TC**3 0+ 25*DP**
12 0*H(J)**4 0*TC+ 5*DP*H(J)**3 0*TC**2 0)yVIS(J 1)+V(J)*H(J>Q1 
E2(K 1 )=ABS(RES2)
FIX2=E2(K 1 )-E2(K-l)
IF (ABS(FIX2) LE RE M3) (30 TO 19 
IF (RES2)18 19 17

18 DP=DP-STEP3 
STE P3=STEP3/10 0 
GOTO 17

19 P(J)=P(J 1)+DP*DX
VIS(J)=V1S(J 1)*EXP(-ALP*( G*(P(J>P(J 1))- C*DX)) 
HS(J)=(P(J)*R(J)*(DSQRT(((X(J)-X(J 1))**2 )+((R(J-l)-R(J))**2 )))) 
1/(TW*(X(J)-X(J 1)))
STRS=0 0
IF (AANE 1 0) GO TO 20
EMB=2 0*V(J)*(DLOG(R(J 1)/R(J)))/DX
STRS=(EMB/TU)**( 1 /BA)

20 Y(J)=(1 0+STRS)*(YO+(TER*((DLOG(R(1)/R(J)))**F))) 
S(J)=(Y(J)*(R(J 1 >R(J))/R(J))+(ABS(TC)*DSQRT(((R(J 1>R(J))**2)+ 
I((X(J>X(J 1))**2 )))/TW+S(J 1)
PS(J)-HS(J)+S(J)
RES3=PS(J>Y(J)
E3 (K)=ABS(RES3 )
RES4=E3(K>E3(K 1)
IF (ABS(RES4) LE REM4) GO TO 22 
IF (RES3)21 22 16 

21B=B STEP4 
STEP4-STEP4/10 0 
GOTO 16

22 CONTINUE 
HH=H(J) H1+H2 
WRITE (6 *) HH S(J) Y(J)
IF (DR EQ 1 0) GO TO 27

27 WRITE(7 *) P(J)
WRITE(8 *)VIS(J)
DR=-(DP*HH+TC)
?RA= (l 0 ((R(J)**1 )/(Rl**l )))*100 0 
WRITE(5 *) DR 
WRITE (10*) PRD

23 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END

VI



APPENDIX IV PROGRAM TO CALCULATE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION IN A 
TAPERED UNIT

DIMENSION C l(250) C2(250) C3(250) C4(250) P(250) PI(250) 
1P2(250) H2(250) Tl(250) T2(250) PG1(250) TA2(250),P3(250)
1 VIS 1(250) VIS2(250) SR(250) S2(250) C5(250) C6(250) P5(250) 
OPEN (UNIT=90 FILE- A DT50 DAT" STATUS="UNKNOWN") 
OPEN (UNIT=52 FILE-'A RESULT52" STATUS=MlJNKNOWN’) 
OPEN (UNIT=55 FILE="A RESULT55" STATUS="UNKNOWN') 
OPEN (UNIT=53 FILE-’A RESULT53" STATUS=MUNKNOWN") 
OPEN (UNIT=54 FILE="A RESULT54" STATUS="UNKNOWN") 
OPEN (UNIT=56 FILE-’A RESULT56" STATUS="UNKNOWN") 
OPEN (UNIT-57 FILE-"A.RESULT57" STATUS="UNKNOWN") 
OPEN (UNIT=58 FILE="A RESULT58" STATUS="UNKNOWN") 
OPEN (UNIT~59 FILE -"A RESULT59",STATUS=HUN KNOWN") 
OPEN (UNIT=61 FILE-'A RESULT61" STATUS="UNKNOWN’) 
OPEN (UNIT=62 FILE=”A RESULT62" STATUS="UNKNOWN ) 
READ (90 *) ALP B C P0 TO DL,L2 AK,OVIS V,H1 H3 R VISI HB 
T2(1)=T0 
P2(l)=0 0 
V1S2(1)= VISI 
DO 40 J=2,L2 
H2(1)=H1 
SR(1)=V/(H2(1))
H2(J)=H2(J 1)-R*DL 
SR(J)=V/H2(J)
S2(J)=V1S2(J* 1 )* S R( J)/(2 0*AK)
G2“ l 0/(3 0*AK)
TA2(JHS2(J)+(S2(J)**2 0+G2**3 0)** 5)** 333-(-S2(J)+(S2(J)**2 0 
1+ G2**3 0)** 5)** 333
P3(J)~ 42*(6 0*VlS2(J-I)*V*(I/H2(J)-jy(H3**l 0)+HB/{2 0*H3**2 0> 
1 HB/(2 0*H2(J)**2 0))/(R*(l+3 0*AK*TA2(J)**2 0)))/(10 0**5 0) 
C5(J)=((0 0-(6 0*VIS2(J l)*V*(l/H2(l)-l/H3))/(R*(l+3 0*AK* 
1TA2(J)**2 0))))/((( 5*(1/H2(1)**2 0 1/H3**2 0))*6 0*VIS2(J-1) 
l/(R*(l+3 0*AK*TA2(J)**2 0))))
C6(J)=-6 0*VIS2(J 1 )*(V/H3+C5(J)/(2 0*H3**2 00))/(R*
1(1+3 0*AK*TA2(J)**2 0))
P2(J)=(6 0*V1S2(J 1 )*(V/H2(J)+C5(J)/(2 0*H2(J)**2 00))/ 
l(R*(l+3 0*AK*TA2(J)**2 0))+C6(J))
DP2=(P2(jyP2(J I))
T2(J)=T2(J 1>C*DL
VIS2(J)=V1S2(J 1)*EXP( ALP*(T2(J-1)-C*DL-B*DP2 T2(J 1))) 
P5(J)=P2(J)/(1 0*10 0**5 0)

40 CONTINUE 
DO 3 J=1 L2 
WRITE (56 *) P5(J)
WRITE (57 *) VIS2(J)
WRITE (58 *) T2(J)
WRFTE (59 *)TA2(J)
WRITE (62 *) P3(J)

3 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END

VII



APPENDIX V PROGRAM TO OBTAIN TC1,Q1 AND Q2 FOR THE CALCULATION 
OF PRESSURE IN A COMBINED PARALLEL AND TAPERED UNIT USED BY THE 

NEXT PROGRAM

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A H O Z)
DIMENSION E(100)
OPEN (UNIT-40 FILE-"A DT20 DAT” STATUS= UNKNOWN )
OPEN (UNIT-41 FILE-'A RESULT41" STATUS= UNKNOWN )
OPEN (UNIT=43 FILE-’A RESULT43 ' STATUS= UNKNOWN )
READ (40 *) V VIS AL1 AL2 HI H2 AK.H0 HA 
WRITE (41 *)V VIS A L I  AL2 HI H2 AK,H0 HA 
PI=3 145926 
P1=0 0
STEP1=1 0E08 
REM1 = 1E 10 
J1=0

11 P1=P1+STEP1 
J1=J1+1 
DP1=P1/AL1
POIS1 =(4+( AK *(DP 1**2 0)*(H1**2 0)))/(12 0*AK)
QUETl=(VIS*V)/(2 0*AK*H1)
T i l -  QUET1 +(DSQRT((POIS 1**3 0)+(QUETl**2 0)))
T 12=QUET 1 +(DSQRT((POIS1 **3 0>+(QUETl**2 0)))
PHY 1=(T11**0 3333HT12**0 3333)
TC1=PHY1-(DP1*H1*5)
Q1=DP1*H1**3 0/(6 0*VIS)+H1**2 0*TCl/(2 0*VIS)+
1 AK*(05*(DP1)**3 0*H1**5 0+ 5*H1**2 0*TC1**3 0+ 25*DP1 **
12 0*H1**4 0*TC1+ 5*DP1*H1**3 0*TC1**2 0)/VIS+V*Hl 
DP2=P1/AL2
PO!S2=(4+(AK*(DP2**2 0)*(H2**2 0)))/(12 0*AK)
QUET2=(VIS*V)/(2 0*AK*H2)
T21= QUET2+(DSQRT((POIS2**3 0)+(QUET2**2 0)))
T22=QUET2+(DSQRT((POIS2**3 0)+(QUET2**2 0)))
PHY2=(T21**0 3333>(T22**0 3333)
TC2=PHY2+(DP2*H2* 5)
H3=HA
SR=V/H3
S2=VlS*SR/(2 0*AK)
T2=l 0/(3 0*AK)
TA2~(S2+(S2**2 0+T2**3 0)** 5)** 333-( S2+(S2**2 0+T2**3 0)** 5)**
1 333
Q 2- DP2*H3**3 0/(6 0*VIS)-DP2*AK*H3**3 0*TA2**2 /(4 0*VIS)+V*H3* 5 
RES1=Q1 Q2 
E(J 1 )=ABS(RES 1)
FIX=E(J1)-E(J1 1)
IF (ABS(FIX) LE REM l)GO TO 10 
IF (RES1)12 10 11

12 P1=P1 STEP1 
STEP1=STEP1/10 0 
GOTO 11

10 WRITE (43 *) PI TCI TA2 Q1 Q2 
STOP 
END

C THIS PROGRAM IS USED TO CALCULATE THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION IN THE COMBINED UNIT 
C DISTRIBUTION OF PRESSURURE AT THE FIRST PARA11 EL UNIT

DIMENSION C l(250) C2(250) C3(250) C4(250) P(250) PI(250) 
IP2(250) H2(250) Tl(250) T2(250) POI(250) TA2(250) P3(250)
1 VIS 1(250) VIS2(250) SR(2S0) S2(250) C5(250) C6(250) P4(250) 
1P9(250) PI0(250) TA3(250)
OPEN (UNIT=5 riLE= A DT50 DAT* STATUS = UNKNOWN ) 
OPEN (UNIT=52 FILE= A RESULT52 STATUS= UNKNOWN') 
OPEN (UNIT=55 FILE= A RESULTS5 STATUS= UNKNOWN ) 
OPEN (UNIT=53 TILE= 'A RCSULT53 STATUS= UNKNOWN ) 
OPEN (UNIT=54riLE=*A RESULT 54 STATUS= UNKNOWN ) 
OPEN (UNIT =56 FILL= A RESULT56 S TA ri!S= UNKNOWN”) 
OPrN (UNIT=57 T IL r-  A RESULT57 STATUS= UNKNOWN ) 
OPFN (UNIT=58 HI r=  ARrSULI58 STATUS- UNKNOWN ) 
O PrN(lfNir=59 H U  = ARISULI59 S IA I US= UNKNOWN ) 
OPLN(UNir=GO NLL= A RLSUI r60 STATUS- UNKNOWN ) 
OPrN(UNIP=61 riLF= a r l s u l f g i  STATUS= UNKNOWN ) 
OPrN (UNI I =62 111 I = A R1 SIM 162 S 1 AI US= UNKNOWN )

\ VIII



OPCN (UNIT=63 FILE-"A RESULT63’ STATUS=TINKNOWN )
READ (5 *) ALP B C PO TO DL,TC1 TC2 Q1 Q2 LI L2 AK,OVIS V 
1H1 H3 DPG AR,R,VISA,HE HP
WRITE (60 *) ALP B C PO TO DL,TC1 TC2 Q1 Q2 LI L2 AK,OVIS V
1H1 H3 DPG AR,R,V1SA,HE HP
PGI(1)=0 0
TI(1)=T0
P1(1)=P0
VIS1(1)=VISA
DO 30 1=2 LI
C1(I)=V*H1-Q1+ 5*H1**2 0*TC1**3 0*AK/VIS1(I 1)+ 5*Hl**2 0*
1TC1/VIS1(I I)
C2(I)=H1**3 0/(6*VIS 1(1 1))+ 5*H1**3 0*TCI**2 0*AK/VIS1(I 1)
C3(I)= 25*H1**4 0*TC1*AK/VIS 1(1-1)
C4(I)=AK*H1**5 0/(20 0*VIS1(I 1))
CALL COEF (Cl C2 C3 C4 P I DPG)
PG1(I)=P(I)
P1(I)=P1(1 1)+PG1(I)*DL 
P9(I)=Pl(iy(10 0**5 0)
DP I-PI (I) P1(I 1)
T1(I)=T1(I 1>C*DL
VIS1 (I)=VIS1 (I-1 )*EXP( ALP*(T1(I-1>C*DI^B*DP1 T1(I 1)))

30 CONTINUE 
DO 2 1=1 LI 
WRITE (52 *XP9(I))
W RITE (53 *XPG1(I))
WRITE (54 *) (VIS 1(1))
WRITE (55 *)(T1(I))

2 CONTINUE
C DISTRIBUTION OF PRESSURE IN THE SECOND TAPERED UNIT 

T2(1)=T1(L1)
P2(1)=P1(L1)
VIS2(1)=V1S1(L1)
DO 40 J=2 L2
H2(1)=HP
SR(I)=V/(H2(I))
H2(J)=H2(J 1>R*DL 
SR(J)=V/H2(J)
S2( J)=VIS2(J-1 )*SR(J)/(2 0*AK)
G2=l 0/(3 0*AK)
HB=HE
TA2(J)=(S2(J)+(S2(J)**2 0+G2**3 0)** 5)** 333-( S2(J)+(S2(J)**2 0 
1+G2**3 0)** 5)** 333
P3(J)=( 335*6 0*VIS2(J-1)*V*(1/H2(J>1/(H3**1 0)+HB/(2 0*H3**2 0)- 
lHB/(2 0*H2(J)**2 0))/(R*(l+3 0*AK*TA2(J)**2 0)))/(2 0*(10 0**5 0))
P4(J)=6 0*92 0*V*(1/H2(J)-1/(H3**1 0)+HB/(2 0*H3**2 0>
1 HB/(2 0*H2(J)**2 0))/(R*(l+3 0*AK*AR**2 0))
C5(J)=((P1(L1H6 0*VIS2(J l)*V*(l/H2(l>l/H3))/(R*(l+3 0*AK*
1TA2(J)**2 0))))/((( 5*(1/H2(1)**2 0 I/H3**2 0))*6 0*VIS2(J 1) 
l/(R*(l+3 0*AK*TA2(J)**2 0))))
C6(J)= 6 0*VIS2(J l)*(V/H3+C5(J)/(2 0*H3**2 00))/(R*
1(1+3 0*AK*TA2(J)**2 0))
P2(J)=6 0*VIS2(J-l)*(V/H2(J)+C5(J)/(2 0*H2(J)**2 00))/ 
l(R*(l+3 0*AK*TA2(J)**2 0))+C6(J)
DP2=P2(J)-P2(J 1)
T2(J)=T2(J 1)-C*DL
VIS2(J)=VIS2(J 1)*EXP( ALP*(T2(J-1)-C*DL-B*DP2 T2(J 1)))
P10(J)=P2(J)/(10 0**5 0)
TA3(J)=TA2(J)/100 0 

40 CONTINUE 
DO 3 J=1 L2 
WRITE (56 *)PI0(/)
WRITE (57 *) VIS2(J)
WRII E (58 *) T2(J)
WRITE (59 *) TA3(J)
WRITF (62 *) P3(J)

1 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END

SUBROUTINE COCr(Cl C2C3 C4PII DPG)
DIMl NSION P(50) CJ(50) C2(50)C3(50)C4(50)

C CALCULATION O FC O Em C IbN lS USING NUMI RICAL MI IHOD
C m is  SUBROin INC IS USED TO SOLVF NONL INEAR 1 HIRD ORDf R POWLR LAW EQUATIONS 
C Cl tC 2*\4C l*V *2 04C4*\**3 0=0 
C I HIS ISCAI 1 I D I WICL TO OBTAIN PC,I AND PG2

IX



XIHP(II)
DX=DPG 
EPS= 0000001
FI =C 1 (II)+C2(II)*X 1 +C3(II)*X 1 **2 0+C4(II)*Xl**3 0 
IF (FI) 2 3 2

2 X2=X1+DX
F2=CI(U)+C2(ll)*X2+C3(U)*X2**2 0+C4(U)*X2**3 0 
IF (F2) 4 5 4

4 IF(ABS(X1 X2>EPS)5 5 8 
8 A=X1-F1*(X2 Xl)/(F2 FI)

FA=C1(II)+C2(II)*A+C3(II)*A**2 0+C4(II)*A**3 0 
IF (FA) 13 1 13 

13 X1=X2 
F1=F2 
X2=A 
F2=FA 
GO TO 4

3 X2=X1 
1 X2=A
5 P(II)-X1 

RETURN 
END

X
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APPENDIX VI PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE MESH GENERATION FOR 

TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION WITHIN THE HYDRODYNAMIC UNIT

C OPEN (UNIT-5 FILE= A INFIL’ STATUS=’ UNKNOWN")
C OPEN (UNIT=15 FILE= AOUTFIL' STATUS- UNKNOWN')

CALL INFILE 
CALL GRID 
CALL BANDW 
CALL OUTPUT 
STOP 
END

C ---------------------------------------------------------------
SUBROUTINE GRID

* *
* SUBROUTINE GRID GENERATES MESH BOUNDARY CONDITIONS *
* INITIAL CONDITIONS AND PROPERTY DATA *
* BASED ON LIMITED REGIONAL INPUT *
* *

ARGUMENT LIST
LNODS(IJ) - CONNECTIVITY MATRIX 
KNODS(UK) - CONNECTIVITY MATRIX FOR FLUX 
JNODS(L,K) CONNECTIVITY MATRIX FOR CONVECTION 
XCORD(I) - X CO ORDINATE NODAL ARRAY 
YCORD(I) Y CO ORDINATE NODAL ARRAY 
VALU(I) NODAL ARRAY OF DEPENDENT VALUES
LNODE INTEGER NUMBER NODES PER ELEMENT
IELEM - SPECIFIC ELEMEMT OF INTEREST 
NB NUMBER OF DOMAIN NODE POINTS
NEL NUMBER OF DOMAIN ELEMENTS
KBC1 - NUMBER OF DIRICHLET BOUNDARY POINTS 
KBC2 - NUMBER OF CHAUCHY BOUNDARY SURFACES 
KBC3 NUMBER OF CONVECTIVE SURFACES 
Z ZETA LOCATION FOR INTERPOLATION 
E ETA LOCATION FOR INTERPOLATION
I - I=ELEMENTS 
J J=DOMAIN NODE 
K K=BOUNDARY NODE 
L L=INDEX OF CHAUCHY SURFACES

COMMON/A/ XP(501) YP(501) XRG(9) YRG(9) NDN(8)
COMMON/B/ NN(20 20) YC(20 20) XC(20 20) NNRB(20 4 20) JT(20 4) 
COMMON/C/ NE(501) NR(9) ICOMP(4 4) SN(8)
COMMON/D/QQ(501) DX(501) DY(501)
COMMON/E/ XCORD(501) YCORD(501)
COMMON/F/ PHI(501) H(501) TINF(501)
COMMON/G/ FIXED(501) NBA(501)
COMMON/H/ LNODS(501 8)KNODS(501 3)JNODS(501 3)
COMMON/I/ LNODE NPOIN NB NEL NELEM NNODE NUMN JFLAG I FLAG
COMMON/J/ KBC1 KBC2 KBC3
COMMON/P/ NSTOP NTYPE DT AF NVEL,KPRNT IAXI
COMMON/S/ ISI(501) LEM(50I) ISIH(501) LME(501)
COMMON/PIC/XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX 
COMMON/NEW/NORDER(501)

C INITIALIZE COUNTERS
C OPFN (UNIT=5 FILE=' A FET DAT' STATUS=' UNKNOWN ’)

NB=0 
KBC1=0 
KBC2=0 
KBC3=0 
NCL=0 
NEI OLD-1 
DO 1 1=1 501 
NORDER(J)=0 
DO I J=1 8

1 LNODS(l J)=0 
DO 2 1=1 501 
DO 2 J=1 1 
JNODS(I J)=0

2 kNODS(l J)̂ =0 
DO 11=1 20 
DO 3 J=l 20

1 NN(I l)=0

XI



C TINF=0 0 
C PH=00
C READ INITIAL DATA

READ(5 *)NUMN NSTOP NTYPE KPRNT NVEL.DT AF IAXI 
WRITE(* *)NUMN NSTOP NTYPE KPRNT NVEUDT AF IAXI 

C 94 FORMAT(lHl,5I5 2F10 5 15)
READ(5 *)XMfN XMAXYMIN YMAX 
WRITE(* *)XMIN XMAX,YMIN YMAX 

C 96 FORMAT(1 0X,'XMIN- F6 2 2X,’XMAX-' F6 2 2X/YMIN-’ F6 2 2X,
C 1 'YMAX- F6 2)
C READ ^REGIONS #INPUT PTS ELEMENT SHAPE PRINT FLAG 
C INPUT POINTS ARE THE REGIONS CORNER AND MID POINTS 
C LNODE ELEMENT GEOMETRY 
C 3 3 NODE TRIANGLE
C 4 4 NODE QUADRILATERAL
C 6 6 NODE TRIANGLE
C 8 8 NODE QUADRILATERIAL
C IFLAG = 0 NO ECHO PRINTING
C IFLAG = 1 PRINTS COORDINATES CONNECTIVITY MATRIX, REGIONAL INPUT 
C IFLAG = 2 PRINTS INITIAL REGIONAL NODE NUMBERS X,Y VALUES AND 
C CONNECTIVITY MATRIX FOR OUTPUT FILE

READ(5 *) INRG INBP IFLAG 
LNODE=NUMN

C SET INDICATOR OF NUMBER OF NODES PER ELEMENT SIDE 
KNODE=2
IF(LNODE EQ 6 OR LNODE EQ 8)KNODE=3
IF(LNODE EQ 3 OR LNODE EQ 4 OR LNODE EQ 6 OR LNODE EQ 8) GOTO 15 
WRITE(* *)

C 12 FORMAT(lGX, ELEMENT SHAPE NOT PROPERLY DEFINED )
STOP

C READ X AND Y COORDINATES OF INPUT POINTS
15 DO 16 K=1 INBP
16 READ(5 *)I XP(I) YP(I)

C READ CONNECTIVITY MATRIX COMMON SIDES OF ADJACENT REGIONS 
DO 30 1=1 INRG 

30 READ(5 *) NRG (JT(NRG J) J=1 4)
C CHECK PRINT FLAG FOR INPUT ECHO 

IF(IFLAG EQ 0) GOTO 100 
C ECHO INPUT 

WRITE(* *)
C 50 FORMAT(// IX 18HGLOBAL COORDINATES // 1X6HNUMBER.10X,
C 1 7HX-COORD 10X.7H Y-COORD)

WRITE(* *) (I XP(I) YP(I) 1=1 INBP)
C 60 FORMAT(5X,I4 10X,F7 2 10XF7 2)

WRITE(* *)
C 70 FORMAT(/// 1XJ7HCONNECTIVITY DATA,/ 1X,6HRFGI0N 5X,IH1 
C 1 5X,1H2 5X,1H3 5X,1H4)

DO 80 1=1 INRG 
80 WRITER ♦) I (JT(I J) J=1 4)

C 90 FORMAT(3X,I4 2X,4(4X,I4))
C LOOP ON REGIONS TO GENERATE THE ELEMFNTS 

100 DO 1000 KK=1 INRG 
C READ REGION# NO ROWS OF NODES TO BE IN THE REGION NO COLUMNS 
C RFGION BOUNDARY POINTS STARTING IN LOWER LEFT CORNER PROGRESSING 
C COUNTER CLOCKWISE

READ(5 *) NRG NROWS NCOL (NDN(I) 1=1 8)
READ(5 ♦) DXX,DYY HGEN 

C REGIONS MUST BE READ IN NUMERICAL ORDER 
C

fF(NRG EQ KK) GOTO 108
C
C PRINT MESSAGE AND TERMINATE PROGRAM IF NOT IN ORDER 
C

WRITER *)
C 105 rORMAT(10X, PLACE REGIONS IN NUMERICAL ORDER PROGRAM STOPPED) 

STOP
C
C ECHO INPUT II DrSIRLD 
C

108 ir(irLAG NE 0)WRI 1 L(* *) NRG NROWS NCOL (NDN(I) 1=1 8)
C 110 FORMA I\// IX 6HRFGION H 2X 4 HROWS 14 2X71ICOI UMNS H /
C 1 IX 14UBOUNDARY NODI S 8IS)
C
CC,I Nf KAIIONOl 1111 I 1 I MI NIALNODI COORDINAFIS
C

DO 120 l - I  8

XII



II = NDN(I)
XRG(I) = XP(II)

120 YRG(I) = YP(II)
XRG(9) = XRG(l)
YRG(9) = YRG(l)

C
C IF 6 NODED TRIANGLES OR 8 NODED QUADS ARE DESIRED CHANGE GRID 
C TO INCLUDE MID POINTS
C

IF(LNODE LT 5) GOTO 130 
NROWS = 2*NROWS - 1 
NCOL = 2*NCOL - I

C
C CALCULATE GRID INCREMENTS DELTA ETA AND DELTA SI 
C

130 DETA = 2 0 /  (FLOAT(NROWS) - I 0)
DSI = 2 0 /  (FLOAT(NCOL) 1 0)

C
C STEP THRU LOCAL CO-ORDINATES ( ETA & SI) AND USE SHAPE FUNCTIONS 
C (SN(1) SN(8)) TO CALCULATE GLOBAL COORDINATES ( XC & YC)
C START IN UPPER LEFT CORNER AND PROGRESS LEFT TO RIGHT AND TOP TO BOTTOM 
C

DO 140 1=1 NROWS
ETA = 1 0 -  DETA*(FLOAT(I) 1 0 )
DO 140 J=1 NCOL
SI = 10  + DSI*(FLOAT(J) - 1 0)

C
C SHAPE FUNCTIONS 
C

SN(1) = -0 25 * (1 0 SI) * (1 0 ETA) * (SI+ETA+1 0)
SN(2) -  0 50 * (I 0-SI*SI) * (1 0-ETA)
SN(3) = 0 25 * (1 0+SI) * (1 0 ETA) * (SI-ETA 1 0)
SN(4) = 0 50 * (1 0+SI) * (1 0 ETA*ETA)
SN(5) = 0 25 * (1 0+SI) * (1 0+ETA) * (SI+ETA-1 0)
SN(6) = 0 50 * (I 0-SI*SI) * (1 0+ETA)
SN(7) = 0 25 * (1 0 SI) * (1 0+ETA) * (ETA SI-1 0)
SN(8) = 0 50 * (1 0 SI) * (1 0 ETA*ETA)

C
C INITIALIZE XC & YC TO ZERO PREVIOUS SUMMATION 
C

XC(I J) = 0 0 
YC(I J) = 0 0

c
C SUM SHAPE FUNCTIONS 
C

DO 140 K=1 8
XC(1 J) = XC(I J) + XRG(K)*SN(K)

140 YC(I J) = YC(I J) + YRG(K)*SN(K)
C
C GENERATION OF THE REGION NODE NUMBERS 
C

KN1 = 1 
KS1 = 1
KN2 = NROWS 
KS2 = NCOL

C
C CHECK EACH SIDE OF THE REGION FOR OUTSIDE BOUNDARY OR ANOTHER REGION 
C

DO 200 1=1 4
C
C CHECK CONNECTIVITY MATRIX 
C

NRT = JT(NRG I)
C
C IF SIDE IS OUTSIDE BOUNDARY OR THIS REGION IS LOWER NUMBERED THAN 
C ADJACENT REGION THIS REGION HAS PRIORITY IN NUMBERING THE BOUNDARY 
C

IF(NRT LE 0 OR NR1 C.T NRG) GOTO 200
C
C IF SIDE HAS BFEN NUMBERED PREVIOUSLY NUMBER ACCORDING TO PREVIOUS WORK 
C DrTrRMINC WHICH SIDE Or ADJACENT RrGION IS COMMON 
C

DO 150 J= 14 
150 ir(JT(NRT J) I Q NRG) NR TS = J 

K = NCOL
II (1 I Q 2 OR I LQ 4) k = NROWS



JL = 1
J k  = lCOMP(I NR IS)
IF(JKTQ 1) JL = K 
DO 190 J=1 K 
GOTO(160 165 170 175)1 

160 NN(1 J) -  NNRB(NRT NRTS JL)
KN1 = 2 
GOTO 190 

165 NN(J NCOL) -  NNRB(NRT NRTS JL)
KS2 = NCOL 1 
GOTO 190

170 NN(NROWS J) -  NNRB(NRT NRTS JL)
KN2 -  NROWS I 
GOTO 190 

175 NN(J 1) = NNRB(NRT NRTS JL)
KS1 =2 

190 JL = JL + JK 
200 CONTINUE 

C
C IF ELEMENT = 8 NODED QUAD BRANCH TO DIFFERENT PART OF PROGRAM 
C

IF(LNODE EQ 8) GOTO 800
C
C IF THERE IS ONLY ONE ROW OR ONE COLUMN ALL NODES HAVE BEEN NUMBERED 
C SKIP NUMBERING REMAINING NODES 
C

IF(KN1 GT KN2) GOTO 270 
IF(KS1 GT KS2) GOTO 270

C
C NUMBER NEW NODES RELATING REGIONAL 2 D PLACEMENT WITH GLOBAL NUMBERING 
C

DO 210 I=KN 1 KN2 
DO 210 J=KS1 KS2

C
C FOR MULTIPLY CONNECTED REGIONS 
C
C IF(NRG EQ 3)NBOWI = l
C IF(NRG EQ 5 AND I EQ NROWS AND J EQ 1)NN(I J)=NNRB(3 2 NBOWI)
C IF(NRG EQ 5 AND I EQ NROWS AND J EQ l)GO TO 210 
C
C IF(NRG EQ 9)NBOW2=l
C IF(NRG EQ 14 AND I EQ NROWS AND J EQ 1)NN(I J)=NNRB(9 2 NBOW2)
C ir(NRG EQ 14 AND I EQ NROWS AND J EQ l)GO TO 210 
C
C END ALTERATION 
C

NB = N B + 1 
NN(I J) = NB 

210 CONTINUE 
C
C STORE BOUNDARY NODE NUMBERS 
C

DO 220 1=1 NCOL 
NNRB(NRG 3,1) = NN(NROWS I)

220 NNRB(NRG 1 I) = NN(1 I)
DO 230 1=1 NROWS 
NNRB(NRG 2 I) = NN(I NCOL)

230 NNRB(NRG 4 I) = NN(I 1)
C
C FLAGGED OUTPUT 
C

IF(IFLAG CQ 0) GOTO 270 
WRITE(* *)

C 240 FORMAT(//1\ 19HREGION NODE NUMBERS)
DO 250 1=1 NROWS 

250 WRITE(* *) (NN(I J) J=I NCOL)
C 260 I ORMAT(I6I5)
C
C NUMB! R NODES CONSECUTIVELY K REGIONAL NO NN GLOBAL NO 
C

270 k = 1 
DO 280 1=1 NROWS 
DO 280 J=J NCOI 
N r(k)=  NN(I J)
NI K = NT(k)
NORDI R(N1 k)=NI k
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XCORD(NEK) = XC(I J)
YCORD(NEK) =» YC(I J)

280 K = K + 1 
IF(LNODE EQ 6) GOTO 600

C
C INITIALIZATION FOR 3 NODE TRIANGLES AND 4 NODE QUAD 
C

L=NROWS 1 
DO 499 1=1 L 
DO 499 3=2 NCOL 
NR(1) = NCOL*I + J 1 
NR(2) = NCOL*I + J 
NR(3) = NCOL*(l-l) + J 
NR(4) = NCOL*(M) + J 1

C
C IF 4 NODE QUAD BRANCH 
C

IF(LNODE EQ 4) GOTO 400
C
C 3 NODE TRIANGLE 
C
C DETERMINE DIAGONAL LENGTHS 
C

DIAG1=(XC(I J>XC(I+1 J-1))**2+(YC(I J>YC(I+1 J 1))**2 
DIAG2=(XC(I+1 J>XC(I J-I))**2+(YC(I+1 J>YC(I J 1))**2

C
C DIVIDE QUADS INTO TRIANGLES 
C

DO 399 IJ= 1 2 
NEL = NEL + 1 
DX(NEL)=DXX 
DY(NEL)=DYY 
QQ(NEL)=HGEN

C
C DIVIDE WITH SHORTEST DIAGONAL 
C

IF((DIAG1/DIAG2) GT 1 04) GOTO 350 
J1 =NR(1)
J2 = NR(IJ+1)
J3 = NR(IJ+2)
LNODS(NEL,l) = NE(J1)
LNODS(NEL,2) = NE(J2)
LNODS(NEL,3) = NE(J3)
GOTO 399 

350 J1 =NR(IJ)
J2 = NR(IJ+1)
J3 = NR(4)
LNODS(NEL, 1) = NE( J1)
LNODS(NEL,2) = NE(J2)
LNODS(NEL,3) = NE(J3)

399 CONTINUE 
GOTO 499

C
C 4 NODE QUADS 
C

400 NEL = NEL+1 
DX(NEL)=DXX 
DY(NEL)=DYY 
QQ(NEL)=HGEN 
JI = NR( I)
32 = NR(2)
J3 = NR(3)
J4 = NR(4)
LNODS(NEL,I) = NL(J1)
LNODS(NEL,2) = NC(J2)
LNODS(NEL,3) = Nr(J3)
LNODS(NEL,4) = NC(J4)

499 CONTINUE 
GOTO 900

C
C 6 NODE TRIANGLES 
C
600 L= NROWS 2 

DO 699 1=1 L,2 
DO 699 J=3 NCOL 2

C

XV



C CALCULATE DIAGONAL LENTHS SHORTER DIAGONAL WILL DIVIDE 
C

DIAG I =(XC(I J) XC(l+2 J 2))**2 +(YC(I J>YC(I+2 J 2))**2 
DIAG2=(XC(I+2 J) XC(I J 2))**2 +(YC(I+2 J)-YC(I J 2))**2

C
C NUMBER NODES ACCORDING TO WHICH DIAGONAL WILL DIVIDE 
C

IF((DI AG 1 /DI AG2) GT 1 04) GOTO 610 
NR(l) = NCOL*(I+l) + J -2  
NR(2) = NCOL*(I+l) + J - 1 
NR(3) = NCOL*(I+l) +J  
NR(4) = NCOL*I + J 
NR(5) = NCOL*I + J 1 
NR(6) = NCOL*(I 1) + J 
NR(7) = NCOL*(I-l) + J - l  
NR(8) = NCOL*I + J 2 
NR(9) = NCOL*(I 1) + J 2 
GOTO 620 

610 NR(1) = NCOL*(I 1) + J 2 
NR(2) = NCOL*I + J - 2 
NR(3) = NCOL*(I+l) + J -2  
NR(4) = NCOL*(I+l) + J 1 
NR(5) = NCOL* I +J 1 
NR(6) = NCOL*(I+l) + J 
NR(7) = NCOL* I +J 
NR(8) = NCOL*(I 1) + J 1 
NR(9) = NCOL*(I I )+ J  

620 DO 640 IJ=1 4 3 
NEL = NEL + 1 
DX(NEL)=DXX 
DY (NEL)=DYY 
QQ(NEL)=HGEN 
Ji -N R (1)
J2*NR(1+IJ)
J3 = NR(2+IJ)
J4 = NR(3+IJ)
J5 -  NR(5+IJ)
J6 = NR(4+IJ)
LNODS(NEUl) = NE(Ji)
LNODS(NEL,2) = NE(J2)
LNODS(NEL 3) = NE(J3)
LNODS(NEU4) = NE(J4)
LNODS(NEL,5) = NE(J5)

640 LNODS(NEL 6) = NE(J6)
699 CONTINUE 

GOTO 900
C
C 8 NODED QUADS 
C
C NUMBER NODES CONSECUTIVELY GLOBAL# = NN(REGION ROW REGION COL) 
C SKIP NUMBERING IF ONLY ONE ROW OR ONE COLUMN PRESENT 
C

800 IF(KN1 GT KN2) GOTO 816 
IF(KS1 GTKS2) GOTO 816 
DO 8141-1 KN2 2 
DO 812 INC=1 2 
12 -  I + INC - 1 
IF(I2 LTKN1) GOTO 812 
IF(I2 GT KN2) GOTO 812 
DO 810 J=I KS2 INC 
IF(J LT KS1) GOTO 810 
NB = NB + 1 
NN(I2 J) = NB 

810 CONTINUE 
812 CONTINUE 
814 CONTINUE 
816 CONTINUE 

C
C STORr BOUNDARY NODES 
C

DO 820 1=1 NCOL 
NNRIXNRG 3 I) -  NN(NROWS I)

820 NNRB(NRG 1 I) -  NN(1 I)
DO 830 1=1 NROWS 
NNRB(NRG 2 1) = NN(I NCOI )

810 NNRB(NR(i 4 I) = NN(I 1)
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C FLAGGED OUTPUT 
C

IF(IFLAG EQ 0) GOTO 870 
WR1TE(* *)

C 840 FORMAT(// lX,19HREGION NODE NUMBERS)
DO 850 1=1 NROWS

850 WRITE(* *) (NN(I J) J=1 NCOL)
C 860 FORMAT(16I5)
C
C NUMBER NODES CONSECUTIVELY K=REGION#, NE(K)=GLOBAL# 
C

870 K = 1 
DO 882 1=1 NROWS 2 
DO 882 INC=1 2 
12 = 1 + INC 1
IF(I2 GT NROWS) GOTO 881 
DO 880 J=I NCOL, INC 
NE(K) = NN(I2 J)
NEK = NE<K)
NORDER(NEK)=NEK 
XCORD(NEK) = XC(I2 J)
YCORD(NEK) = YCQ2 J)
K = K + 1

880 CONTINUE
881 CONTINUE
882 CONTINUE

L = ( NROWS 1 ) / 2
NCOL2= ( NCOL + 1 ) / 2
DO 890 1=1 L
DO 890 J=3 NCOL,2
NEL = NEL + 1
DX(NEL)=DXX
DY(NEL)=DYY
QQ(NEL)=HGEN
J1 = (NCOL + NCOL2)*I + J 2
J2 = (NCOL + NCOL2)*I + J 1
J3 = (NCOL + NCOL2)*I + J
J4 = NCOL*I + NCOL2 *(!-]) + (J+l)/2
J5 = (NCOL + NCOL2)*(I 1) + J
J6 = (NCOL + NCOL2)*(l 1) + J 1
J7 = (NCOL + NCOL2)*(I 1) + J 2
J8 -  NCOL*I + NCOL2*(I 1) + (J-l)/2
LNODS(NEL,l) = NE(J1)
LNODS(NEL,2) = NE(J2)
LNODS(NEL,3) = NE(J1)
LNODS(NEL,4) = NE(J4)
LNODS(NEL,5) = NE(J5)
LNODS(NEL,6) = NE(J6)
LNODS(NEU7) = NE(J7)

' LNODS(NEU8) = NE(J8)
890 CONTINUE 

C
C CHECK EACH SIDE FOR BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
C

900 DO 990 1=1 4 
J -  JT(NRG I)
IF(J GT 0) GOTO 990 
ir(JEQ 1) GOTO 910 
IF(J EQ -2) GOTO 960 
IF(J EQ 3) GOTO 1001

C
C DIRICHLET BOl^vIDARY CONDITIONS 
C

910 READ(5 *) IRG ISIDE TEMP 
IF(IRG NE NRG OR ISIDE NE I) GOTO 2010 
K - NCOL
ir(I EQ 2 OR I EQ 4) K = NROWS 
DO 950 L=I K 
KBC1 = KBC1 + 1 
GOTO(920 925 930 935) I

920 NBA(KBC1) = NN(1 L) 
t  OIO 940

925 NBA(KBC1) = NN(L NCOL)
CrO IO 940

910 NBA(kMCI) = NN(NROWS I )

c
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GOTO 940 
935 NBA(KBC1) ~ NN(L,I)
940 FIXED(KBC1) = TEMP 

C
C OMIT ANY NODE POINTS PREVIOUSLY SPECIFIED 
C

KM1=KBC1-1 
IF(KM1 EQ 0)GO TO 950 
DO 955 KKBC1=I KM I 

955 IF(NBA(KBC1) EQ NBA(KKBC1))KBC1-KM1 
950 CONTINUE 

GOTO 990
C
C NEUMANN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
C

960 READ(5 *)IRG ISIDE PH 
IF(IRG NE NRG OR ISIDE NE I)GO TO 2010 
IF(LNODE EQ 6 OR. LNODE EQ 8)GO TO 980 
K=NCOL-l
IF(I EQ 2 OR I EQ 4)K=NROWS 1 
KSTEP=I 
GO TO 985 

980 K=NCOL-2 
IF(I EQ 2 OR. I EQ 4)K=NROWS 2 
KSTEP-2

985 DO 986 IK=1 K.KSTEP 
KBC2=KBC2+I
IF(LNODE EQ 3 OR LNODE EQ 6)THEN 
IF(ISIDE EQ 1)JS IDE-2 
IF(1SIDE EQ 2)JSIDE=2 
IF(ISIDE EQ 3)JSIDE=3 
IF(ISIDE EQ 4)JSIDE=1
ELSE IF(LNODE EQ 4 OR. LNODE EQ 8)THEN
IF(1SIDE EQ 1)JSIDE=2
IF(ISIDE EQ 2)JSIDE=3
IF(1SIDE EQ 3)JSIDE=4
IF(ISIDE EQ 4)JSIDE=1
ENDIF
NSI=0
NS2=0
NS3=0
ISI(KBC2)=JSIDE
PHI(KBC2)=PH
KNODS(KBC2 1)=NNRB(NRG I IK)
KNODS(KBC2 2)=NNRB(NRG 1 IK+1)
IF(KNODE EQ 3)KNODS(KBC2 3)=NNRB(NRG IIK+2) 
NS1=NNRB(NRG I IK)
NS2=NNRB(NRG IIK+1)
IF(KNODE EQ 3)NS3=NNRB(NRG I IK+2)
DO 987 IEL=NELOLD NEL
KE 1=0
KE2=0
KE3=0
DO 987 ILLN=1 LNODE 
ILL=LNODS(IEL,ILLN)
IF(ILL.EQ NS1)KE1=1 
IF(ILL.EQ NS2)KE2=1 
IF(ILL EQ NS3)KE3=1 
KE ALL=KE 1+KE2+KE3 
IF(KEALL GE 2)GOTO 988

987 CONTINUE
988 LEM(KBC2)=IEL
986 CONTINUE 

GOTO 990
C
C CONVECTION BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
C
1001 READ(5 *)IRG LStDE HH TINrF

IF(IRG NE NRG OR LStDE NE I)GO TO 2010 
IF(1 NODC TQ 6 OR LNODF TQ 8)GO TO 1002 

C TINIf^OO 
C HH=0 0 

K=NCOL-l
II (I TQ 2 OR I EQ 4)K=NROWS 1 
KS7 FP=I
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GOTO 1003
1002 K=NCOL-2

IF(I EQ 2 OR 1 EQ 4)K=NROWS 2 
KSTEP=2

1003 DO 1004 IK=1 K.KSTEP 
KBC3=KBC3+1
IF(LNODE EQ 3 OR LNODE EQ 6)THEN
IF(LSIDE EQ 1)JSIDE=2
IF(LSIDE EQ 2)JSIDE=2
IF(LSIDE EQ 3)JSIDE=3
IF(LSIDE EQ 4)JSIDC=1
ELSE IF(LNODE EQ 4 OR LNODE EQ 8)THEN
IF(LSIDE EQ 1)JSIDE=2
IF(LSIDE EQ 2)JSIDE=3
IF(LSIDE EQ 3)JSIDE=4
IF(LSIDE EQ 4)JSIDE=1
ENDIF
NS1=0
NS2=0
NS3=0
ISIH(KBC3)=JSIDE 
H(KBC3)=HH 
TINF(KBC3 )=TINFF 
JNODS(KBC3 1)~NNRB(NRG 1 IK)
JNODS(KBC3,2)~NNRB(NRG IIK+1)
fF(KNODE EQ 3)JNODS(KBC3 3)=NNRB(NRG IIK+2)
NS1=NNRB(NRG I IK)
NS2=NNRB(NRG I IK+1)
IF(KNODE EQ 3)NS3=NNRB(NRG I IK+2)
DO 1005 IEL-NELOLD NEL
KE1=0
KE2=0
KE3=0
DO 1005 ILLN-1 LNODE 
ILL=LNODS(IEL,lLLN)
IF(ILL.EQ NS1)KE1=1 
IF(ILLEQ NS2)KE2=1 
1F(ILL EQ NS3)KE3=1 
KE ALL=KE 1+KE2+KE3 
IF(KEALL GE 2)GOTO 1006

1005 CONTINUE
1006 LME(KBC3)=IEL
1004 CONTINUE 

C
990 CONTINUE 

NELOLD=NEL+l 
1000 CONTINUE

C OPTIMIZE MESH NUMBERING BY PASSING HORIZONTAL PLANES 
C

NSTEP=500 
IF(JFLAG EQ 1 )THEN 
WRITE(* *)

C l l l  FORMAT(/ 10X MESH BEING OPTIMIZED)
CALL OPTNOD(NSTEP)
ENDIF

C
C FLAGGED OUTPUT 
C

IF(IFLAG NE 1) GOTO 2000 
WRITE(* *)

C 1010 FORMAT(//'**** ELEMENTAL DATA ****')
WRITE(* *)

C 1100 FORMAT(/// lX,4HNODE 11X7HX COORD 10X,7HY COORD/)
DO 1110 1=1 NB 
J=NORDER(I)

11 io  w R rrc(*+) J x c o r d c o  yoordco
C 1120 TORMAT(lX 14 I OX T9 4 8X T9 4)

WRI TE(* *)
C 1 HO FORMAT(/// IX lOHTOPOGRAPHY / IX 10H--------- / IX,
C 1 7IIELEMENT,15\ 5HNODES//)

DO 1140 1=1 NLL 
1140 WRITE(* *) I (NORDrR(LNODS(I J)) J=I LNODE)

C 1150 IO R M A l(l\ 14 IX  8(14))
C WRITC(* 7000)
C7000 fORMA I (// 2 5 \  MA TfRlAL PROPER! IfS ART //

XIX



C 15X/ELEMENT THERMAL HEAT/
C 25X/NUMBER DIFFUSIVITY GENERATIONV/)
C DO 7080 JELEM=1 NEL
C7080 WRITE(* 7085) JELEM QQ(JELEM) DX(JELEM) DY(JELEM)
C7085 FORMAT(5XJ5 5XF10 5 2XF10 5,F10 5 3X.F10 5)

WR1TE(* *)KB C l
C 1160 FORMAT(// IX,16 ' DIRICHLET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS'// 1X/NODE', 
C 1 5X'VALUE //)

DO 1170 1=1 KBC1 
1170 WRITE(* *) NORDER(NBA(I)) FIXED(I)

C 1180 FORMAT(lXI4 5XF9 4)
WRITE(*,*)KBC2

C 1190 FORMAT(/// IX, 16 ’ NEUMANN BOUNDARY CONDITIONSV/ IX,
C * FLUX NODE NUMBERS',//)

DO 1191 I=1,KBC2 
1191 WRITE(**)PHI(I)(NORDER(KNODS(IJ)y=l KNODE)

C 1192 FORMAT(F10 5 5X816)
WRJTE(* *)KBC3

C 1193 FORMAT(/// IX, 16 ' CONVECTION BOUNDARY CONDITIONSV/ IX  
C *’H TINF NODE NUMBERS’//)

DO 1195 I= ltKBC3 
1195 WRITE(* *)H(I),TINF(I) (NORDER(JNODS(I J)) J=1 KNODE)

C 1196 FORMAT(2F10 5 5X816)
2000 RETURN 
2010W RITE(V)

C 2020 FORMAT(10X'INCOMPATIBLE BOUNDARY CONDITION INPUT)
STOP
END

C ----------------------------------------------------------------
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT
COMMON/VH/NODES4(4 2) NODES8(4 3) NODES3(3 2) NODES6(3 3) 
COMMON/LH/NODE(501 8) KNODE(501) Q(501) 
COMMON/NEW/NORDER(501)
COMMON/LL/X(5d) Y(501)
COMMON/D/ QQ(501) DX(501) DY(501)
COMMON/E/ XCORD(501) YCORD(501)
COMMON/F/ PHI(501) H(501) TINF(501)
COMMON/G/ FDCED(501) NBA(501)
COMMON/H/ LNODS(5d 8)KNODS(501 3) JNODS(501 3)
COMMON/1/ LNODE NPOIN NB NEL.NELEM NNODE NUMN JFLAG IFLAG
COMMON/J/ KBC1 KBC2 KBC3
COMMON/P/ NSTOP NTYPE DT AF NVEUKPRNTIAXI
COMMON/S/ ISI(501) LEM(501) 1SIH(501) LME(501)
COMMON/VE/VX(501) VY(501)
COMMON/PIC/XMIN XMAXYMIN YMAX 
CHARACTER*4 STOP(4)
DATA STOP/’DIRC' 'FLUX’ ’CONV ’VELC /

C
NNODE=NB
NELEM=NEL
NUM=2
IF(NUMN EQ 6 OR NUMN EQ 8)NUM=3 
DO 33 I - 1 NNODE 
NODPT=NORDER(I)
X(NODPT)=XCORD(I)

33 Y(NODPT)=YCORD(l)
DO 34 J=1 NELEM
DO 34 L=1 NUMN

34 NODE(J L)=NORDER(LNODS(J L))
DO 35 1=1 NNODE

35 Q(I)=PHI(I)
RHO=l 0 
CP=I 0

C
C W RITE  XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX 
C

WR1TE(* *)XMIN XMAXYMIN YMAX
C
C WRITF THE NUMBER OF SYSTEM NODFS AND ELFMENTS 
C

MTYPE=0
NUMDIM=2
W R I1 T(15 *)M t Y1M NUMDIMNNODI N il hM NUMN NSIOP KPRN 1 NVhL 
T0=0 0
WRIT! (15 *)NTYPL DI Ar TO RHO CP IAXI

C

XX



C WRITE NODE NUMBERS AND NODAL COORDINATES 
C

WRITE(15 *XI X(I) Y(I) 1=1 NNODE)
C
C WRITE SYSTEM TOPOLOGY (ELEMENT NO AND NODE NUMBERS 
C IN COUNTER-CLOCKWISE FASHION STARTING AT ANY NODE)
C AND INPUT SOURCE TERM FOR EACH ELEMENT 
C

DO 105 J=1 NELEM
WRITE(15 *)J QQ(J) DX(J) DY(J) (NODE(J MM) MM=1 NUMN)

105 CONTINUE 
C
C CYCLE FOR EACH NODE HAVING SPECIFIED VALUE 
C

DO 1101=1 KBC1
WRITE(15 *)NORDER(NBA(I)) FIXED(l)

110 CONTINUE 
WRITE(15 (6X,A4)')STOP( 1)

C
C WRITE ELEMENT SIDE THAT DEFINES BOUNDARY 
C SEGMENT WHERE FLUX (GRADIENT) IS SPECIFIED 
C

DO 130 1=1 KBC2 
WRITE(15 *)Q(I) LEM(I) ISI(I)

130 CONTINUE 
WRTTE(15 '(6X,A4) )STOP(2)

C
C WRITE ELEMENT SIDE THAT DEFINES BOUNDARY SEGMENT 
C WHERE CONVECTIVE SURFACE IS SPECIFIED 
C

DO 140 1=1 KBC3
WRITE(15 *)H(I) TINF(I) LME(I),ISIH(I)

140 CONTINUE 
WRITE(15 ’(6X,A4)’)STOP(3)

C
C PRINT ALL DATA THAT HAS BEEN READ IN 
C

WRITE(* *)NNODE NELEM 
WRITER ♦)
EX) 1501=1 NNODE 
WRITE(* *)I X(I) Y(I)

150 CONTINUE 
WRITE(* ♦)
DO 155 1=1 NELEM
WRITE(* *)I QQ(I) DX(I) DY(I) (NODE(I MM) MM=1 NUMN)

155 CONTINUE 
WRITE(* *)

555 DO 160 I=1,KBC1 
WRITE(* *)I NORDER(NBA(I)) FIXED(I)

160 CONTINUE 
WRITE(* *)
DO 1701=1 KBC2 
ISII=ISI(I)
L=LEM(I)
IF(NUMN EQ 3 OR NUMN EQ 6)THEN
IF(NUM EQ 2)WRITE(* *)I Q(I) (NODE(UNODES3(ISIl K)) K=I NUM) 
IF(NUM EQ 3)WRITE(* *)I Q(I) (NODE(L,NODES6(ISIl K)) K=1 NUM) 
ELSE
IF(NUM EQ 2)WRITE(* *)I Q(I) (NODE(L,NODES4(ISIl K)) K=1 NUM) 
ir(NUM EQ 3)WRITE(* *)I Q(I) (NODE(L,NODCS8(ISll K)) K=1 NUM) 
ENDIF 

170 CONTINUE 
WRITE(* *)
WRITE(* *)
DO 1801=1 KBC3 
ISI1=ISIH(I)
L=LME(I)
IF(NUMN EQ 3 OR NUMN EQ 6)1 HEN
IF(NUM EQ 2)WRHT(* *)I H(I)TINf(I) (NODE(L,NODCS3(lSIl K)) 
1K=1 NUM)
ir(NUM EQ 3)WRITL(* *)I H(I) I INI (I) (NODL(UNODES6(ISI 1 K)) 
IK=I NUM)
HJ»I
II (NUM EQ 2)WR5 \ E(* *)111(1) I INI (1) (NODI (I NOD! S4(1S11 k))
I K=1 NUM)
[[(NUM LQ 1)WRIIE(* *)! II(I) HNI(I)(NODI (UNODI S8(ISU K))
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1K=1 NUM)
ENDIF 

180 CONTINlfE 
C
C IF NVEL^l READ SPECIFIED NODE NUMBERS AND NODAL VELOCITIES
C

IF(NVEL EQ ())GO TO 28 
DO 26 J=1 NNODE

26 READ(5 *)I VX(I) VY(I)
WRITE(* *)
DO 27 1=1 NNODE 
WRJTE(* *)I VX(I) VY(I)

27 WRITE(I5 *)I VX(I) VY(I)
28 CONTINUE

WRITE(15 '(6X,A4)')STOP(4)
C
C FORMAT STATEMENTS 
C
C 1004 FORMAT(// 5X4F8 3)
C 1005 FORMAT(8I5)
C 1006 FORMAT(I4 2X,5F8 4,2X,I4)
C 1007 FORMAT(5X,I5 5X,2F8 3)
C 1010 FORMAT(I5 1X,3F8 3 2X815)
C 1015 PORMAT(IOX,I5 5XFI0 5)
C 1018 FORMAT(10X,I5 5X.2F10 5)
C 1025 FORMAT(10X,F10 5 215)
C 1026 FORMAT(10X,2F10 5 215)
C 1035 FORMAT^' 1 OX/NO OF NODES=\I4 5X,*NO OF ELEMENTS- 14)
C 1040 FORMATCO' 2X/SUMMARY OF NODAL COORDINATES')
C 1041 FORMATCO' 7X,T 9X,'X',1 lX '̂Y')
C 1045 FORMAT(5X,I4 2(4X,F8 4))
C 1050 FORMATCO 3X, ELEMENT 3X,'SOURCE' 4X/DX’ SX'DY' 9XTMODE NUMBE 
C IRS')
C 1055 FORMAT(5X,I4 3X,3F8 3 8(1X14))
C 1060 FORMATCO 7X/NODES WHERE CNEW IS SPECIFIED)
C 1065 F0RMAT(2X,2(4X,14) 5X,F8 3)
C 1080 FORMATCO lSX'NODES WHERE FLUX IS SPECIFIED')
C 1082 FORMATCO 8X1 CX’FLUX1SX’NODE NUMBERS)
C 1081 FORMATCO’ lSX'NODES WHERE CONF IS SPECIFIED’)
C 1083 FORMATCO’ 10XT 7 X ’H' 7XTINF 7X*NODE NUMBERS')
C 1085 FORMAT(6XI4 3XF8 3 2X3(1X14))
C 1086 FORMAT(8XI4 2X2(2XF8 3) 2X3(1X14))
C 4041 FORMAT(0‘ 7XT HX'VX112X’VY')

RETURN
END

C ---------------------------------------------------------------
BLOCK DATA
COMMON/VH/NODES4(4 2) NODES8(4 3) NODES3(3 2) NODES6(3 3) 
COMMON/XY/X4(4) Y4(4) X8(8) Y8(8)
COMMON/C/NE(501) NR(9) ICOMP(4 4) SN(8)
DATA 1COMP/-1 -1 1 ] 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1/
DATANODES3/3 2 1 1 3 21 
DATA NODES6/5 3 1 6 4 2 1 5 3/
DATA NODES4/4 3 2 1 1 4 3 2/
DATA NODES8/7 5 3 1 8 6 4 2 1 7 5  3/
DATA X4/ 1 0 1 0 1 0 10/
DATA Y4/-1 0 10 10 10/
DATA X8/ 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 -I 0 10/
DATA Y8/ 1 0 -1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0/
END

C ----------------------------------------------------------------
SUBROUTINE BANDW
COMMON/LH/NODE(501 8) KNODE(501) Q(501)
COMMON/I/ LNODE NPOIN NB NEL.NELEM NNODE NUMN JFLAG IFLAG 
COMMON/H/ LNODS(501 8)KNODS(5d 3)JNODS(501 3) 
COMMON/NEW/NORDCR(501)
DIMENSION NOD(8) <

C
DO 34 K=1 NEL 
DO 34 1=1 NUMN 

34 NODC(K I)=NORDrR(LNODS(K,I))
C
C CALCULATr BANDWIDTH FOR EACH ELFMFNT 
C

NIJW=0
1 K -l NI I
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2 NOD(I)=NODE(K,I)
L=NUMN-I
DO 3 1=1 L 
J=I+1
DO 3 KK=J NUMN 
NW=IABS(NOD(I)-NOD(KK))
IF(NW EQ 0)WRITE(* *)K 

C 100 FORMAT(10X,’ELEMENT 14 ’ HAS TWO IDENTICAL NODE NUMBERS') 
IF(NW LE NBW)GO TO 3 
INBW=K 
NBW=NW

3 CONTINUE 
1 CONTINUE 
NBW=NBW+1 
WRITE(V) NBW INBW

C 101 FORMAT(// 5X,'BANDWIDTH IS' 14 ' IN ELEMENT 14)
RETURN
END

C-----------------------------------------------
SUBROUTINE OPTNOD(NSTEP)

CC *************......I**********************************************
C * *
C * SUBROUTINE OPTNOD OPTIMIZES NODE NUMBERING BY PASSING A 
C * SERIES OF HORIZONTAL LINES THROUGH THE *
C * MESH *
C * *

C
COMMON/I/ LNODE NPOIN NB NEL.NELEM NNODE NUMN JFLAG IFLAG 
COMMON/E/ XCORD(501) YCORD(501)
COMMON/PIC/XMIN,XMAX,YMIN YMAX 
COMMON/NEW/NORDER(501)
DIMENSION NODX(501) MORDER(501)

C
C INITIALIZE COUNTERS 
C

DELT=0002 
YMAX1=YMAX+DELT 
YMIN1=YMIN DELT 
N LAS T=0

C
C LOOP OVER THE SERIES OF HORIZONTAL LINES 
C

STEP=(YMAX1 YMINl)/FLOAT(NSTEP)
DO 1000 1=1 NSTEP 
YDN=STEP*FLOAT(I 1)+YMIN1 
YUP=YDN+STEP

C
C LOOP OVER ALL NODES AND LOCATE THOSE WITHIN GIVEN REGION 
C

NUM-0
DO 100 IG=1,NB 
YPT=Y CORD(IG)

C IF(I EQ 1)PRINT * IG YPT
IF(YPT LT YDN OR YPT GE YUP) GO TO 100 
NUM=NUM+1 
NODX(NUM)=IG 

100 CONTINUE 
IF(NUM EQ 0) GO TO 1000

C
C SORT THE NUM POINTS INTO ASCENDING ORDER 
C

NUM 1 =NUM 1
DO 300 NSTRT=1 NUM I
XMIN1 =XCOR D(NO DX(N STRT))
IORDFR=NSTRT 
DO 200 J-NSTRT NUM 
JNOD=NODX(J)
XP P=VCORD(JNOD)
i r ( \ n  c jt  \m in  i ) oo i o 200
XMIN1 =XPT 
IORDFR-J 

200 CONTINUE 
N il MP=N()D\(IORDI R)

DO 2 1=1 NUMN
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NODX(IORDER)=NODX(NSTRT)
NODX(NSTRT)=NTEMP

300 CONTINUE 
C
C PLACE THIS SWEEP OF NODES INTO LARGE ARRAY 
C

DO 400 J=1 NUM 
NORDER(J+NLAST)=NODX(J)

400 CONTINUE 
NLAST=NLAST+NUM 

C PRINT * NUM NLAST I YDN YUP 
1000 CONTINUE 

DO 301 1=1 NB 
DO 201 J=1 NB
IF(I NE NORDER(J))GO TO 201 
MORDER(I)=J 

201 CONTINUE
301 CONTINUE 

DO 302 1=1 NB 
NORDER(I)=MORDER(I)

302 CONTINUE 
C
C PRINT OUT THE ARRAY FOR DEBUGGING 
C

IF(IFLAG EQ 2)THEN 
WRITE(* *)
DO 1100 1=1 NLAST 
WRITE(* *) I NORDER(I)

1100 CONTINUE 
ENDIF 

C 1101 FORMAT(5X,2110)
C 1102 FORMAT(// 5X,'NODE RENUMBERING DEBUG CHECK' if)

RETURN
END

C ----------------------------------------------------------------
SUBROUTINE INFILE
COMMON/I/ LNODE NPOIN NB NEUNELEM NNODE NUMN JFLAG IFLAG 
CHARACTER INFIL*12 OUTFIL*12 AJ*1 
DATA INFIL/ '/ OUTFIL/ V AJ/1 V
WRITE(* *)

C 105 FORMAT(lX;iF YOU WANT HARDCOPY OUTPUT PRESS CTl^PRTSC BEFORE ENT 
C 1ERING INPUT FILE NAME)

WRITE(* (/1X,A\)7 ENTER INPUT MESH FILE NAME '
READ(* '(BN A)')INFIL
WRITE(* '(/1XA\)7 ENTER OUTPUT FILE NAME '
READ(* '(BN A)')OUTFIL
WRITE(* '(/lX,A\))DO YOU WANT TO OPTIMIZE THE MESH (Y/N)*
READ(* (BN A)*)AJ
IF(AJ EQ 'N' OR AJ EQ 'n')JFLAG=0
IF(AJ EQ 'Y' OR AJ EQ 'y')JFLAG=l
OPEN(5,FILE=INFIL)

C
C OPEN t/NIT 15 FOR OUTPUT 
C

OPEN(15 FILE-OUTriL,STATUS='NEW')
WRITE(15 '(AJ’PUTFIL  
WRITE(* 104)

104 FORMAT(/ 1X,'PLEASE WAIT GRID IS DEVELOPING' f)
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX VII PROGRAM TO CALCULATE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN 

HYDRODYNAMIC UNIT BY 2 DIMENSIONAL FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

COMMON/VA/COLD(60l),CNEW(601)
COMMON/VD/AF,AFM,DT,NNQS, NUMN, NUM,NGAUS,NNHC,NNST, NSTOP, KPRNT, IAXI 
COMMON/VK/NNODE,NELEM,NTYPE,NTIME,TIME,NFRM AX

SET UP INITIAL DATA AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

CALL IN IT 
CALL GAUSS 
KOUNT= 0  
NTIME=0 
TIME^DT  
IF(IAXI EQ 0)THEN 
CALL MATSET 
CALL BNDCON 

ELSE 
CALL MATAXI 
CALL BNDAXI 

ENDIF

STEP THROUGH TIME

DO 2 NSTEP= 1,NSTOP 
CALL ASSEMB 
IF(KOUNT EQ KPRNT)THEN 

CALL PRINT 
KOUNT=0 

ENDIF
TIM E=TIME +  DT 
KOUNT= KOUNT +1 
NTIME=NTIME +1 
CALL RESID

PUT NEW VALUES INTO OLD ARRAY FOR NEXT TIME STEP

DO 3 L =l,N N O D E  
3 COLD(L)=CNEW(L)

C
2 CONTINUE 

WRITE(* 10)
10 FORMAT( 0 ,1X, SOLUTION IS FINISHED )

STOP
END

C ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
SUBROUTINE INIT 
COMMON/VP/P(9901) ,C(9901 ),R(9901)
COMMO N/V A/COLD (601) ,C N EW(601)
COMMON/VB/X(601),Y(601),QQ(601)
COMMON A^C/Q(601)>F(601),NTS(601),NQS(601)>DX(601),DY(601)
COMMON/VEL/VX(60I) VY(601)
COMMON/VD/AF,AFM DT,NNQS NUMN.NUM NGAUS NNHC,NNST,NSTOP,KPRNT,IAXI 
COMMONA^G/ISI(601),LEM(601),LME(601) ISIH(601) 
COMMONA/H/NODES4(4,2),NODES8(4 3) NODES3(3,2) NODES6(3,3) 
COMMON/VM/H(601),TINF(601)
COMMONA/K/NNODE NELEM,NTYPE,NTIME,TIME NFRM AX 
COMMON/VL/NODE(601,8)
COMMON/SK/NFR(601) ,JMIN(601) JMAX(601)
COMMON/VT/MTYPE,NUMDIM,TO RHO CP 
COMMON/TI/TITLE(18)
CHARACTER*4 STOP(4),WORD
DATA STOP/ DIRC FLUX , CONV VELC /

C
CALL SETPC
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100 FORMAT(I8A4)
WRITER, 101)TITLE

101 FORMAT( 0 ,5X,18A4)
C

READ(8 *)MT YPE,NUMD1M NNODE NELEM NUMN NSTOP KPRNT NVEL
READ(8,*)NTYPE,DT,AF,TO RHO,CP IAXI
M TYPE=M TYPE+1
IF(NUMN EQ 3)NGAUS=3
IF(NUMN EQ 4)NGAUS=4
IF(NUMN EQ 6)NGAUS=7
IF(NUMN EQ 8)NGAUS=9
NUM = 2
IF(NUMN GE 6)NUM—3
DO 33 1=1, NNODE
CNEW(I)=0 0
COLD(I)=TO
ISI(1)=0
LEM(1)=0
LME(I)=0
1SIH(I)=0
NTS(I)=0
NQS(I)=0
X (I)=0
Y(I)=0
QQCD-0 
Q(D=0
F(1)=0
H(1)=0
TINF(I)=0
DX(I)=0
DY(I)=0
VX(I)=0
VY(I)=0
DO 34 K=1,NUM N  

34 NODE(I,K)=0 
33 CONTINUE

C
READ(8,*)(I,X(1), Y(I),J =  1,NNODE)

C
DO 105 1=1,NELEM
READ(8,*)J,QQ(J),DX(J),DY(J),(NODE(J,MM) MM =  1,NUMN)
DX(J) =  DX(J)/(RHO*CP)
DY(J) = DX(J)
QQ(J) = QQ(J)/(RHO*CP)

105 CONTINUE
C

DO 110 1= 1 ,NNODE 
READ(8 I015)WORD,NT CNT 
IF (WORD EQ STOP(l))GOTO 120 
NTS (I)= NT 
COLD(NTS(I))=CNT 

110 CONTINUE 
120 NNST=I 1

C
DO 130 1=1, NNODE 
READ(8,1016) WORD, Q(I) LEM (I) IS 1(0 
IF(WORD EQ STOP(2))GO TO 135 

130 CONTINUE 
135 NNQS = I-1

C
DO 140 1= 1 ,NNODE
READ(8,1017)WORD,H(I),TINF(I) LME(I) ISIH(I)
IF(WORD EQ STOP(3))GO TO 145 

140 CONTINUE 
14S NNHC =  I I

C

READ(8,I00)TITLE
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DO 146 J=l,N N O D E
RE AD(8,1018)WORD I VX(I),VY(I)
IF(WORD EQ STOP(4))GO TO 147

146 CONTINUE
147 CONTINUE

C
IF(NTYPE EQ 1)WRITE(M4)NTYPE 
IF(NTYPE EQ 2)WRITE(*,l5)NTYPE 
AFM=AF-1 0 
IF(NTYPE EQ l)GO TO 1 
IF(AF EQ 1 )WRITE(*,10)DT 
IF(AF EQ 0 5)WRITE(*,11)DT 

1 WRITER, 12)NSTOP,KPRNT,TO, IAXI 
WRITE(M035)NNODE,NELEM 
WRITE(*,1040)
WRITE(*,1041)
DO 150 1= 1 ,NNODE 
WRITER, 1045)1, X(I),Y(I)

150 CONTINUE 
WRITE(*,1050)
DO 155 1=1 ,NELEM
WRrTE(*,l055)1,QQ(I),DX(I),DY(I),(NODEa MM) MM = 1 ,NUMN)

155 CONTINUE 
WRITER, 1060)
WRITER, 1061)
DO 160 1= 1,NNST
WRITE(*, 1065)I,NTS(I),COLD(NTS(I))

160 CONTINUE 
WRITE(*,1080)
WRJTE(* 1082)
DO 170 1= 1,NNQS 
ISI1 =ISI(I)
IF(NUMN EQ 3 OR NUMN EQ 6)THEN
IF(NUM EQ 2)WRITER, 1085)I»Q(I),(NODE(LEM(I),NODES3(ISI1>K)),K=1,N  
1UM)
IF(NUM EQ 3) WRITE(*,1085)1 Q(I),(NODE(LEM(I),NODES6(ISII,K)),K=l,N 
1UM)
ELSE
IF(NUM EQ 2)WRrrE(*,1085)I,Q(I),(NODE(LEM(I) NODES4(lSU,K)),K=l,N  
1UM)
IF(NUM EQ 3)WRITE(*, 1085)ISQ(I),(NODE(LEM(D NODES80SI1,K))JK =U N  

1UM)
ENDIF 

170 CONTINUE 
WRITE(*,1081)
WRITE(*,1083)
DO 180 1= 1,NNHC 
ISI1=ISIH(I)
IF(NUMN EQ 3 OR NUMN EQ 6)THEN
IF(NUM EQ 2)WRITE(M086)l)H(I) TINF(I) (NODE(LME(I),NODES3(ISIl ,K 
1)) K= 1,NUM)
IF(NUM EQ 3)WRITE(* 1086)1 H(I) TINF(I) (NODE(LME(I) NODES6(ISIl,K 

1)),K=1,NUM)
ELSE
IF(NUM EQ 2)WRITE(* 1086)I,H(I) TINF(I) (NODE(LME(I) NODES4(ISIl,K 
1)) K = 1 NUM)
IF(NUM EQ 3)WRFTE(* 1086)1 H(I) TINF(I) (NODE(LME(I) NODES8(ISIl,K 

I»  K=1 NUM)
ENDIF 

180 CONTINUE
C

IF(NVEL EQ 0)GOTO 190 
WRITE(M040)
WRITE(*,404I)
DO 450 1=1 NNODE 

450 WRrrE(*,1045)I VX(I) VY(I)
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C CALCULATE BANDWIDTH FOR EACH ROW
C

190 DO 620 1= 1 ,NNODE 
JMIN(I)=NNODE

620 JMAX(I)=1
DO 630 K=l,NELEM  
DO 630 N =l,N U M N  
DO 630 M =l,N U M N  
I = NODE(K,N) 
l  =  NODE(K,M)
IF(J LT JMIN(I))JMIN(I)=I 
IF(J GT JMAX(I))JMAX(I)=J 

630 CONTINUE 
NN1=NNODE-l 
DO 635 K=1,NN1 
KP1 =K + 1
DO 635 I=KP1,NNODE
IF(JMAX(1) LT JMAX(K))JMAX(I) =  JMAX(K)

635 CONTINUE 
C
C TRANSFORM GLOBAL MATRIX TO A SINGLE INDEX 
C
C NFR(K) INDICATES THE POSITION OF FIRST NONZERO MEMBER IN 
C ROW K OF GLOBAL MATRIX 
C

NFR(1)=JMIN(1)
DO 700 K=2,NNODE  

700 NFR(K) =  NFR(K-1)+JMAX(K-1)-JMIN(K-1)+1
NFRMAX -  NFR (NNODE) -+JM AX (NNODE) JMIN(NNODE)
WRITE(*,29)NFRMAX 
IF(NFRMAX GT 9901)THEN 

WRITE(*,30)
STOP

ENDIF
C

WRITE(M91)
191 FORMAT(/,5X, PLEASE WAIT SOLUTION IS PROCEEDING )

C
10 FORMAT(/,1 OX, FULLY IMPLICIT ,2X, DT= F7 4)
11 FORMAT(/,IOX, CRANK NICOLSON ,2X, DT= F7 4)
12 FORMAT(/,5X, NSTOP= ,15,2X, KPRNT =  ,I4,2X, T O - F7 2,2X, A X I- ,14)
14 FORMAT(/ 10X, NTYPE= ,I2,2X, STEADY STATE CNEW )
15 FORMAT(/,10X, NTYPE= ,I2,2X, TIME DEPENDENT CNEW )
29 FORMAT(/,!OX, MAXIMUM 1-D ARRAY « \I1 0 ,/)
30 FORMAT(/,10X, SOLUTION STOPPED MAXIMUM 1 D ARRAY EXCEEDS 9901 )

1015 FORMAT(6X A4,I5,5X F10 5)
1016 FORMAT(6X,A4,F10 5,215)
1017 FORMAT(6X,A4,2F10 5,215)
1018 FORMAT(6X,A4,I5,5X,2F10 5)
1035 FORMATS, 1 OX, NO OF NODES =  ,I4,5X, NO OF ELEMENTS = 14)
1040 FORMAT(/,8X, NODAL COORDINATE VALUES )
1041 FORMAT(/,7X I 9X, X 11X Y )
1045 FORMAT(5X,I4,2(4X,F8 4))
1050 FORMAT(/,3X, ELEMENT ,3X, SOURCE ,4X DX 6X DY 8X, NODE NUMBE 

IRS )
1055 FORMAT(5X,I4,3X,3F8 3,8(1 X ,14))
1060 FORMAT(/,7X, NODES WHERE CNEW IS SPECIFIED )
1061 FORMAT(/,8X, I ,5X, NODE ,6X, CNEW )
1065 FORMAT(2X,2(4X,I4),5X,F8 3)
1080 FORMAT(/ 15X NODES WHERE FLUX IS SPECIFIED )
1081 FORMAT(/ 15X, NODES WHERE CONV IS SPECIFIED )
1082 FORMAT(/ 8X, I 6X, FLUX 5X 'NODE NUMBERS )
1083 FORMAT(/JOX, I ,7X H ,7X, TINF 7X NODE NUMBERS )
1085 FORMAT(6X,I4 3X,F8 3,2X,3(1X,I4))
1086 FORMAT(8X,I4,2X,2(2X,F8 3),2X,3(1X 14))
4040 FORMAT(/ SX, SUMMARY OF SPECIFIED NODAL VELOCITIES )
4041 FORMAT(/ 7X I 12X VX 12X VY )
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RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE MATSET 
REAL NS NX NY MASS 
COMMON/VP/P(9901),C(9901) R(9901)
COMMON/VA/COLD(601),CNEW(601)
COMMON/VB/X(601),Y(60I),QQ(601)
COMMON/VC/Q(60I),F(601),NTS(601),NQS(601),DX(601),DY(601) 
COMMON/VE/NS(8),NX(8),NY(8),NXSI(8),NETA(8)
COMMON/VF/POSG1 (9),POSG2(9),W1 (9) W2(9)
COMMON/VD/AF AFM,DT,NNQS,NUMN,NUM,NGAUS,NNHC NNST,NSTOP,KPRNT,IAXI 
COMMON/VG/ISI(601),LEM(601),LME(60I),ISIH(601) 
COMMON/VH/NODES4(4,2),NODES8(4,3),NODES3(3,2),NODES6(3,3)
COMMON/VEL/VX (601),VY(601)
COMMON/VM/H(601 ),TINF(601)
COMMON/VK/NNODE,NELEM,NTYPE NTIME TIME,NFRM AX 
COMMON/VL/NODE(601,8)
COMMON/SK/NFR(601),JMIN(601),JMAX(601)

CALL CLEAR(R,NFRMAX)
CALL CLEAR(C,NFRMAX)
CALL CLEAR(P NFRM AX)

CONSTRUCT AND STORE MASS MATRIX P

DO 1 K = 1 ,NELEM
CALL NODSET(K,I>II,J,JJ,M,MM>N>NN)
DO 1 IQ=1,NGAUS 
XSI =  POSGiaQ)
ETA — POSG2(lQ)
CALL SHAPE(K,XSI ETA,I,J,M,N,II JJ,MM NN,DET YETA,XETA,XXSI,YXSI)
DO 1 KK= 1 NUMN 
L=NODE(K,KK)
F(L) =  F(L) +  NS(KK)*QQ(K)*DET*W1(IQ)*W2(IQ)
DO 1 KKK= 1,NUMN 
LL=NODE(K,KKK)
MASS = NS(KKK)*NS(KK)
UPT= NFR(L) + LL-JMIN(L)

1 P(UPT) =  P(UPT)+MASS*DET*WIGQ)*W2(IQ)

CONSTRUCT AND STORE ADVECTION AND DIFFUSION MATRIX C

DO 4 K= 1 ,NELEM
CALL NODSET(K,I,II,J,JJ,M,MM,N,NN)
DO 4 IQ= 1 NGAUS 
XSI=POSGl(IQ)
ETA=POSG2(lQ)
CALL SHAPE(K,XSI,ETA I,J M,N,II JJ MM,NN DET YETA,XETA.XXSI YXSI)
DO 4 KK= 1 ,NUMN 
L=NODE(K KK)
DO 4 KKK= 1 NUMN 
LL=NODE(K KKK)

ADVECTION TERM

VELX = VX(L)*NS(KK)*NX(KKK)
VELY = VY(L)*NS(KK)*NY(KKK)
ADVEC=VELX + VELY

DIFFUSION TERM

DIFFX =  DX(K)*NX(KKK)*NX(KK)
DIFFY =  DY(K)*NY(KKK)*NY(KK)
D1FF = DIFFX+ DIFFY 

C
UPT = NFR(L) + LL JMIN(L)
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4 C(UPT)= C(U PT)+ (DIFF + ADVEC)*DET*W 1 (IQ)*W2(IQ)

CONVECTIVE HEAT FLUX INFLUENCE

IF(NNHC EQ 0)GO TO 6 
DO 5 K=1,NNHC  
NEL=LME(K)
CALL NODSET(NEL,I,II,J,JJ,M,MM,N,NN)
ISI1 =ISIH(K)
DO 5 TW -1,2
CALL BCSIDE(NEL,lSIl,IW,SIDE,COSLX,COSLY,I,H,J,JJ,M,MM,N,NN) 
DOS JJ=1,NUM
IF(NUMN EQ 3 OR NUMN EQ 6)THEN 

IF(NUM EQ 2)KN~N0DES3(ISI1 ,JJ)
IF(NUM EQ 3)KN=NODES6(ISIl ,JJ)

ELSE
IF(NUM EQ 2)KN =  NODES4(ISIl ,JJ)
IF(NUM EQ 3)KN =  NODES8(ISI 1,JJ)

ENDIF
L=NODE(NEL,KN)
DO 5 JJJ =  1 ,NUM
IF(NUMN EQ 3 OR NUMN EQ 6)THEN 

IF(NUM EQ 2)KK= NODES3 (1SI1 ,JJJ)
IF(NUM EQ 3)KK=NODES6(ISIl ,JJJ)

ELSE
IF(NUM EQ 2)KK=N0DES4(ISI1 ,JJJ)
IF(NUM EQ 3)KK—NODES8(ISIl ,JJJ)

ENDIF
LL=NODE(NEL,KK)
MASS =  NS(KN)*NS(KK)
HPT= NFR(L) +  LL-JMIN(L)

5 C(UPT)=C(UPT)+MASS*H(K)+SIDE
6 CONTINUE

FORM LHS

DO 7 1= 1 ,NFRMAX
7 R(I) =  AF*C(I) + P(I)/DT

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE ASSEMB 
COMMON/VP/P(9901 ),C(9901) ,R(9901)
COMMON/VA/COLD(601),CNEW(601)
COMMON/VK/NNODE NELEM,NTYPE NTIME TIME NFRMAX 
COMMON/VC/Q(601))F(601),NTS(601),NQS(601),DX(60I),DY(601)
COMMON/VD/AF,AFM,DT,NNQS NUMN,NUM NGAUS NNHC NNST,NSTOP,KPRNT,IAXI 
COMMON/SK/NFR(601),JMIN(601),JMAX(601)
DIMENSION B(601) ,FEXED(601)

CALL CLEAR(B NNODE)

CONSTRUCT RHS

DO 4 L= 1 NNODE 
B(L) =  F(L)
JSTR=JMIN(L)
JEND=JMAX(L)
DO 4 II =JSTR JEND
NGI = NFR(L) + 11 -JSTR
RHS = (AFM*C(NGI) + P(NGI)/DT)*COLD(11)

4 B(L) =  B(L) + RHS

DO S I=1,NNST
5 FIXED(I) =COLD(NTS(I))
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CALL SKYLIN(B,CNEW,NTS,FIXED,NNST)
C

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE MATAXI 
REAL NS,NX,NY,MASS 
COMMC)N/VP/P(9901),C(9901),R(9901)
COMMON/VA/COLD(6C) 1 ),CNEW(601)
COMMON/VB/X(601 ),Y(601 ),QQ(601)
COMMON/VC/Q(601),F(601),NTS(601),NQS(601) DX(601),DY(601)
COMMON/VE/NS(8),NX(8),NY(8),NXSI(8),NETA(8)
COMMON/VF/POSGl(9),POSG2(9),Wl(9),W2(9)
COMMON/VD/AF,AFM,DT,NNQS,NUMN,NUM NGAUS,NNHC,NNST,NSTOP,KPRNT,IAXI 
COMMON/VG/ISI(601),LEM(601),LME(601),ISIH(601)
COMMON/VH/NODES4(4 2),NODES8(4,3),NODES3(3 2) NODES6(3,3) 
COMMON/VEL/VX(601),VY(601)
COMMON/VM/H(601) TINF(601)
COMMON/VK/NNODE, NELEM,NTYPE,NTIME,TIME NFRMAX 
COMMON/VL/NODE(6()l,8)
COMMON/SK/NFR(6() 1), JMIN(601 ),JM AX(601)

CALL CLEAR(R,NFRMAX)
CALL CLEAR(C,NFRMAX)
CALL CLEAR(P,NFRMAX)

CONSTRUCT AND STORE MASS MATRIX P

DO 1 K = l ,  NELEM
CALL NODSET(K,I,II,J,JJ,M,MM,N,NN)
DO 1 IQ= 1,NGAUS 
XSI=POSGl(IQ)
ETA =  POSG2(IQ)
CALL SH A P E ^ X S ^ E T A ^ J^ N .IU ^ M M .N N  DET YETA,XETA XXSI,YXSI)
SUM =0
DO 2 KKKK= 1 ,NUMN 
LR =  NODE(K,KKKK)

2 SUM= SUM +  NS(KKKK)* Y(LR)
DO 1 KK=1,NUMN 
L=NODE(K,KK)
F(L) =  F(L) +  NS(KK)*QQ(K)*SUM*DET*W1 (IQ)*W2(IQ)
DO 1 KKK=1,NUMN 
LL= NODE(K,KKK)
MASS =  NS(KKK)*NS(KK)
UPT=NFR(L) +  LL JMIN(L)

1 P(U PT) =  P(U PT)+MASS*SUM* DET* W1 (IQ) *W2(IQ)

CONSTRUCT AND STORE ADVECTION AND DIFFUSION MATRIX C 

DO 4 K= 1,NELEM
CALL NODSET(K,I,II,J,JJ M,MM,N NN)
DO 4 IQ= 1 NGAUS 
XSI = POSGI (IQ)
ETA = POSG2(IQ)
CALL SHAPE(K,XSI,ETA I J,M,N II,JJ MM NN DET,YET A XETA XXSI,YXSl)
SUM = 0
DO 9 KKKK=1 NUMN 
LR =  NODE(K,KKKK)

9 SUM =SUM + NS(KKKK)*Y(LR)
DO 4 KK=1 NUMN 
L=NODE(K,KK)
DO 4 KKK= I NUMN 
LL=NODE(K KKK)

ADVECTION TERM

VELX = VX (L) * N S (KK) * NX (KKK)
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VELY= V Y (L)*NS(KK)+N Y(KKK)
ADVEC= VELX + VELY

DIFFUSION TERM

DIFFX =  DX(K)*NX(KKK)*NX(KK)
DIFFY=DY(K)*NY(KKK)*NY(KK)
DIFF=DIFFX+ DIFFY

UPT= NFR(L)+ LL-JMIN(L)
4 C(UPT)=C(UPT) + (DIFF+ ADVEC)*SUM*DET*W1 (IQ)*W2(IQ)

CONVECTIVE HEAT FLUX INFLUENCE

IF(NNHC EQ 0)GO TO 6 
DO 5 K=1,NNHC  
NEL=LME(K)
CALL NODSET(NEL I,II,I,JJ,M,MM,N,NN)
ISI1 =ISIH{K)
DO 5 IW= 1,2
CALL BCSIDE(NEL,IS11 ,IW,SIDE COSLX,COSLY,I,II,J,JJ,M,MM,N,NN) 
SUM =0
DO 8 JR= 1,NUM
IF(NUMN EQ 3 OR NUMN EQ 6)THEN 

IF(NUM EQ 2)KR = NODES3 (ISI1, JR)
IF(NUM EQ 3)KR= NODES6(ISI 1,JR)

ELSE
IF(NUM EQ 2)KR =  NODES4(ISI I JR)
IF(NUM EQ 3)KR =  NODES8(ISI I ,JR)

ENDIF
LR =  NODE(NEL,KR)

8 SUM=SUM +Y(LR)*NS(KR)
DOS JJ=1,NUM
IF(NUMN EQ 3 OR NUMN EQ 6)THEN 

IF(NUM EQ 2)KN =  NODES3(ISIl ,JJ)
IF(NUM EQ 3)KN =  N0DES6(ISI1,JJ)

ELSE
IF(NUM EQ 2)KN =  NODES4(ISII,JJ)
IF(NUM EQ 3)KN =  N0DES8(1SI1 JJ)

ENDIF
L=NODE(NEL KN)
DOS JJJ =  1,NUM
IF(NUMN EQ 3 OR NUMN EQ 6)THEN 

IF(NUM EQ 2)KK=NODES3(ISIl ,JJJ)
IF(NUM EQ 3)KK=N0DES6(ISI1 ,JJJ)

ELSE
IF(NUM EQ 2)KK=NODES4(ISII JJJ)
IF(NUM EQ 3)KK=N0DES8(ISI1 JJJ)

ENDIF
LL=NODE(NEL,KK)
MASS = NS(KN)*NS(KK)
UPT= NFR(L) + LL-JMIN(L)

5 C(UPT) =  C(UPT) +  MASS*SUM+H(K)*SIDE
6 CONTINUE

FORM LHS

DO 7 1=1 NFRM AX
7 R(I) =  AF*C(I) + P(IVDT

RETURN 
END

BLOCK DATA
COMMON/VH/NODES4(4 2),NODES8(4 3) NODES3(3 2) NODES6(3 3) 
COMMON/VI/POSG(2) POST(2) WQ(2) WT(2)
COMMON/XY/X4(4) Y4(4) X8(8) Y8(8)
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DATA POSG/O 57735027,-0 57735027/ 
DATA POST/O 7886751,0 1013249/
DATA WQ/1 0,1 0/
DATA WT/0 5,0 5/
DATA NO DES3/3,2,l, 1,3,2/
DATA NODES6/5 3 1,6,4,2 1 5 3/
DATA NODES4/4 3,2 1,1 4 3,2/
DATA NODES8/7,5,3,1,8,6,4,2,1,7,5,3/ 
DATA X4/-1 0,1 0,1 0 -1 0/
DATA Y4/-1 0,-1 0,1 0,1 0/
DATA X8/ 1 0,0 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,0 0,-1 0,-1 0/ 
DATA Y8/-1 0,-1 0,-1 0,0 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,0 0/ 
END

SUBROUTINE BNDCON 
REAL NS,NX,NY
COMMON/VK/NNODE,NELEM,NTYPE,NTIME,TIME,NFRM AX 
COMMON/VC/Q(601),F(601),NTS(601),NQS(601) DX(60l),DY(601)
COMMON/VL/NODE(601,8)
COMMON/VD/AF,AFM,DT,NNQS,NUMN,NUM,NGAUS,NNHC,NNST,NSTOP,KPRNT IAXI 
COMMON/VE/NS (8), NX(8), N Y (8), NXSI(8), NET A(8) 
COMMON/VG/ISI(601),LEM(601),LME(601),ISIH(601)
COMMON/VM/H(601) ,TINF(601)
COMMON/VH/NODES4(4,2),NODES8(4 3) NODES3(3,2) NODES6(3,3)

IW =1,2 DENOTES TWO GAUSS POINTS PER SIDE USING GAUSS QUADRATURE

10 IF(NNQS EQ 0)GO TO 35 
DO 3 K = 1,NNQS 
NEL= LEM (K)
CALL NODSET(NEL,I,H,J,JJ,M,MM,N,NN)
IS II =1SI(K)
DO 3 IW =1,2
CALL BCSIDE(NEL,ISI1 ,IW SIDE,COSLX,COSLY I,II J,JJ,M MM,N,NN)
DO 3 L= 1 ,NUM
IF(NUMN EQ 3 OR NUMN EQ 6)THEN 

IF(NUM EQ 2)KK=N0DES3(ISI1,L)
IF(NUM EQ 3)KK=NODES6(ISU,L)

ELSE
IF(NUM EQ 2)KK= NODES4(ISII ,L)
IF(NUM EQ 3)KK=NODES8(ISIl,L)

ENDIF
KKK=NODE(NEL, KK)

3 F(KKK) =  F(KKK) + NS(KK)*SIDE*Q(K)

35 IF(NNHC EQ 0)RETURN 
DO 9 K =  1 ,NNHC 
NEL= LME(K)
CALL NODSET(NEL,I,II,J JI M,MM,N,NN)
ISI1 =ISIH(K)
DO 9 IW =  1,2
CALL BCSIDE(NEL ISI1,IW,SIDE COSLX COSLY I II J JJ M MM N NN)
DO 9 L=1,NUM
IF(NUMN EQ 3 OR NUMN EQ 6)THEN 

IF(NUM EQ 2)KK=N0DES3(ISI1 L)
IF(NUM EQ 3)KK=NODES6(ISIl ,L)

ELSE
IF(NUM EQ 2)KK=N0DES4(ISI1,L)
IF(NUM EQ 3)KK = N0DES8(ISI1,L)

ENDIF
LL=NODE(NEL KK)

9 F(LL) =  F(LL) +  NS(KK)*SIDE*H(K)*TINF(K)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE BNDAXI 
REAL NS NX NY
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COMMON/VK/NNODE,NELEM,NTYPE NTIME,TIME,NFRMAX 
COMMON/VC/Q(601) F(60l) NTS(601) NQS(601) DX(601) DY(60I)
COMMON/VB/X(601),Y(601),QQ(601)
COMMON/VL/NODEftOl,8)
COMMON/VD/AF, AFM,DT,NNQS, NUMN ,NUM NGAUS NNHC NNST NSTOP KPRNT,IAXI 
COMMON/VE/NS(8), NX (8), N Y (8), NXS 1(8), NET A(8) 
COMMON/VG/lSl(601),LEM(60t),LME(601),lSIH(601)
COMMON/VM/H(601),TINF(601)
COMMON/VH/NODES4(4,2),NODES8(4,3),NODES3(3,2),NODES6(3 3)

IW= 1 2 DENOTES TWO GAUSS POINTS PER SIDE USING GAUSS QUADRATURE

10 IF(NNQS EQ 0)GO TO 35 
DO 3 K=1,NNQS 
NEL-LEM  (K)
CALL NODSET(NEL,I,II J JJ M,MM,N,NN)
IS II =ISI(K)
DO 3 IW= 1,2
CALL BCSIDE(NEL,ISIl,IW,SIDE,COSLX,COSLY,I,II,J,JJ,M,MM,N NN)
S U M -0
DO 8 JR=1,NUM
IF(NUMN EQ 3 OR NUMN EQ 6)THEN 

IF(NUM EQ 2)KR= NODES3 (ISI1 ,JR)
IF(NUM EQ 3)KR = NODES6(ISIl ,JR)

ELSE
IF(NUM EQ 2)KR=NODES4(ISIl,JR)
IF(NUM EQ 3)KR= NODES8(ISI 1 ,JR)

ENDIF
LR = NODE(NEL,KR)

8 SUM = SUM + Y(LR)*NS(KR)
DO 3 L=1,NUM
IF(NUMN EQ 3 OR NUMN EQ 6)THEN 

IF(NUM EQ 2)KK=NODES3aSIl,L)
IF(NUM EQ 3)KK=N0DES6(ISI1,L)

ELSE
IF(NUM EQ 2)KK= NODES4(ISI 1 ,L)
IF(NUM EQ 3)KK=NODES8(ISIl,L)

ENDIF
KKK=NODE(NEL KK)

3 F(KKK) =  F(KKK) 4- NS(KK)*SIDE*Q(K)*SUM

35 IF(NNHC EQ 0)RETURN 
DO 9 K=1,NNHC  
NEL=LME(K)
CALL NODSET(NEL,I,II,J,JJ,M MM,N,NN)
ISI1=ISIH(K)
DO 9 IW=1»2
CALL BCSIDE(NEL,ISIl,IW,SIDE,COSLX,COSLY,I,II,J,JJ M MM,N NN)
SUM = 0
DO 7 JR= 1,NUM
IF(NUMN EQ 3 OR NUMN EQ 6)THEN 

IF(NUM EQ 2)KR=N0DES3(ISI1 JR)
IF(NUM EQ 3)KR — NODES6(ISIl ,JR)

ELSE
IF(NUM EQ 2)KR =  N0DES4(ISI1 JR)
IF(NUM EQ 3)KR=NODES8(ISIl JR)

ENDIF
LR = NODE(NEL,KR)

7 SUM=SUM +  Y(LR)*NS(KR)
DO 9 L = 1 NUM
IF(NUMN EQ 3 OR NUMN EQ 6)THEN 

IF(NUM EQ 2)KK=N0DES3(ISI1,L)
IF(NUM EQ 3)KK=N0DES6(ISI1 L)

ELSE
1F(NUM EQ 2)KK=N0DES4(ISI1,L)
IF(NUM EQ 3)KK = N0DES8(ISI1 L)

ENDIF
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LL=NODE(NEL,KK)

9 F(LL) =  F(LL) +  NS(KK)*SIDE*H(K)*TINF(K)*SUM 
RETURN 
END

SUBROUTINE CLEAR(A N) 
DIMENSION A(N)
DO 1 1=1, N 

1 A(I)=0 
RETURN 
END

SUBROUTINE BCSIDE(K,ISI1 ,IW,SIDE,COSLX,COSLY, 1,11,J,JJ,M,MM,N,NN) 
COMMON/VD/AF,AFM,DT,NNQS,NUMN,NUM,NGAUS,NNHC,NNST,NSTOP,KPRNT,IAXI 
COMMON/VI/POSG(2),POST(2),WQ(2),WT(2)
IF(NUMN EQ 3 OR NUMN EQ 6)GOTO I 
IF(NUMN EQ 4 OR NUMN EQ 8)GOTO 9

3 OR 6 NODE TRIANGLES

1 GO TO (2,3,4),ISI1 

SIDE 1

2 XSI= 0
ETA = POST(TW)
CALL SHAPE(K,XSI,ETA,I,J,M,N ,II,JJ,MM NN DET, YET A,XETA,XXSI, YXSI)
R=-YETA  
S = XETA 
GO TO 49

SIDE 2

3 XSI =  POST(IW)
ETA= 1 -XSI
CALL SHAPE(K,XSI,ETA,I,J,M,N,II,JJ,MM,NN DET,YETA,XETA XXSI, YXSI)
R=-YXSI 
S=XXSI 
GO TO 49

SIDE 3

4 XSI =  POST(IW)
ETA= 0
CALL SHAPE(K XSI ETAJ.J M N II JJ MM NN DET YETA XETA XXSI YXSD 
R =  YXSI 
S=  XXSI 

49 SIDEL=SQRT(R*R+S*S)
COSLX= R/SIDEL 
COSLY=S/SIDEL 
S IDE=S IDEL* WT(IW)
RETURN

4 OR 8 NODE QUADRILATERALS 

9 GO TO (10 20 30 40) ISII

SIDE 1

10XSI=-1  
ET A — POSG(IW)
CALL SHAPE(K,XSI ETA,I J,M,N II JJ MM NN DET YETA XETA XXSI,YXSI)
R = -YETA 
S = XETA 
GO TO 50

SIDE 2
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20 XSI =  POSG(IW)
ETA-1
CALL SHAPE(K XSI ETA,I J M,N II JJ,MM,NN DET YETA XETA XXSI YXSO 
R= YXSI 
S=XXSI 
GO TO 50

SIDE 3

30 XSI= 1 
ET A= POSG(IW)
CALL SHAPE<K,XSI ETA,I,J,M,N,II,JJ,MM,NN DET, YET A,XETA, XXSI, YXSO 
R=YETA  
S=-XETA  
GO TO 50

SIDE 4

40 XSI=POSG(IW)
ETA=-1
CALL SHAPE(K,XSI,ETA,I,J,M,N,II,JJ MM NN DET YETA,XETA XXSI YXSI)
R=YXSI
S=-XXSI

50 SIDEL=SQRT(R*R+ S*S)
COSLX=R/SIDEL 
COSLY=S/SIDEL 
SIDE= SIDEL* WQ(IW)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE NODSET(K,I II,J,JJ,M,MM,N NN)
COMMON/VL/NODE(601,8)
COMMON/VD/AF,AFM,DT,NNQS NUMN,NUM NGAUS NNHC NNST NSTOP KPRNT.IAXI
IF(NUMN EQ 3)GO TO 1
IF(NUMN EQ 4)GO TO 2
IF(NUMN EQ 6)GO TO 3
IF(NUMN EQ 8)GO TO 4

3 NODE LINEAR TRIANGULAR ELEMENT

1 I=NODE(K 1)
J =  NODE(K,2)
M =  NODE(K,3)
RETURN

4-NODE LINEAR QUADRILATERAL ELEMENT

2 I = NODE(K,l)
J = NODE(K,2)
M = NODE(K 3)
N — NODE(K 4)
RETURN

6 NODE QUADRATIC TRIANGULAR ELEMENT

3 I =  NODE(K 1)
II=NODE(K 2)
J = NODE(K 3)
JJ =  NODE(K 4)
M = NODE(K S)
MM = NODE(K 6)
RETURN

8 NODE QUADRATIC QUADRILATERAL ELEMENT
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4 I = NODE(K 1)
II = NODE(K 2)
J =  N0DE(K,3)
JJ = NODE(K,4)
M = NODE(K,5) 
MM =  NODE(K,6) 
N = N0DE(K,7) 
NN =  NODE(K,8) 
RETURN 
END

SUBROUTINE SHAPE(K,XSI,ETA,I,J,M,N,II,JJ,MM,NN,DET,YETA,XETA,
1 XXSI, YXSI)
REAL NS,NX,NY,NXSI,NETA 
COMMON/VB/X(60I), Y(60I),QQ(60I)
COMMON/VL/NODE(601,8)
COMMON/VD/AF,AFM,DT,NNQS,NUMN,NUM,NGAUS,NNHC,NNST,NSTOP,KPRNT,IAXI 
COMMON A/E/NS(8), NX (8), N Y (8), NXS 1(8), NET A(8)
COMMON/XY/X4(4),Y4(4),X8(8),Y8(8)
D = 0  25 
E = 0 5
IF(NUMN EQ 3)GO TO 10 
IF(NUMN EQ 4)GO TO  11 
IF(NUMN EQ 6)GO TO 12 
IF(NUMN EQ 8)GO TO 13

3-NODE LINEAR TRIANGULAR ELEMENT

10 NS(1)= 1-XSI-ETA 
NS(2)=XSI 
NS(3)=ETA

NXSI(1) = -1 1
NX SI (2)= 1 
NXSI(3)= 0

NETA(1)=-1 
NET A(2) =  0 
NETA(3) =  1

XXSI= NXSI(I)*X(I) 4- NXSI(2)+X(J) 4- NXSI(3)*X(M)
XETA =  NETA(1)*X(I) +  NETA(2)*X(J) + NETA(3)*X(M)
YXSI =  NXSI(1)*Y(I) +  NXSI(2)*Y(J) +  NXSI(3)*Y(M)
YETA =  NETA(1)*Y(I) +  NETA(2)*Y(J) + NETA(3)*Y(M)
GO TO 7

4 NODE LINEAR QUADRILATERAL ELEMENT

11 DO 2 L= 1,NUMN
2 NS(L) =  D*(1 +XSI*X4(L))*(1 +  ETA+Y4(L))

C
NXSI(1)= D*(1-ETA)
NXSI(2) =  D+(l-ETA)
NXSI(3) =  D+(1 + ETA)
NXSI(4)= D+(I + ETA)

C
NETA(1)= D*(I-XSI)
NETA(2)=-D*(1 +XSI)
NETA(3) =  D*(1 + XSI)
NETA(4) = D*(1 XSI)

C
XXSI =  NXSt(l )*X(I) -f NXSI(2)*X(J) + NXSI(3)*X(M) + NXSI(4)*X(N)
XETA = NETA(1)*X(I) + NETA(2)*X(J) + NETA(3)*X(M) + NETA(4)*X(N)
YXS[ = NXSl(l)+Y(I) + NXSI(2)*Y(J) +  NXSl(3)*Y(M) + NXSl(4)*Y(N)
YETA = NETA(I)*Y(I) + NETA(2)*Y(J) + NETA(3)*Y(M) + NETA(4)*Y(N)
GO TO 7
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o 6 NODE QUADRATIC TRIANGULAR ELEMENT

12 NS(I) = (I -XSI ETA)*(l -2 *XSI-2 *ETA)
NS(2)=4 *XSI*(1 XSI ETA)
NS(3) = XSI*(2 *XSI-1 )
NS(4)=4 *XSI*ETA 
NS(S) =  ETA*(2 *ETA-I )
NS(6)=4 *ETA*(1 -XSI ETA)

NXSI(1)=4 *XSI + 4 *ETA-3 
NXSI(2)=4 -8 *XSM  *ETA 
NXSI(3)=4 *XSI 1 
NXSI(4)=4 *ETA 
NXSI(5)=0 
NXSI(6)=-4 *ETA

NETA(1)=4 *ETA+4 *XSI-3 
NETA(2)=-4 *XSI 
NETA(3)=0 
NETA(4) =  4 *XSl 
NETA(5)=4 ♦ETA-1 
NETA(6)=4 -4 *XSI 8 *ETA

XXSI =  NXSI(1)*X(I) +  NXSI(2)*X(II) +  NXSl(3)*X(J)+NXSI(4)+X(JJ) +  NXSI(5)
I *X(M) + NXSI(6)*X(MM)
XETA «  NET A(l)*X(l) +  NET A(2)*X(II) +  NETA(3)*X(J) + NETA(4)*X(JJ)+ NETA(5) 
1 *X(M)+NETA(6)*X(MM)
YXSI= NXSI(l)+Y(l) +  NXSI(2)*Y(II) +  NXSI(3)* Y(J)+ NXSI(4)*Y(JJ)+NXSI(5)
1 *Y(M) +  NXSI(6)*Y(MM)
YETA =  NETA(l)* Y(I)+NETA(2)* Y(1I) +  NETA(3)*Y(J) + NETA(4)*Y(JJ) + NETA(5) 

1 * Y(M) + NETA(6)*Y(MM)
GOTO 7

8 NODE QUADRATIC QUADRILATERAL ELEMENT

13 DO 5 L=1,NUM N,2
5 NS(L) =  D*(1 +XSI*X8(L))*(1 + ETA*Y8(L))*(X8(L)*XSI+Y8(L)*ETA-1 )

DO 6 L=2,NUM N 2
6 NS(L) = E*X8(L)*X8(L)*(1 + X8(L)*XSI)*(1 -ETA*ETA) +  E+Y8(L)*Y8(L)*(1 +  
1Y8(L)*ETA)*(1 XSI+XSI)

NXSI(l) =  D*(ETA + 2*XSI 2*XSI*ETA-ETA+ETA)
NXSI(2)=-XSI+XSI*ETA
NXSI(3) = D*( ETA+2*XSI-2*XSI*ETA +  ETA*ETA)
NXSI(4) =  E*(1 -ETA* ETA)
NXSI(5) = D*(ETA + 2*XSI+2*XSI*ETA+ETA*ETA)
NXSI(6)= XSI XSI*ETA
NXSI(7) = D*( ETA+2*XSI+2*XSI*ETA-ETA*ETA)
NXSI(8) =  E*(-1 + ETA* ETA)

NETA(1) =  D*(XSI+2*ETA 2*XSI*ETA XSI+XSI)
NETA(2) =  E*( 1 + XSI*XSI)
NETA(3) =  D*( XSI + 2*ETA XSI*XSI+2*XSI*ETA)
NETA(4) =  ETA XSI+ETA
NETA(5) = D*(XSI + 2*ETA + XSI*XSI-+2*XSI*ETA)
NETA(6) =  E*(l XSI*XSI)
NETA(7) =  D*(-XSI + 2*ETA + XSI*XSI 2*XSI*ETA)
NETA(8)= ETA + XSI*ETA

XXS[ =  NXSI(1)*X(I)+ NXSI(2)*X(U) + NXSI(3)*X(J) + NXSI(4)*X(JJ) + NXSI(5)
I *X(M) + NXSl(6)*X(MM) + NXSl(7)+X(N) + NXSI(8)*X(NN)
XETA = NETA(1)*X(I) + NETA(2)*X(II) + NETA(3)*X(J) + NETA(4)*X(JJ) + NETA(S) 
I *X(M) + NETA(6)*X(MM) + NETA(7)*X(N)-f NETA(8)*X(NN)
YXSI = NXSl(l)*Y(I) + NXSI(2)*Y(II) + NXSI(3)*Y(J) + NXSf(4)*Y(JJ)+NXSr(5)

1 * Y(M) + NXSI(6)* Y(MM) + NXSI(7)*Y(N) + NXSI(8)*Y(NN)
YETA = NETA())*Y(I) + NETA(2)*Y(II) + NETA(3)*Y(J) + NETA(4)+Y(JJ) + NETA(*>) 
l*Y(M) + NCTA(6)*Y(MM) + NCTA(7)*Y(N) + NETA(8)*Y(NN)
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7 CONTINUE
DET = XXSI*YETA YXSI*XETA 
IF(DET EQ 0 0)THEN 
WRITE(*,100)K

100 FORMAT(2X, THE DETERMINANT =  0 0 IN ELEMENT ,14)
STOP
ENDIF
XSIX =  YETA/DET 
XSIY--XETA/DET  
ETAX=-YXSI/DET 
ETAY = XXSI/DET 
DO 8 KKK = 1 ,NUMN
NX(KKK) =  NXSI(KKK)*XSIX + NETA(KKK)*ETAX 
NY(KKK)=NXSI(KKK)*XSIY + NETA(KKK)*ETAY

8 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END

SUBROUTINE GAUSS
COMMON/VD/AF,AFM,DT,NNQS,NUMN,NUM NGAUS NNHC,NNST,NSTOP,KPRNT,IAXI 
COMMON/VF/POSG1 (9),POSG2(9) W1 (9),W2(9)
IF(NUMN EQ 3)GOTO 1 
IF(NUMN EQ 4)GOTO 2 
IF(NUMN EQ 6)GOTO 3 
IF(NUMN EQ 8)GOTO 4

3 NODE LINEAR TRIANGLE (3 GAUSS POINTS)

1 W =0 5
POSG1 (1)=\V  
POSGl(2) =  W 
POSG1(3)=0

POSG2(1)=0 
POSG2(2)=W  
POSG2(3)=W

W l( l)= l  0/6 
W l(2)= 1 0/6 
W l(3)= 1 0/6

W 2(l)=  1 0 
W2(2)= 1 0 
W2(3)= 1 0 
RETURN

4 NODE LINEAR QUADRILATERAL (4 GAUSS POINTS)

2 W = SQRT(1 0/3 0)
POSG1 (1)= W 
POSG1 (2) =  W 
POSGl(3) =  W 
POSG1 (4) = W

C
POSG2(l)=-W  
POSG2(2)= W 
POSG2(3) =  W 
POSG2(4) =  W

C
Wl(l)= I 0 
WI(2)=1 0 
Wl (3 )= l  0 
W l (4) = I 0

C
W2(l)= 1 0 
W2(2) = 1 0

c
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W2(3) = I 0 
W 2(4)= 1 0 
RETURN

C
C 6 NODE QUADRATIC TRIANGLE (7 GAUSS POINTS)
C

3 POSG1(1)=0 
POSG1 (2) =  I /2 
POSG 1(3)= I 
POSG 1(4)= 1 /2 
POSG1(5)=0 
POSG 1(6)=0  
POSGl(7)= 1 /3

C
POSG2(1)=0 
POSG2(2)=0 
POSG2(3)=0 
POSG2(4)= 1 /2 
POSG2(5)= 1 
POSG2(6)=l /2  
POSG2(7)= I /3

C
W l( l) = l  /40 
W1 (2) = 1 /15 
W l(3)=  1 /40 
W l(4 )= l /15 
Wl(5) =  l /40 
W l(6)=  1 /15 
W l(7)=9  /40

C
W 2(l) =  1 0 
W2(2) =  1 0 
W 2(3)= 1 0 
W 2(4)= 1 0 
W2(5) = 1 0 
W2(6) =  1 0 
W2(7) =  1 0 
RETURN

C
C 8 NODE QUADRATIC QUADRILATERAL (9 GAUSS POINTS)
C

4 W=SQRT(0 60)
POSGl(I)=-W  
POSG 1 (2)=0  
POSG I (3) =  W 
POSG I (4)=W  
POSGl(5) =  W 
POSG I (6)=0  
POSGl(7)=-W  
POSGl(8)=-W  
POSG 1 (9)^0

C
POSG2(l)=-W  
POSG2(2) =  -W 
POSG2(3)=-W  
POSG2(4)=0 
POSG2(5)=W  
POSG2(6) =  W 
POSG2(7) = W 
P05G 2(8)=0  
POSG2(9)=0

C
WJ(1) = 5 0/9 0 
Wl(2) = 8 0/9 0 
Wl(3) = 5 0/9 0 
WI(4) = S 0/9 0 
W!(5) = <i 0/9 0
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W l(6)=8 0/9 0 
WI(7) = 5 0/9 0 
W l(8)=5 0/9 0 
W 1 (9) = 8 0/9 0

C
W 2(l)=5 0/9 0 
W 2(2)=5 0/9 0 
W2(3) = 5 0/9 0 
W2(4) = 8 0/9 0 
W2(5) = 5 0/9 0 
W2(6) = 5 0/9 0 
W 2(7)=5 0/9 0 
W2(8) = 8 0/9 0 
W2(9) = 8 0/9 0 
RETURN 
END

C — ---  —--------------------------------------
SUBROUTINE PRINT 
COMMON/VA/COLD(601),CNEW(601)
COMMON/VK/NNODE,NELEM,NTYPE,NTIME,TIME,NFRMAX
COMMON/VEL/VX(601),VY(601)
IF(NTYPE EQ 1)THEN 
WRITER,403)
ELSE
WRITE(^,402) NTIME,TIME 
ENDIF
WRITE(*,400)
DO 1 1=1,NNODE 

1 WRITE(* I00)I,CNEW(I),VX(1),VY(I)
100 FORMAT(5X,I3,5X,3(F8 3))
402 FORMAT(/,5X, TIME STEPS=  ,13,2X TIME= ,F8 3)
403 FORMAT(/,5X, STEADY STATE')
400 FORMAT(/,5X, NODE ,5X, CNEW ,8X,'VX ,6X, VY )

RETURN
END

C  -------------------------------------------------------
SUBROUTINE RESID
COMMON/VD/AF,AFM,DT,NNQS,NUMN,NUM,NGAUS NNHC,NNST,NSTOP KPRNT IAXI 
COMMON/VK/NNODE NELEM,NTYPE NTIME,TIME,NFRMAX 
COMMON/V A/COLD(601) ,CNEW(601)
INTEGER ERRPRN 
DATA ERRPRN/5/

C
LOCE=0 
RESMAX=0 
ERR= 0  0001

C
DO 1 1= 1 ,NNODE 
R = ABS(CNEW(I) COLD(I))
IF(R GT RESMAX)THEN 

RESMAX =  R 
LOCE=I 

ENDIF 
1 CONTINUE

C
IF(RESMAX GT ERR)THEN 
IF(NTIME GE NSTOP)THEN 
WRITE(* 101)NTIME RESMAX 
CALL PRINT 
CALL PRINTF 

STOP 
END IF

IF(M0D(NTIME ERRPRN) EQ 0)THEN 
WR1TE(+ I02)NTIME RESMAX LOCE 

ENDIF 
RETURN 
CLSC
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o

o
WRITE(*, 100) NTIM E 
CALL PRINT 
CALL PRINTF 

STOP 
END IF

100 FORMAT(/ 2X, PROGRAM HAS CONVERGED IN 13 STEPS )
102 FORMAT(/2X, TIME STEP =  ,14 RESIDUAL = 1PE10 3.2X, NODE =

1 ,M)
101 FORMAT(/,2X, PROGRAM HAS NOT CONVERGED IN ,13, STEPS ,/,3X , TH 

IE RESIDUAL VALUE IS ,1PE10 3)
END

SUBROUTINE PRINTF
COMMON/VK/NNODE,NELEM,NTYPE,NTIME,TIME,NFRMAX
COMMON/VD/AF, AFM,DT,NNQS,NUMN,NUM,NGAUS,NNHC,NNST,NSTOP,KPRNT,lAXI 
COMMON/VC/Q(601),F(601),NTS(601),NQS(60I),DX(601),DY(60l)
COMMON /V A/COLD(601) ,CNEW(601)
COMMON/VB/X(601), Y(60I ),QQ(601)
COMMON/VEL/VX(601),VY(601)
COMMON/VL/NODE(6Ql ,8)
COMMON/VT/MTYPE,NUMDIM,TO RHO CP 
NDUMMY=0
WRITE(9, (815) )MTYPE,NUMDIM,NNODE,NELEM,NUMN,NSTOP,KPRNT,N DUMMY 
WRITE(9, (I4,2X,5(F8 4,1X)2X,I5) )NTYPE DT,AF,TO RHO CP IAXI 
DO 1 1= 1 ,NNODE

1 WRITE(9,101)I,X(I),Y(I)
DO 2 1= 1 ,NELEM

2 WRITE(9,100)1,QQ(I),DX(I),DY(I),(NODE(I,J) J=1,NUM N)
DO 3 I=l,N N O D E

3 WRITE(9,102)1 CNEW(I),VX(I),VY(I)
100 FORMAT(5X,I4,2X,3(F8 4 IX),814)
101 FORMAT(5X,I4,2X,2(F8 3 ,IX))
102 FORMAT(5X,I4,2X,3(F8 3 ,IX))

RETURN
END

C ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
SUBROUTINE SET PC 
CHARACTER INFIL* 12,OUTFIL* 12 
DATA INFIL/ /,OUTFIL/ /
WRITE(*, (/1X,A\) ) ENTER NAME FOR INPUT FILE 
READ(*, (BN,A) )INFIL 
OPEN (8, FILE= INFIL)

C
WRITE(* (/IX A\) ) ENTER NAME FOR OUTPUT FILE 
READ(+, (BN, A) )OUTFIL 
OPEN(9,FILE=OUTFIL,STATUS= NEW )
WRITE(9, (A) )OUTFIL
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE SKYLIN(B,VAR NB FIXED NBOUND)
COMMON/VP/P(9901),C(9901),R(990I)
COMMON/VK/NNODE,NELEM,NTYPE NTIME TIME NFRMAX 
COMMON/SK/NFR(60l) JMIN(601) JMAX(601)
DIMENSION AG(9901) B(601) VAR(60I) NB(601) FDCED(601)
NN1 =NNODE-l 
DO 1 1=1 NFRMAX 

1 AG(I) = R(I)

CHECK FOR DIRICHLET VALUES

14 lF(NBOUND EQ 0)GO TO 700 ,
DO SS0 K = l NBOUND 
I = NB(K)
NGA = NFR(I)+1 JMIN(I)
AG(NGA)= 1 0 
J1 =JMIN(!)
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j2 = ; m a x (I)
DO *550 J= J1 J2
1F(J EQ I)GO TO 550
NGA = NFR(D+J-J1
AG(NGA)=0 0
IF(I LT JMIN(J))GO TO 550
NGA=NFR(J) +  I-JMIN(J)
B(J) = B(J)-AG(NGA)*FIXED(K) 
AG(NGA)=0 0 

550 CONTINUE
DO 600 K = l,NBOUND  
I=NB(K)

600 B(I) =  FKED(K)
C
C BACK CALCULATE FOR VARIABLE 
C

700 DO 50 K— 1 ,NN1
NGA = NFR(K)+K JMIN(K)
PIVOT =  AG(NG A)
JKMAX =  JMAX(K)
KP1 =K -f 1
DO 20 I=KP1,JKMAX 
IF(K LT JMIN(I))GO TO 20 
NGA =  NFR(I) +  K JMIN(I)
FACTR = AG(NGA)/PIVOT 
IF(ABS(FACTR) LT 1 ()E-10)GO TO 20 
DO 10 J =  K,JKMAX 
NGE=NFR(I)+J-JMIN(1)
NGI = NFR(K) +J-JMIN(K)
AG(NGE) =  AG(NGE)-FACTR*AG(NGI) 

10 CONTINUE 
B(I)~B(I)-FACTR*B(X)

20 CONTINUE 
50 CONTINUE 

DO 40 11=1 NN1 
I =  NNODE+ l-II 
LM1 =1 1 
JSTR=JMIN(I)
NGA = NFR(I) +  I JSTR 
VAR (I) — B(I)/AG(NG A)
DO 30 J=JSTR,IM1 
NGI =  NFR(J) +  I-JMIN(J)

30 B(J) =  B(J) VAR(I)*AG(NGI)
40 CONTINUE 

NGA =  NFR(1)+1 JMIN(l)
VAR(1) =  B(1)/AG(NGA)
RETURN
END
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